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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LAWRENCE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
DEE JAMESON, an Individual, 
DAVIDSON TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN 
FOR IRA/SEP ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811-
30, and JAMES A. RAEON, 
SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-06-0003304 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
OF EXHIBITS 
The above-named Defendant, LAWRENCE SPENCER (hereinafter: "Spencer"), 
by and through his Attorney of Record, IAN D. SMITH, hereby submits the following 
Exhibits 1 through 5, which were inadvertently omitted from the Amended Complaint for 
Declaratory Judgment and Damages filed with this Court on April 27, 2006, copies of 
which are attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference. 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF EXHIBITS - 1 -
001 
) 
DATED this 5th day of May, 2006. 
IAN D. MITH 
Attorney at Law 
I 
\ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 5th day of May, 2006, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
Dee Jameson 
Jameson Mortgage 
250 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 204 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Davidson Trust Co. 
Legal Department 
Attn: Tracy 
James Raeon 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
[] U.S. Mail 
[] Hand-Delivered 
[X] Facsimile: 
[] U.S. Mail 
[] Hand-Delivered 
[X] Facsimile: 406-791-7380 
[] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[X] Facsimile: 666-9211 
------~-· 
Attorney at Law 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF EXHIBITS - 2 -
002 
i 
ORDER NO, 
ESCROW OR LOAN NO. 14911-BG 
DEED OF TRUST 
1-.:.ccormtHC REOU!::STEO R\'-
North ldaho Title Company 
THIS DEED OF TRUST, Made on Apnl 30, 2002, BETWEEN LAWRENCE SPENCER, a married man, as as his 
--~·>c 1 1 ·J 'I,,,,,- •1, separate- property herein called GRANTOR. whose address is / -::· !:5 ~ _,..;;c,..,,",..-'c,.~_.c, ,& ~-· ... l:...o.:>, v·d. '~cc"',.-:,.,, .. l--; !tf 
and NORTH IDAHO TITLE INSURANCE, INC., herein called TRUSTEE, a~d D.~VlDSON TRUST CO., 
custodian for IRA/SEP Accnt#SS-0811-30, herein called BENEFICIARY. 
WITNESSETH: That Granter does hereby irrevocably GRANT, BARGAIN, SELL ANO CONVEY TO TRUSTEE IN TRUST, 
WITH POWER OF SALE, that property in the County of Kootenai , State of Idaho, described as follows, either located within 
an incorporated city or village at the date hereof, or containing not more than forty acres: 
Property Description: •·'* SEE EXHIBIT "A'' ATTACHED HERETO AND MADE APART HEREOF •= 
TOGETHER WITH the re:n\s, issues and profits thereof, SUBJECT, H0\1\IEVER. to the right, power and authority hereinafter given lo and 
conferred upon Beneficiary to collect and apply such rents, issued and profits, for tlie purpose of securing payment of the indebtedness 
evidenced by a promissory note, of even dated herewith, executed by Granter in the sum of NlNETY THOUSAND and 00/100-~ 
DOLLARS ($90,000.00), FINAL PAYMENT DUE APRIL 30, 2007 and to secure payment of all such further sums as may 
hereafter be loaned or advanced by lhe Beneficiary herein to the Granter herein, or any or either of therr:, while record owner of present 
interest. for any purpose, and of any notes, drafts or other investments representing such further loans, advances or expenditures 
together with interest on a!\ such sums at the rate therein provided. Provia:ed, however, that the ma~;ing of such further loans, advances or 
expenditures shall be optional ,uilh the Beneficiary, and provided, fu-Jiher, 1hst it is the express intention of the parties to' this Deed of Trust 
that 1t shall stand as continuing security unti1 paid fer all such advances together with interest thereon. 
~l-lid Note shalt contain a Preoavmeni Penalty~ Said Note shall contain a Late Charge provision; 
If the truster shall convey or alienate said property or any part thereof or any interest therein or shall be divested of his title in 
any manner or way, whether voluntary or involuntary, any indebtedness or obligation secured hereby, irrespective of the 
matur\ly date expressed in any note evidencing the same, at the option of the holder hereof and without demand or notice 
shai! become due and payable immediately. 
To protect the security of this Deed of Tmst, Grantor agrees: 
By the execution oHhis Deed ofirust and the Nole hereby secured that provisions 1 to 6 inclusive of Part A and Provlsioll 1 to 9 inclusive 
of Part 6 of the Deed of Trust which was recorded August 18, 1993 as Instrument No. 1316809, in Official Public Records of l<.ootenai 
C01.mtv, Idaho Mortgage Records shall be and they are hereby incorporated and made an integral pa:rt hereof for al! purposes as though 
set forth herein at length. 
Request is hereby made that a copy of any Notice of Default and a copy of any Notice of Sale hereunder be mailed to the 
Grantor at his address hereinbefore set forth. 
~; 
1t?.2v--"'i~!.>~. ,,, i2. , .-,:/: _,~ ... -~ .... _.,-------....... 
LAWRENCE SPENCER 
Dated : 04/30/2002 
STATE OF IOAHO 
COUNTY OF t<OOTENAi 
DAVIDSON TROST CO. 
On APRIL 30, 2002 before me, the undersigned Notary Public in and for said County and Stale, personally appeared: L.4.WRENCE 
SPENCER known or id~ntified to me to be the person{s) whose names is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowiedged to me 
th:sit he executed the sama:. 
Notary Public In and f6r s8fd.Counfy anci"S't:ate 
Residing at PF 
Commission Exp.: 10/14{04 
(/~:.:=:.TL:: ·.:U":?n ,..f<'Y'\.1~::··;~s., 
MR jG 4 09 1 r1 uz 
EXHIBIT 
\ 
! 
EXHIBIT nA 11 
IN T1-1:E STATE OF ID.AHO, CQU])J"T'[ OF KCOIENAI 
PARCEL 1: 
/ 
\ 
Lot l, Blo::k l, BI-3 TIMBER, accord:Lrig to the plat recorded in Book "G" of 
Plats at Page 457, records of Koote,.-iai COlli7.ty, Idaho. 
Pl'-RCEL 2: 
I.ot 2, Bl=k l, BIG TIMBER, accordi..7.g to the plat recorded L7. Book "G" of 
Plats at Page 457, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 3: 
The South half of the Northeast quarter of the Sout..i.~east quarter of the 
Southeast q-1axter of Section 7, Township 52 North, Ra.TJ.ge 3 West, Boise 
V.<eridian, Kootenai County, Idaho, less U.S. Highway 95. Formerly knrnm as 
3lo::k 11, Spokane Valley Co.-rrnercial Orcha..-rd Tracts. 
TOGETHER WITH 1981 Skyline Mobile Home, 24x56, Vin#01910302P 
004 
31 ATE. 0f ll:t,~\i., 
CC/Ji-tft 0f ?-'..(,(!Hi..:.; 
,t'- tiDl l 5 
A. Pioneer Compa.ny 
PIONEER TITI.,E COMPANY 
OF KOOTENAI COUi'<TY 
100 V·lallace Avenuei Coeur d'.h.Jer;e., Ide.ho' 83814 / (208) 664-8254 
Order No.10503<,KB 
DEED OF TRUST 
THIS DEED OF TRUST, Made th.is 14th day ofNoverober, 2002, BETWEEN Lawrence Spencer, a m,arried man 
U:i his sl?,'lc and, s,:parolc ~.r.o~c~~y!..~;~ein called GR.ANTOR. whuse ::iddress rs / 0;.?•7 4 L-<'i-f·h/1 l~,_..-::_~-
.W-t·-.'.;r:_~::., 1 i ·::, '-i-? (~ ::-~:;:, ; PIONEER TITLE COlvil'AN-Y OF KOOTENAI COUN 1 Y. an 
IdabO'corporation,_ h~rein called TRUSTEE; and D;i.vidson Trust Compony. FBO UWSEP, Account #68-0811~30 
whose miiiling address is .)? l /i / j .; 'h ; i $~: -5-.t :, 'l 1: t-i/;i) .C,:,.r:;~k..:.;:..:. \,:;'.4; herein called BENEFlCIARY; 
. ) •: (J:{)-5 J 
WITNESS ETH: That Gnmtor does hereby irrevocably GR.A.NT, BARGMN, SELL AND CONVEY TO TRUSTEE 
IN TRUST, WITH POWER OF SALE, t1un propertY in the Count')' ofKooteriai, State ofldaho, described as follows 
and containing not more than forty acres: 
The South half of the NorJleast Quarter of the Southeast Quarter of the Sou!he.'.!St Quarter of Section 7, T ow115hiµ 52 
North. Range 3 West., Boise Meridian., Kootenai County, idal10, less U.S. Highway 95. Formerly lmo,.,.11 as Block 
11, Spokane Valley ComroerciaJ Orch2.rd Tracts. 
ff all,. or any part, of the subject r~l property, or an interest therein is sold, transferred, or contracted to be sold or 
transforred in the fu1,1re by agreement, without the Beneficiary's prior written consent, excluding a transfer by 
devise, dcscetlt or operation of law upon the dea!.h of the Granter, Beneficfary may. at Beneficiary's option, declare 
all sums secured by this Deed of Trust to be immediately d11e and pnyable. 
TOGETHER WITH the rents, issues aml profiis !hereof, SUBJECT, HOWEVER, to lh(! right, power and authority hereinafter given to 
:md conforretl 1.'Pon Beneficiary to i::allcct and apply such l"'..nts, issues and profits, for the purpose of sc=uring payment of the 
indebtl?dncss cvidem::~ by:;,. pmmissorynotc., of evc:n d:m:: hen:wilh, c;;ecutcd by Gran tor in the: sum ofSi::t:.Y fh·c Thousand dolhtrs 
:inti Z::ro cents (SuS,006.00), final pa}mcnt due Ms:y U, 200.i. and 1D secure payment of tt\l such further sums :is rnuy hcrc:iftcr be 
lot1ncd or ad\•;tnccd by the Bendici:iry l1ercin to tile Granl:orhcrcin, or :iny or either of tl1e1n, w\1i!C rccord owner ofpresr:nl interest, for 
any purpose, and of ;:my notes, drafts or other inslnunents representing sucll further loam:, adv;mccs or c:-ocnditur~ tog<.ihcr with interest 
011 all such sums ill the rate therein proYitkd. Provided, however, tli:1t 1he nmldng of such further loans, uivances or expenditures sh:il! 
he oplionu\ with ll1e Betteficiary, and providOO, funhcr, that it is the express intention of the p:rrti!!S to lhis Dc1..-d or Trust thnl it shnll 
st:i.nd ns coniinuinl!. sccuri.y until paid for all such adv:mces toe.ether with interest thereon, 
A. To protect the securltY of U>Js Oe:etl of'!'111st, Grnntor :ae;rccs: 
(I) To keep said prop·eny in good condltioa ond rcp::1ir; not to remove or demolish lll\Y buildin.i: tllCTCon; 10 conmlctc or restore 
promptly :md in good :mt! workmanlike manner any building which m:iy be consrructcd, dmnagctl or destroyed thereon and 10 p:iy when 
due :i.11 claims for labor p~formed ;md matctia\s furnished tl1crefor; lo comply wiU, nil laws affecting snfrl property or requiring any 
ahcmtions or improvcmunts 10 be made thereon; not to cammil or permit waste lhcreon; not 10 commlt, suffer or pennit any ::ict upon 
sakl prop1..'rty in violation aflaw; to cultiv.i.le; irrig:ite. fertilize, fumig:ite, prune and do all ollter acts which from l\,echar.:ictcr or use of 
said prup-ttl.y may be rc-JSonab\y l\l.'CCSS3i)', the specific cnmner.nions herein not e,;cluding the general, 
(2} To provide, maintain :i.nU deliver 10 Bcnefid:iry fire insurance sntisfactory to and 1.vilh loss payable to Beneficiary. TI1e 
aniount collected under any life or olbcr insuranc:: policy m::1)' be applied by Ben::licfaf)• upon any ind1.-bt1.-dncss secured hcm:by and in 
such order :is hcncficW)' may determine., or at option ofBcucficfary lhe entire amount so collected or nny port thereof 1nny be released to 
Granter. Sl!ch .appliC31.ion or rcle:ise shall not i::&c or w:livc:: :my default or notice of default bcreoudcr or invalidate :;my act done 
pursu:mt to such notice. 11le provisions hereof arc subject to 1.he mutual agrccmcnlS or t11e p:i.nies as below set f1mh. 
(3) To appear in nnd de!bnd any action or proceeding puri1oni11g lo affect 1he securily hereof ophc righrs or powers of 
Beneficiary or Trus1ee and to pay all cos1s and ~penses, including cost of evidence of title and attomcys' recs in a reasonable sum, in 
,my such action or proceeding in which Benclidary or Trustee may apµezir. 
(4) 1'o pay: (:i) til lc:!Sl ten d::ys before <.lelinom:ney nil ta,:cs and nssessmenis aff<!cling saitl pmptrty. inc hiding assessments on 
appurtem:ml water s-tocl:; (h) wht:n due, subje-:::t to lli~ muuml .igrocrm::nts of tlic panics as below sc! forth, ail encumbnmecs, charges :mtl 
liens, "-'ilh interest, on s:i.id property or :my p.i.-t I.hereof, which appcur 10 b~ prior or sup\mor herc10; (c ) :ill allowable exp¢nscs of this 
TrusL in addition to the payments due in accord11m:e ,..,'irh the terms of the Note l1creby secured, the Gro.i~!or Simi! at the option, am! on 
demand, of the Beneficiary, pny each month 1112 oftl1e eslirn..1lCU annual ta.'\'CS, .asscssincnts, insurance premiums, mnilltt::nance and 
olhc:r ell urges u;:iol'I 1hc property, nevcrthe!css in tn.tst for Grantor's use ;im.l bci1efiL and for thl.' P:l.'t'1llcnt hy Bcnciiciorv or :::1w sucl1 items: 
when due. Grnntor's failure so to pay shall constitule o defaull uuder this trusl. 
(5) To pny irnmetliotcty and without demand all sums so e;,;pcndcd by Bcncfieian• orTtuslcc. with inlerest from da.tc of 
e.'sptmditure al eight per cent per annum. 
{6) Should Gr;:mtor f.u1 to mal:c~my payment or 10 do :inr act os lnm:in nrovit.le<l, then Bcndici:::irvorTrustcc, but wlthou. 
obligation so to do and will1out notice !o or dem.md upon GrarJ.cr :l.lld without releasing Granlor from .i.uy oblic.ution hereof. may: mill:e 
or do Ilic so.me in such manner :mtl to su::h ~lent :is either HUl'f Uecm nccess;i.n, to protect tl,c sceuritv lH:roof. Bcndici:!rv or Trus1c-.: 
befog :rnthorizei;I to enter upon s.i.id property for such 11u.-p-oses; appcu in and de fond :my :ic1ion orpro<:ccding purµorting 10 :iffoc! th!: 
security hcrcor or the ri~hts or p,.'t\\'CTS of Bcncfici:i.rv or Trustee: rmv. purchase. contCSL or compromise an\' cncu111brancc. charnc or licn 
005 I 
EXHIBIT 
Th.-- .,rn\M,;;.,,,.,n i1, the le!!al owner and holder of :ill indcbtctincss ~~.:u1cu uJ ''.'.'" ".''. ..... - -: . 
\ 
which in die judgnicnl of citlwr appears iO be prior or superior hereto; :ind. in exercising any such rOwzrs, or in ~n1 .... ..:1ng this Deed or 
Tms1 bv iudicin! foreclosure, 1;ay necess:iry ci;.penscs. employ counsel and P.'"IY his reasonable fees. 
B. It is mu!uailr ngreeil that: 
(1) Any award of damages in cor.nccticn with :my cornlcmn.'l.lion forpuhlic us.:: oi or injury \o saitl property or nny part there-of is 
hi:rcl1y assigned anti shall be paid to Bcneficizry who nmy apply or rok:asc such moneys rt:ccived by him In the same 111anm:r and with 
1h11 same- cfTeet as llbove pro0i.ktl for disposition of proceeds of fire or other insurance. 
(2) By accepting payment of any sum secured hereby after i.s due ililu:, Beneficiary tlo<!S not V.'r!ivc his right either lo require 
proinpt payment when due ofal\ other SUit\$ so secured or to declare default for failure so Lo pay. 
(3} At any time or from time to time, without liability therefor and without notice, upon w'ritten request of Beneficiary and 
presentation of this Deed and said 1101c for cmio;scment, and ,.,.,;u,out affcctl11g lhe pmsona! liability of any person for paynu:nl of lhc 
indt:btcdness secured hl:tcby, Trustee ma:,,: rcconvcy all or .my part or s:iid property; consent 10 Uic making of any m:ip or plat lh:m:ot; 
join in grantiog ::my t:.iSemznt th:rcon; or join i11 ,my e;;tct1$iOn agreement or any ilgrecmimt subordinating tbe lien or charge hereof. 
(4) Upon written request ofBcudiciary st:i:ijng tltat all sums secured J1crcby have been paid, .:md upon surrender of this Deed and 
said note to Trustet: for cancellation anti retention arn! upon payment of its fees, Tnstec sh.I.ii reconvey, \'fithou: warranty, the property 
!hen held hereunder, The recitals in any rc-::onvcyi:111ci;:; t,-XCCUled under this deed of trus!. of any matters or facts sh:ill be conclusive proof 
of the tnnhfu\m:ss thcreof. Tiie grant~ in such rcconvcyance may bt: described as "lhc person or persons lcgallyentit\i:d lhcn.'1.o." 
(5) As odditional security, GraDlor hereby gives to :irul confers upon Bcne(iciary the right, power and a11thority, during the 
continuonce of these Trusts., to collect the renlS, issues anU profilS ofszid property, rcsen•ing unto Grant.or tbe right, prior lo any default 
l>y Gr.mtor in paymimt of any indebledncss secured hereby or in performance of any .:1grceme:n1 hcreundi::t, to collect ::ind rct.iin such 
rents. issues :md profits as they become <luc and p•iy::iblc. Upon any such default, Benefiefary may at any time \vithout notice, either in 
person, by agent. or by a receiver to be llppointed b~· ::i. court, ll.Jld wiU1out regard lo tbc lldcquacy of any security for the iml.2btedncss 
hereby secured. enter upon and take possession of said propeny or any p:irt lhcn:of, in his own name sue for or otherwise collect such 
rents, issues and profits, including those pas\ due and Ullpaid, :ind :ipply tl1c s11me, less costs and expenses of oper.ation :ind colketion, 
including reusonab\e :i.uorney's foes, oµon any imkbtcdiuls; secure.I hereby, ::m<l in such order ;:.s Bcnefiefary may :.ktermille, The 
eut1.'1lug upon and taking: possession of snid propcny, the collei:lion of such rents, issues and profits tmd the npplication thereof as 
afon:sait!, shall no! cure or w:iive any default or notice or default herctmtlcr or inv:ilidlitc any act done pursuant to such notice. 
(6) Upon default b>· Grantor in priyment of at1y i1Jdeb1cdncss secured hereby or in p<:rform:mee ofllny agreement hereunder, all 
sums st.-cured hereby shall inunetlialcly become due and pnyablc- al the op1ion of tile Ben::ficiary. In the event of default, Bcndici;'II)' 
shall c.xecule or en.use the Trustee. to cxccuh: a wri!ten uoticeof such defauh and of his election to c:iuse to be sold the herein dcscribcd 
property lO satisfy the obligations hereof, and shall c:iuse such not.ice to be recon.led in the offo:::e of lhe recordi:r of eneh county wherein 
said rent property or some part t.lu:m::of is situatt.-d. 
Notice of s-aie having. he:m given ns ther. required by law, ;i.ml 1101 kss than I.he timu then required by law having elapsed, 
Trustee. without dcm:l.ndon G,,m1or, shnll sc!! saitl property at the time and place fii-ed by it in said noliee of sale, cilhcr as :i whole or in 
st..-pnr.itc pil.Tcels and in such order ns it may detcnnine, nt public auction 10 the highest bidder for cash in lawful money of the United 
Slates, payable al time: or sale.. Trns1c:.: shall <lt:-liver to the purclta.ser its tlccd conveying the property so sold, but withont any covenant 
or warrJuty c:<press or implied. The recitals in such d,::ed of any matters or facts sh:t\l he conclusive proof of the lru[hfulm:ss thereof. 
Ai~y person, including Grantor, Trustct:, or Beneficiary, mt:y purchase nl such sale. 
Aflcr deductfogall costs, fczs :ind :!.~cnscs ofTrustce and of this Trust, including cost ofthlc e\'idenccoftitlc ::mU r~onablc 
counsel fees in conn~tion -.-.1th sale, Trust~ shall apply the procC'""...ds of sale lo payment of: :!JI .sums expended u11tler the terms hereof,. 
not then rcpaitl, with accrued interest .::it leg:il rate; all other sums !hen sceured hereby; md theTCmti.indcr, if any, lo the person or persons 
!eg:iUy entilicd. thereto. 
(7) 111is Deed JPplies to, inures to 1he bcnefil of, and binds cl! parties here10, their heirs, legatees, devise-es, administr.itors, 
c~ccutots, successors :ind assigns. The lem1 BencfichHysh:lll mean tl1e lm\der and own~ of the note sceUTt,'d ht:reby; or, if the nolelrns 
be<:n plc<lgcd. lhefl\cdgcc titcrcof. In this DcOO, whenever the conlex.l so requires. the m:iscu\ine ge"lldcr incluilcs the feminine and/or 
neuter, and the sinr,.ru.1:ir number include::; the p\uraJ. 
(S) Trustee is no! obligated to not if)' iID}' p0.'1y hereto of pending s;:i\e under any 01her Det,>d ofT n:st or of :my action or proceeding 
in which Gr.:mtor, Beneficiary or Trus11::.:: shlllJ b1: a party unless brou)"lhl by Trustee. 
(9) In the event of dissolution or rcsi1:,'lrntion oflheln1stce, tin: Bcrn:fid.iry may substitute a trustee or trustees to cxceule tlw lnlSl 
hereby erc.at.c<l. and when :i11y sue\\ subslil11lion !;as been filed for record in the office of the R<.,-cordcr of the c.oumy in which the prcpeny 
ln:rcin tlcscdbctl is sitm1t1.'U, il shall be conclusive cviticuce of the nppoiotmeul of such ln!Slee or trustees. and such new 1rustcc or 
1rustccs shall succeed to all of !he powers utld duties of1he rnistees named herein. 
RCQucst is hereby mnd~· tll.lt n eoov ofanv Nciicu ufDcfault and :1 c,mv of:mv Notici:: or Sale Jum:um.l~be mnilcd lo the 
Gr.int-or at his ;iddn::ss hi::rein b~fore set forth. 
'L. 1..i ~..._!_. [\(' 0 
By: r1 CL- ,.-,rf:;£_,,,------- · ·'S~ \.._,._~ "'\N . ~:-r-1..'-.D..f.)\f"'.vc,J,r"-, .,,-, 
-L"a""";,","n"c-e_S_p_e-,-,c--c-.,----'-",","' ~-------- Dm:elNp-e..1.cer exeCutes \this inst rum.en t to 
comply wLth Chapter 10, Title 55, Idaho Code 
relating to Homesteads 
00 /' b 
2 ,. 
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TRUSTEE'S DEED 
JAMES A. RAEON (herein after called Trustee), as su:::cesscr 
Trustee under the Deed of'Trust hereinafter particularly 
described, does hereby. Bargain, Sell and Convey, with-out 
warranty, to DAVISON TRUST COMPANY, CUSTODIAN FBO I:?Jc./SEP 1-.ccount 
No. 68-081.1-30, c/o 250 Northwest Boulevard, ·Suite 204, Coeur 
d'Alene, Idaho 8381.4, hereinafter called Grantee), all the real 
property situated in the County of Kootenai, State cf Idaho 
described as follows: 
The South half of the Northeast Quarter of the Soutb.e.ast 
Quarter of the southeast Quarter of Section 7, Tovnstip s2 
North, Range 3 West, Boise Meridia:n, Kootenai county, Idaho, 
less 1l'. s. :Highway 95. F<>rmerly known as Block l.l, spcr.:u,e 
valley commercial orchard Tract, 
and all appurtenances attached thereto. 
More c'.i~only known as 2024 N. Highway 95, 1-..thol, Idaho 
83801.. 
This conveyance is made pursuant to the powers conferred 
upon.Trustee by the Deed of Trust between LAWRENCE SFENCER, a 
married man as his separate property, Granter to Pioneer Title 
Company of Kootenai County, an Idaho Corporation, as Trustee for 
the benefit and security of DAVISON TRUST COMPANY, FBO rRA./SE?. 
Account NO. 68-081.1-30 recorded November l.5,2002, as rnstrument 
No. 1764279, Mortgage records of Kootenai County, Idaho and after 
the fulfillment of the conditions specified in said Deed of Trust 
authorizing this conveyance as follows: 
(a) Default occurred in .the obl.igations for which such Deed 
of Trust was given as security and the beneficiary made demand 
upon said Trustee to sell said property pursuant to the terms of 
said Deed of Trust. 
Amended Notice of Default was recorded as !nstr-~ment No. 
1902145 in the office of the Kootenai county Recorder, tr.e nature 
of such default being as set forth in said Notice of Default. 
Such default still existed at the time of the sale, 
(b) After recordation of said Amended Notice of Default, 
Trustee gave notice of the time and place of the sale by 
registered or certified mail, by personal service upon the 
occupants of said real property, by posting in a conspicuous 
place on said premises and by publishing in a newspaper of· 
general circulation in the county in which the property is 
situated as more fully appears in the Affidavits recorded at 
least 20 days prior to the date of sale as Instrument Nos. 
1923701, 1923702 and l.926752, 'Kootenai County, State of Idaho. 
1.-TRUSTEE'S DEED 
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(c) The provisions, recitals and contents of the Amended 
Notice of Default referred to in paragraph (a) supra and of the 
Affidavit referred to in paragraph (b) supra shall be and they 
are hereby incorporated herein and made an integral part hereof 
for all purposes as though set forth herein at length. 
(d) All requirements of law regarding the mailing, personal 
service, posting, publication and recording of Amended Notice of 
Default, and Notice of sale and all other notices have been 
complied with. 
(e) Not less than 120 days elapsed between the giving of 
notice of sale by registered or certified mail and the sale by 
registered or certified mail and the sale of said property. 
(f) Trustee, at the time and place of sale fixed by said 
Notice, at public auction, in one parcel, struck o.ff to Grantee, 
being the highest bidder therefore, the property hereinabove 
described for the sum of EIGHTY SIX THOUSAND FIVE HONORED SEVEN 
DOLLARS AND'.FtfRTY-FIVE CENTS($86,507 ,45)subject however to all 
prior liens··and encumbrances, and subject to real property taxes 
assessed against the above described property. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Granter h.as 
this ~ day February, 2005. / --- -,,_ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
executed this instrument 
STATE OF IOAHO 
C0UHTY OF K00TEHAI 
A. RABON Ai THE REQUEST Of ____ _ 
SOR TRUSTEE.£ s\ :b ;::S('-cf-fy ":::D.:{'-.__ . 
) ss. DA_NIEL J.EN9l;,lSti ··-County of Kootenai) C25.L~ 
. DEPUTY I _ tlO 
on this ¢. lf-A; day of February, 2005, before me FEES _____ vc.c..1' 
M,n?y CJi1a<1-s--;;:;;;;I , the undersigned Notary Public, personally 
appeared JAMES A. RAEON, known to be or identified to me to be 
the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as 
Successor Trustee, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the 
day and year first above wri~ten. 
2-TRUSTEE'S DEED 
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TRUSTEE' s DEED 
JAMES A. RAEON (herein after called Trustee), as Successor 
Trustee under the Deed of Trust hereinafter particularly 
cescribed, does hereby Bargain, Sell and Convey, without 
warranty, to DAVISON TRUST COMPANY, CUSTODii.N for IR.~/SEP Account 
Ko. 68-0811-30, c/o 250 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 204, Coeur 
d'Alene, Idaho 83814, hereinafter called Grantee), all the real 
property situated in the County cf Kootenai, state cf Idaho 
de:,cribed as follows: 
PARCEL l: 
Lot 1, Block l., BIG TIKBER, according to the plat 
recorded. in Book •o• of Flats at Page .t57, records of 
Kootenai county, Idaho. 
PARCEL 2: 
Lot 2, Block l. 1 BIG TIMI!ER, a.ccordi.ng to the ple.t 
r.ac:;o.1;ded. in Boole 'G" of Plats: at Page (57, records of 
Ke>Qtenai County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 3: 
The South half of the Northeast quarter of the 
southeast quarter of the southea.st quarter of section 
7, section 7, Township 52 North, Ranqe 3 West, Boise 
Meridian, Koot~nai County, Idaho, less u.s. Highway 95. 
Forinerly known as Block ll, Spokane Valley Colltlllercial 
orchard Tracts • 
Together with 198l Skyline Kobile Rome, 2{X56, Vin 
to1910302i? 
and all appurtenances ~ttaohe~ thereto, 
This conveyance is-made pursuant to the powers conferred 
upon Trustee by the Deed of Trust between L.~WRENCE SPENCER, a 
married man as his separate property, Grantor to North Idaho 
Title Insurance, Inc., Trustee, an Idaho Corporation, for the 
benefit and security of DAVISON TRUST COY.PANY, CUSTODIAN FOR 
IP~~/SEP Account NO. 68-0811-30 as Beneficiary, recorded April 30, 
2002, as Instrwnent No. 1730787, Mortgage records of Kootenai 
county, Idaho. James A. Raeon, a member of the Idaho state Bar, 
was appointed as successor Trustee pursuant to an instrurr,ent 
recorded August 18, 2004, as Instrument No. 1895499 in Kootenai 
County, Idaho and after the fulfillment of the conditions 
specified in said Deed of Trust authorizing this conveyance as 
fellows: 
(a) Default occurred in the obligations for which such Deed 
cf Trust was given as security and the beneficiary made demand 
up~n said Trustee to sell said property pursuant to the te=s of 
said Deed of Trust. 
1-TRUSTEE'S DEED 
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I 
Notice of Defa'.ll t wa;; :::-acc:-::s:i as Ir,stz:-ument No. 189 5500 in 
the office of the Kccte:-,ai cc·.c:--:::,, ?.ec:::::-de:-, the nature of such 
default being as sat f-c::-ti:-, i:-, s=.i.:i F:t:..ca cf Default. Such 
default still existed a~ t::-~e. ti.!::-a cf· -:.!"~s sale.. 
(bl A"'te"l"' - 0 .... ,....,....,._._..,,:...,...., ,..,: e::- l,:: N,-.. ... : ""'-= .-.= D,-.,,1:"-·, 1 t Trus-- 0 e ~ ... ~-~~--~~-~!, ~- ~c~~ --~~~~~ w~ ~-~~~ r ~-
gave notice of the ti:rr.e a:cd. ;:J..ace c:: ':.he sale by registered or 
certified mail, by pe::-s;;nal se:r;;-:; :..::e upo:1 the occupants of said 
real property, by posting in a s:::--.s;i.c·c1ot:.s place on said premises 
and by publishing i.n a :ie,,s;:.ai;:e:::- ::f ·~aner'al sirculation in the 
county in which tte p::-:i;,e::-ty is s:..t·.:.ated as mere fully appears in 
the Affidavits recc::-ded. at le:as-:. :c C..c.~:-s pric:::- to the date of 
sale as Instrume:1.t Ncs. 19237C-:, :s,:370-4 and 1926753, Kootenai 
county, State of Idaho. 
(c) The provisic:--.. s, ref;ita:.s and. =·=:nt.snts of the Notice of 
Default referred to in ~a:::ag::aph (a) s~p=a and of the Affidavit 
referred to in pa::-ag::-a;;,i::: (;;;) .o::.:::ra shall be and they are hereby 
incorporated,: t~arain and :mc.:is a.:.1. :..!".7..e<;=~l part hs.reof for all 
Pu-poses as' "'""u·· gb """'" "",-,-+-h "·-· '- ·'" 1 e::..::r'"h .1.. .,,:.'l'.;.U .. ...,_,.__ ._...J.;.. .... ~• ._,.,;;:.._c.;,.:. • .::... .. - .. _,..._.i. • 
( d) All reqi;.ireme:-.ts c:: la· .. • re;a::-ding the :mailing, personal 
service, posting, pu.blicat~c:::1 a.:-.. d ::<:-~c::d.i:1.g of Notice of De.fault, 
and Notice of Sale and all c'::he::- , .. ct:.ces t,ave been complied with. 
(e) Not less than uo c.ays ela;:sed between the giving of 
not4 c of ·l b --~s ~~~-~'"' ·- - 0 -' "'; " ,,,~ i_' 1 - • tlh 1 b ~ e sa e y ~.,,,, ________________ e_ "'- _ c.no e sa e y 
registered or ce.:-tified. rr,2..il a::.d. t:.b.e sal.e: cf said property. 
(f) Trustee a ~ .. ,.,, '"'~" ~-" - 1 --~ ·" s- 1 e r1.·xed by sai'd 
.1. ; "- i....~-- '--'-"'·- ---·- :::---e.--... .., ... O..i.. -
Notice, at public auction, st::--~ck off to Grantee, being the 
highest bidder the::efc::-e, the ;r::;:erty he;:einabove described for 
the sum of TWO nu'NDRED ?OtJic T20USL'i'D SEVENTY FOUR DOL!.A.RS AND 
THIRTY-SEVEN CENTS($2·J4',C74.37)st;.:ject hcwsver to al:). prior liens 
and encUlllbrances I and s·.:.i:.: a::t to real property taxes assessed 
against the above desc::-ibe::. p::c;:s::ty. 
IN WITNESS Wi:E?3CF, the. G::-2..r-/:.c:: has executed. this instrument. 
this :J!:1....-t'aay Feb=a:-y, 2005. 
2-TRUSTEE'S DEED 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai) 
On this ~ day of FGlbrua::-y, 2005, before me . 
M!}[1V Bt1-PS:s Te-I!-), 1 the undersigned Notary Public, personally 
appeared JAMES A. RAEON, lu,own to be or identified to me to be 
the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as 
Successor Trustee, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same .. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the 
day and year first above written. 
3-TRUSTEE'S DEED 
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DANIEL J. ENGLISH 
-~ZL. 
FEE, DEPUTY g__9i..). 
SiATE OF IDAHO 
'UNTY OF KOOTENAI 
1.937'223 ~S REQUEST OF=-=--
. :8::JmroP~f:1 (OrwT5,af" 
IUDS MAf2w ~ II: 24 
Aw.::NDED TRUSTEE'S DEED 
_ DANIEL J. ENGLISH ft!~J 
DEPUTY q; 
,e:e:s , -
JAMES A. ll..s.EON (herein after called Trustee) , as successor · ·· 
Trustee u:nder the Deed of Trust hereinafter partic~larly 
described, does hereby Bargain, Sell and Convey, without 
wa=anty, to OAVIDSON TRUST COMPANY, C!JSTODIAN for Ill/SEP 
Account No. 68-0Sll-30, c/o 250 NorthWe£t Boulevard, Suite 204 1 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814, hereinafter called Grantee}, all the 
real property· situated in the county of Xootenai, state of Idaho 
described as follows: 
li'ARCEL :i.; 
Lot i, Eloc~ 1, BIG TIUit~, acoor~ing to the plat 
raeord~d i~ Boo~ 'G" of Plats at Paga ,s,, records of 
xootenu count7, Idaho. 
l?Al<CllL 2: 
Lot 2, Block 1, BIG TilOE~, according to the plat 
recorded in Boo~ 'G" of Plats at Pa1e 457, records of 
~ootenai county, Idaho, 
PUCSL 3, 
Th= south half.cf the Northeast quarter of the 
southeast (!Uarter of the southeast quarter of section 
7, Tcvnship 52 North, Range 3 West, Boise Meridia.n, 
lootenai county, I~aho, less u.s, Xighway 95, Formerly 
known as block 11, spotane valley commercial orchar~ 
irract:i, 
mogether vith 1~a1 s~ylino Uobile uome, Z4XSG, vin 
#Olil.0302:J? 
and all appurtenances attached thereto. 
This conveyance is made pursuant to the powers conferred 
upon Trustee by the Deed of Trust between LAWRENCE SPENCE~, a 
married man as his separate property, Grantor to North Idaho 
Title Insurance, Inc., Trustee, an Idaho corporation, for the 
benefit and securitv of DAVIDSON TRUST COMPANY, CUSTODIAN FOR 
IP.A/SEP Account No."68•0811•30 as Beneficiary, recorded April so, 
2002, as rnstru:iuent No. l.730787, Mortgage records of Kootenai 
County, Idaho, James A. Raeon, a meml:)er cf the Idaho St.ate Bar, 
was appointed as suooessor Trustee pursuant to an instruinent 
recorded August 18, 2004 1 as Instrument No •. 1895499 in Kootenai 
county, Idaho and aftel:' the f\1lfillme.it of the conditions 
s~ecified in said Deed of Trust authorizing this conveyance as 
follows: 
G12 
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(a) Default occurred in the obligations for which such Deed 
of Trust was given as security and the beneficiary nade demand 
upon said Trustee to sell said property pursuant to the terms of 
said Deed of Trqst. 
Notice of Default was recorded as Instrument No. 1895500 in 
the office of the Kootenai County Recorder, the nature of such 
default being as set forth in said Notice of Default. such 
default still existed at the time of the sale. 
(b) After recordation of said Notice of Default, Trustee 
gave notice of the time and place of the sale by registered or 
certified ~ail, by personal service upon the occupants of said 
real property, by posting in a conspicuous place on said prel!lises 
and by pUl:>lishing in a newspaper of general circulation in the 
county in which the property is situated as more fully appears in 
the Affidavits recorded at least 20 days prior to the date of 
sale as Instrument Nos. 1923703, 1923704 and 1926753 1 Kootenai 
county, state of Idaho. 
(C) The provisions, recitals and contents of the Notice of 
Default referre<l to in paragraph (a} supra and of the Affidavit 
referred to in paragraph (b) supra shall be and they are herelly 
inco:rpo~ated herein and made an integral part hereof tor all 
purposes as tough set forth herein at length. 
(d) All requirements of law regarding the mailing, personal 
service, posting, publication and recording of Notice of Default, 
and Notice of Sale and all other notices have been complied with. 
(e) Not less than 120 days elapsed between the giving of 
notice of sale by registered or certified mail and the sale by 
registered or certified ~ail and the sale of said property. 
(f) Trustee, at the time and place of sale fixed by said 
Notice, at public auction, struck off to Grantee, being the 
highest bidder therefore, the property hereinabove described for 
the sum of TWO HUNDRED FOUR 'l'HOUS1\?ltl SJ::Vli:NT'i FOUR DOLLARS AND 
THIRT'i-SEVEN CENTS($204 1 074.37)which sum is inclusive of an 
additional 'tlnderlying obligation pursuant to a Second Deed of 
Trust on Parcel 3 as hereinabove described due and owing the 
Grantee, therein DAVIDSON TRUST COM.l?ANY, CUSTODIAN FOR IRA/SEP 
Account NO. 58-0811-30 by the Granter, therein Larry Spencer the 
same being conveyed to the Grantee herein pursuant to a Trustee's 
Deed recorded on February 24, 2005 as Instrument No. 1931458, 
Records of ~ootenai County, Idaho, all of which is s1.l.bject 
however to all prior liens and encumbrance$, and subject to real 
property taxes assessed against the above described property. 
(g) This Amended Trustee's Deed amends the Trustee's Deed 
previously recorded on February 24, 2005 as Instrument No. 
2-AMENDEO TRUSTEE'S DE:ED 
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l93l459, Records of Kootenai county, Idaho. 
~~WITNESS WEE:Rli!OF, the Granter has executed this instru:ment 
this ·i:L.2.. day March, 200s. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
county of Kootenai) 
JAMES A. 
( SUCCESS 
·i:. 
on thi~ ~ay of March, 2005, before me 
~1/ &4,1,sfe.e,/, the undersigned Notacy Public, personally 
appe red JAMES A, JRAEON, known to be or identified to me to be 
the person whose name is·subsoribed to the within instrument as 
Successor Trustee, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the 
day and year first above ritten. 
3-AMEND~O TRUSTEE'S DEED 
C ~ ~. , i 4 
MICHAEL R. CHAPMAN 
CHAPMAN LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
2020 LAKEWOOD, SUITE 221 
PO BOX 1600 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83816 
TELEPHONE: (208) 667-7621 
FACSIMILE: (208) 667-7625 
ISBA NO. 5972 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LAWRENCE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
DEE JAMESON, an Individual, DAVIDSON ) 
TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN FOR IRA/SEP ) 
ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811-30, and JAMES A. )) 
RAEON, SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, ) 
Defendants. 
Case No.: CV06-0003304 
DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Defendant, DEE JAMESON, individually and as beneficiary of DAVIDSON TRUST 
CO., CUSTODIAN FOR IRA/SEP ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811-30, pursuant to Rule 56, Idabo 
Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby moves the Court for an Order granting summary judgment. 
There are no genuine issues of material fact and Defendant is entitled to a judgment as a matter 
oflaw. n 
DATED this ~y ofNOV 
f!Aji;\,b-lie. CHAFMAN 
Attorney for Defendant 
015 
DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~y of November, 2006, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
IanD. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
[/U.S.MAIL 
[ ] HAND DELIVERED 
[ ] FAX to: 765-9089 
Barry McHugh 
Elsaesser, J arzabek, et al 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Suite C 
Coe~ene, ID 83814 
vf U.S.MAIL 
[ ] HAND DELIVERED 
[] FAXto: 
DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -2 
MICHAEL R. CHAPMAN 
CHAPMAN LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
2020 Lakewood, Suite 221 
PO Box 1600 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 838 I 6 
Telephone: (208) 667-7621 
Facsimile: (208) 667-7625 
ISBA No. 5972 
\ . -
., ;- l/.!{ JJ 
~r.r1, ,,,..._,, r:i r,· I ~n 
.·', C " ' ' -· .) I ii : { ' 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LAWRENCE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
DEE JAMESON, an Individual, DAVIDSON ) 
TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN FOR IRA/SEP ) 
ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811-30, and JAMES A. )) 
RAEON, SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, ) 
Defendants. 
Case No.: CV06-0003304 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This case arises out of two non-judicial foreclosure sales. Plaintiff, Larry Spencer, has 
filed the present lawsuit seeking an order from the court which would either a) set aside the 
already completed sales, orb) award him an alleged surplus of money from the sales. Defendant 
Dee Jameson has filed an answer generally denying the allegations and asserting several 
affirmative defenses. Defendant Davidson Trust Co., Custodian for IRA/SEP Account No. 68-
0811-30, has filed a Notice of Appearance. Defendant James A. Raeon has not appeared. 
Jameson now moves the court for an order granting his motion for summary judgment because 
there are no genuine issues of material fact and all of the defendants are entitled to a judgment as 
a matter of law. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF Q ·1 / 
DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-I 
II. PARTIES 
Defendant, Davidson Trust Co., is the custodian ofan IRA/SEP Account No. 68-0811-30 
(hereinafter referred to as the "IRNSEP" account). 
The IRNSEP account loaned money to Plaintiff Larry Spencer ("Spencer") on two 
separate occasions in the amounts of$90,000.00 and $65,000.00, respectively. These loans were 
secured by two separate deeds of trust related to property near Chilco. 
Defendant, James Raeon ("Raeon"), was appointed successor trustee and conducted the 
foreclosure sales at issue in this case. 
Defendant Dee Jameson ("Jameson") is a beneficiary of the IRA/SEP account. 
III. STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS 
I. On or about April 30, 2002, Plaintiff executed a note in favor of the IRA/SEP promising 
to repay the amount of$90,000.00. (Affidavit of Ed D. Jameson, para. 3) 
2. The obligation under this promissory note was secured by a deed of trust for the 
following described parcels of real property in Kootenai County, Idaho: 
PARCEL 1: 
Lot I, Block I, BIG TIMBER, according to the plat recorded in Book "G" of Plats at 
Page 457, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 2: 
Lot 2, Block I, BIG TIMBER, according to the plat recorded in Book "G" of Plats at 
Page 457, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 3: 
The South half of the Northeast quarter of the Southeast quarter of the Southeast quarter 
.of .Section. 7, T.ownship 52, North," Range 3 West, Boise Meridian," Kootenai" County," 
Idaho, less U.S. Highway 95. Formerly known as Block 11, Spokane Valley Commercial 
Orchard Tracts. 
and all appurtenances attached thereto. 
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(hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Real Property") (This entire transaction is hereinafter 
referred to as the "First Deed of Trust"). 
(Amended Complaint for Declaratory Judgment and Damages, para 4, Exhibit I) (Affidavit of 
Ed D. Jameson, para. 3). 
3. On November 14, 2002, Spencer executed a second note in favor of the IRA/SEP 
promising to repay the additional loaned amount of $65,000.00. (Affidavit of Ed D. Jameson, 
para4). 
4. The obligation under the second note was secured by a deed of trust on Parcel 3, above. 
(This entire transaction is hereinafter referred to as the "Second Deed of Trust") (Amended 
Complaint for Declaratory Judgment and Damages, para. 6, Exhibit 2) (Affidavit of Ed D. 
Jameson, para 4). 
5. Spencer defaulted on his repayment obligation under both the First Deed of Trust and 
Second Deed of Trust and non-judicial foreclosure proceedings were initiated by Raeon. 
(Affidavit of Counsel, Response to Request for Admission No. 12 & 14) (Affidavit of James A. 
Raeon, para. 4). 
6. On February 24, 2005, two separate non-judicial foreclosure sales were held at Raeon's 
office. (Affidavit of Ed D. Jameson, paras 5-7)(Affidavit of James A. Raeon, para. 6). 
7. The sale under the Second Deed of Trust was conducted at 10:00 a.m. (Affidavit of 
James A. Raeon, para. 7). 
8. Spencer did not attend this sale. (Affidavit of Counsel, Exhibit l, Request for Admission 
No. 20) (Affidavit of James A. Raeon, para. 8). 
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9. As of February 24, 2005, the total obligation owed by Spencer pursuant to the Second 
Deed of Trust, inclusive of all costs, interest and fees, was $86,507.45. (Affidavit of Ed D. 
Jameson). 
10. The IRA/SEP account submitted a credit bid in the amount of $86,507.45. (Affidavit of 
James A. Raeon). 
11. The IRA/SEP account's bid at the Second Deed of Trust sale was the highest and the 
IRA/SEP account was given a Trustee's Deed to the Real Property. (Affidavit of James Raeon). 
12. The sale under the First Deed of Trust was conducted at 10:30 a.m. (Affidavit of James 
Raeon). 
13. Spencer did attend this sale. (Affidavit of Counsel, Exhibit 1, Request for Admission No. 
24). 
I 4. As of February 24, 2005, the total obligation owed by Spencer pursuant to the First Deed 
of Trust, inclusive of all costs and fees, was $117,566.92. (Affidavit of Dee Jameson). 
15. The IRA/SEP account submitted a credit bid in the amount of $204,074.37, which 
included the amounts due under both the First Deed of Trust and Second Deed of Trust. 
(Affidavit of James Raeon; Affidavit of Dee Jameson). 
16. The IRA/SEP accounts's bid at the First Deed of Trust sale was the highest and the 
IRA/SEP account was given a Trustee's Deed to the Real Property. (Affidavit of James Raeon). 
17. Raeon later filed an Amended Trustee's Deed related to the Second Trustee's Deed. 
(Affidavit of James Raeon) (Plaintiff's Notice of Service of Exhibits filed May 5, 2006). 
IV. SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD 
Summary judgment may properly be granted "if the pleadings, depositions and 
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue ·as to 
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any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." Rule 
56( c ), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. The party moving for summary judgment initially carries 
the burden to establish there is no genuine issue of material fact and that he or she is entitled to 
judgment as a matter of law. Eliopulos v. Knox, 123 Idaho 400, 404, 848 P.2d 984 (Ct. App. 
I 992). The opposing party "may not rest on the mere allegations or denials of that party's 
pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavits or otherwise pleaded .in this rule, must set forth 
specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." Rule 56(c), Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure; Smith v. Meridian Joint School District No. 2, 128 Idaho 714, 718, 918 P.2d 583 
( 1996). A nonrnoving party's failure to make a showing sufficient to establish the existence of 
an element essential to that party's case, on which that party bears the burden of proof at trial, 
requires the entry of summary judgment in favor of the moving party." Jarman v. Hale, 122 
Idaho 952, 842 P.2d 288 (Ct. App. 1992). The purpose of the summary judgment proceeding is 
to "eliminate the necessity of trial where facts are not in dispute and where existent and 
undisputed facts lead to a conclusion of law which is certain." Berg v. Fairman, 108 Idaho 441, 
690 P.2d 896 (1984). 
V. ARGUMENT 
The Defendants are entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. Spencer's First Amended 
Complaint essentially seeks two remedies. First, Spencer argues that there were alleged 
"irregularities" and asks the court to reschedule the foreclosure sales. In the alternative, Plaintiff 
argues that the non-judicial foreclosure sales resulted in a surplus and asks the court to award 
him those alleged proceeds. However, both theories are not supported by Idaho case law and 
statutes. 
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A. There is No Individual Liability for Defendant Dee Jameson. 
In the present case, Spencer has asserted a claim individually against Defendant Dee 
Jameson. However, Spencer can assert no facts which would establish individual liability on the 
part of Jameson. The promissory notes at issue were made in favor of the IRA/SEP account. 
The deeds of trust at issue in this case were made in favor of the IRA/SEP account. The money 
was funded by the IRA/SEP account. Jameson provided no individual funds for these 
transactions and should not be a party to this lawsuit. 
Spencer can point to no authority which would support a claim against Jameson 
individually. At best, Jameson's role is analogous to a shareholder of a corporation. It is settled 
law that a shareholder is not individually responsible for the claims of a corporation absent some 
form of fraud. 
There are times when the form of a corporate entity is disregarded and liability is 
imposed on a corporation's sole shareholder and president of a corporation. This is called 
the doctrine of "piercing the corporate veil." Two requirements must be met. First, there 
must be such a unity of interest and ownership that the separate personalities of the 
corporation and individual no longer exist. Second, there must be a showing that, if the 
acts are treated as those of the corporation, an inequitable result will follow or that it 
would sanction a fraud or promote injustice. 
VFP VC v. Dakota Co., 141 Idaho 326,335, 108 P.3d 714 (2005). 
Spencer has failed to allege, and can produce no facts to support, any form of fraud on 
the part of Jameson and no injustice would result in the present case because title to the property 
is currently held in the name of the IRA/SEP account. As such, Jameson is not individually 
liable and should be dismissed with prejudice. 
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B. The Non-.Judicial Foreclosure Sales Should Not Be Rescheduled. 
I. Spencer Received Notices and the Sales are Final. 
Spencer alleges that there were "irregularities" and the Court should order that the 
foreclosure sales be rescheduled. However, the Plaintiff has offered no authority which would 
give this Court the power to reschedule the non-judicial foreclosure sales at issue. In fact, the 
Idaho statutes are quite clear: 
FINALITY OF SALE. A sale made by a trustee under this act shall foreclose and 
terminate all interest in the property covered by the trust deed of all persons to whom 
notice is given under section 45-1506, Idaho Code, and of any other person claiming by, 
through or under such persons and such persons shall have no right to redeem the 
property from the purchaser at the trustee's sale. The failure to give notice to any of such 
persons by mailing, personal service, posting or publication in accordance with section 
45-1506, Idaho Code, shall not affect the validity of the sale as to persons so notified nor 
as to any such persons having actual knowledge of the sale. Furthermore, any failure to 
comply with the provisions of section 45-1506, Idaho Code, shall not affect the validity 
of a sale in favor of a purchaser in good faith for value at or after such sale, or any 
successor in interest thereof. 
LC.§ 45-1508 (Emphasis added). 
Spencer's Amended Complaint makes no allegations that he did not receive adequate 
notices of the foreclosure sales at issue in this case. In fact, Spencer has admitted in discovery 
th.at he is not making any claims based upon the form, content or service of the notices of 
foreclosure sales in this case. 
"REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 17: Please admit you received all notices of 
foreclosure sale to which you were entitled pursuant to Idaho law. 
RESPONSE: Admit 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 18: Please admit you are not making any 
allegations in the present action as to the form, content or service of any of the 
foreclosure notices issued by the Trustee in this case. 
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RESPONSE: Admit." 
(Affidavit of Counsel). 
Spencer received all the notices to which he was entitled to pursuant to Idaho 
foreclosure laws. Spencer, for whatever reason, chose not to attend the sale at 10:00 a.m. The 
sale was conducted and the IRA/SEP account was awarded a Trust Deed to the interest therein. 
There is no reason to set aside and reschedule this sale. 
Spencer did attend the sale at 10:30 a.m. Again, the IRA/SEP account was the highest 
bidder and was awarded a Trust Deed to the interest therein. The sale is final and Spencer's 
interest in the property has been foreclosed. As such, the Defendants are entitled to a judgment 
as a matter of law in this regard. 
2. The Court Should Order the Lis Pendens be Removed. 
Spencer filed a Notice of Lis Pendens against the Real Property at the time the present 
action was filed. As discussed above, the foreclosure sales are final and Spencer no longer has 
an interest in the Real Property. Based thereon, the court should order that the Notice of Lis 
Pendens be removed from county records. 
C. Plaintiff is Not Entitled to a Surplus. 
The Second Deed of Trust was scheduled at 10:00 a.m. At the time of the sale, Spencer 
owed $86,507.45, which included all principal, interest and costs. The IRA/SEP submitted a 
credit bid in the amount of$86,507.45 and was the successful bidder. 
The First Deed of Trust was scheduled at 10:30 a.m. At the time of this sale, Spencer 
owed $117,566.92, which included all principal, interest and costs. The IRA/SEP submitted a 
credit bid in the amount of $204,074.37. This represents the amounts owed under both the 
Second Deed of Trust ($86,507.45) and the First Deed of Trust ($117,566.92). 
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Spencer argues that this credit bid of $204,074.37 creates a surplus in the amount of 
$86,507.45 and he is entitled to this amount pursuant the distribution statute (LC. § 45-1507). 
Initially, there is no question that the IRA/SEP account had the ability to make credit bids 
at the foreclosure sale. The Idaho Supreme Court has stated: 
The principle articulated in the above-cited cases is compatible with LC.§ 45-1506 and, 
indeed, it makes a good deal of practical sense. There is no reason why the holder of the 
deed of trust note should not be able to purchase the property at a trustee sale by bidding 
in all or part of the amount owing pursuant to the note. After all, the holder of the note is 
the party to be benefited by the sale. It makes no sense to require the note holder to bring 
cash to the sale in order to pay himself. His bid, if successful, immediately reduces or 
eliminates the debtor's obligation. We hold where the holder of the deed of trust note is 
the bidder, crediting the bid against the note is the equivalent of a cash sale. The district 
court properly held that the credit bid here complied with the statutory requirements. 
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation v. Appel, Idaho Supreme Court Doc. No. 31760 
(2006). 
The question then becomes· whether the IRA/SEP account could combine the amounts 
due under both accounts as its bid. In relevant portions, the Idaho Code states: 
Where the holder of a special lien is compelled to satisfy a prior lien for his own 
protection, he may enforce payment of the amount so paid by him, as part of the claim for 
which his own lien exists. 
Idaho Code§ 45-105. 
In Thompson v. Kirsch, 106 Idaho 177, 181-82, 677 P.2d 490 (1984), the Idaho Supreme 
Court expanded on the issue of combining foreclosure bids: 
Idaho Code § 45-903 provides: "The lien of a mortgage is special, unless otherwise 
expressly agreed, and is independent of possession." Since the second deed of trust held 
by the Thompsons was functionally equivalent to a mortgage, we hold that the 
Thompsons' lien was special. Accordingly, LC. § 45-105 entitled them to include 
payments they made to prevent foreclosure of the first deed of trust as part of the 
mortgage indebtedness created by their junior encumbrance. See also Miller v. Stavros, 
· 17480: 2d 48, 49-(Fla. Dist. Cf. App. 1965)-chofding that"airiounts paid oytne holder of· 
a second mortgage to protect his security are properly included in a decree foreclosing the 
second mortgage"). Moreover, the deed of trust signed by Mr. Kirsch specifically 
required him, as one of the grantors, to pay when due "all [prior] encumbrances, charge< 
and liens, with interest." It authorized the Thompsons to make such payments wr 
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deemed necessary to protect the security of the second deed of trust. Finally, it gave the 
Thompsoris the right to recover such advances from the grantors "with interest from the 
date of expenditure at eight percent per annum." 
Thompson, 106 Idaho at 181-82. 
The Deeds of Trust in this case have the same exact language as those in the Thompson 
case. The IRA/SEP account was allowed to combine the amounts expended on the frrst sale with 
the amounts owed under the second sale. Therefore, there was no surplus created during the 
foreclosure sales in the present case and the case should be dismissed. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In the present case, there are no genuine issues of material fact and all of the Defendants 
are entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. Spencer can point to no facts which would support 
individual liability on the part of Defendant Dee Jameson. In addition, Spencer received all 
notices to which he was entitled and the foreclosure sales are final pursuant to the Idaho Code. 
Spencer's interest has been terminated and the Notice of Lis Pendens needs to be removed. The 
IRA/SEP account properly combined credit bids and there is no surplus owed to Spencer. Even 
if a surplus was created, the IRA/SEP account would be entitled to have both its notes satisfied. 
Based on the foregoing, the Defendant Dee Jameson requests that the court grant his Motion for 
Summary Judgment as to all the defendants. 
DATED this ~y ofNovember, 2 06. 
LR.CHAPMAN 
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I hereby certify that on the~, ay of November, 2006, I caused to be served a true and 
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Ian D. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 3019 
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Barry McHugh 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LA WREN CE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DEE JAMESON, an Individual, DAVIDSON 
TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN FOR IRA/SEP 
ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811-30, and JAMES A. 
RAEON, SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
) Case No.: CV06-0003304 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES A. RAEON 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
JAMES RABON, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
1. I am of the age of majority, I have personal knowledge of the matters attested to herein, 
and I am competent to testify if called upon to do so. 
2. I am an attorney licensed to practice Jaw in the state of Idaho. 
3. I was appointed to act as Successor Trustee of two separate Deeds of Trust that are the 
subject of the present litigation. The First Deed of Trust is attached as Exhibit "1" to Plaintiff's 
Notice of Service of Exhibits filed May 5, 2006. The Second Deed of Trust is attached as 
Exhibit "2" to Plaintiff's Notice of Service of Exhibits filed May 5, 2006. 
· ---- • __ ..,... _.,.... ..,. ~ • •-r.,n r,. ,1. T.'tr"l.11t.T 1 028 
4. In September 2004, it was brought to my attention that Plaintiff Larry Spencer 
("Spencer") was in default of his repayment obligations of the underlying promissory notes. 
5. I prepared and caused to be served and published all notices to which Spencer was 
entitled under Idaho law. 
6. Both non-judicial foreclosure sales were scheduled for February 24, 2005 at my office. 
7. The foreclosure sale under the Second Deed of Trust was scheduled for I0:00 a.m. on 
February 24, 2005. 
8. Spencer did not attend this sale. 
9. Defendant Davidson Trust Co., Custodian of IRA/SEP Account No. 68-0811-30 
(hereinafter the "IRA/SEP" account) submitted a credit bid of$86,507.45. 
10. · This was the highest bid and I executed a Trustee's Deed granting title to the IRA/SEP 
account This Trustee's Deed is attached as Exhibit "3" to Plaintiff's Notice of Service of 
Exhibits filed May 5, 2006. 
11. The foreclosure sale for the First Deed of Trust was scheduled for 10:30 a.m. on February 
24, 2005. 
12. Spencer was present at this sale. 
13. The IRA/SEP account submitted a credit bid in the amount of $204,074.37, which 
included credit for the $86,507.45 bid at the previous sale. 
14. I asked Spencer if he would like to submit a bid. Spencer responded by saying he bid 
$10 for the mobile home. 
15. The IRA/SEP account submitted the highest bid as per the foreclosure sale on the First 
Deed of Trust. I prepared a Trustee's Deed granting title to the IRA/SEP account. This 
Trustee's Deed is attached as Exhibit "4" to Plaintiff's Notice of Service of Exhibits filed May 5, 
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2006. I subsequently executed an Amended Trustee's Deed, which is attached as Exhibit "5" to· 
Plaintiff's Notice of Service of Exhibits filed May 5, 2006. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
DA TED this __ day of October, 2006. 
JAMES A. RAEON 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me thls day of October, 2006. 
(SEAL) 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at: ________ _ 
Commission Expires: ____ _ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the __ day of October, 2006, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
IanD. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
[] U.S. MAIL 
[ ) HAND DELIVERED 
[] FAXto: 
Barry McHugh 
Elsaesser, Jarzabek, et al 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Suite C 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
[) U.S. MAIL 
[ ] MAND DELIVERED 
[ ] FAX to: ___ _ 
· ---- • - ........... ....,..,.... ..,.... ••T:'!n T'I. J.T:'IF'li.'l'llr,.'f.., 
Michael R. Chapman 
10/27/2006 15:36 
Oct 27 06 01:48p (208) · :Z34 
I,....._,._ 
p,1 
2006. I subsequently executed an Amended Trustee's Deed, which is attached as Exhibit "5" to 
Plaintiff's Notice of Service ofExln1'its filed May S, 2006. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
DA TED this J]_ day of October, 2006. 
_day of October, 2006. 
(SEAL) 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVJCE 
I hereby certify that on t~of~ caUJJCd to be sewed a true and 
correct copy of the fwcgomg by tlic method indicated bek>w, and addressed to the following; . 
Ian D. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
POBox3019 
Coo/'Alene, ID 83816 
crj . U.S. MAIL 
[ ] HAND DEUVERED 
[ l FAXto: 
Barry McHugh 
Elsae3,\lel', Jarzabck, ct al 
1400 Northwood Center Court,. Suite C 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 M U.S.MAIL [ J HAND DELIVERED [ ) FAX to: ___ _ 
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an 
MICHAEL R. CHAPMAN 
CHAPMAN LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
2020 Lakewood, Suite 221 
PO Box 1600 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Telephone: (208) 667-7621 
Facsimile: (208) 667-7625 
ISBA No. 5972. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LA WREN CE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DEE JAMESON, an Individual, DAVIDSON 
TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN FOR IRA/SEP 
ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811-30, and JAMES A. 
RAEON, SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
) Case No.: CV06-0003304 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF ED D. JAMESON 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Ed D. Jameson, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
1. I am of the age of majority, I have personal knowledge of the matters attested to herein, 
and I am competent to testify if called upon to do so. 
2. I am also known as "Dee Jameson". I am the President of Jameson Mortgage Company. 
I am also a beneficiary of the IRA/SEP account named in the above-captioned lawsuit. (This 
IRA/SEP account is hereinafter referred to as the "IRA/SEP"). 
3. On or about April 30, 2002, Plaintiff Larry Spencer (hereinafter referred to as "Spencer") 
executed a note in fuvor of the IRA/SEP account promising to repay the amount of $90,000.00. 
r,70 u .J t. 
The obligation under this promissory note was secured by a deed of trust for the following 
described parcels of real property in Kootenai County, Idaho: 
PARCEL!: 
Lot I, Block 1, BIG TIMBER, according to the plat recorded in Book "G" of Plats at 
Page 457, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 2: 
Lot 2, Block !, BIG TIMBER, according to the plat recorded in Book "G" of Plats at 
Page 457, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 3: 
The South half of the Northeast quarter of the Southeast quarter of the Southeast quarter 
of Section 7, Township 52, North, Range 3 West, Boise Meridian, Kootenai County, 
Idaho, less U.S. Highway 95. Formerly known as Block 11, Spokane Valley Commercial 
Orchard Tracts. 
and all appurtenances attached thereto. 
(hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Real Property") (This entire transaction is hereinafter 
referred to as the "First Deed of Trust"). 
4. On November 14, 2002, Spencer executed a second note in favor of the IRA/SEP account 
promising to repay the additional amount of $65,000.00. The obligation under the second 
promissory note was secured by a deed of trust on Parcel 3, above. (This entire transaction is 
hereinafter referred to as the "Second Deed of Trust"). 
5. On February 24, 2005, I attended the non-judicial foreclosure sale at Trustee Jim Raeon's 
office. 
6. The Second Deed of Trust foreclosure sale was scheduled for 10:00 am. Spencer did not 
_ .attend _this_sale.and. the IRA/BEl'.acco.unt was.awarde.d the R.eaLI'rop.erty .pursuant to its er.edit _ 
bid of$86,507.45. 
7. The First Deed of Trust foreclosure sale was scheduled for 10:30 a.m. Spencer did attend 
this sale. The IRA/SEP account submitted a credit bid in the amount of $204,074.37, which 
included the amounts due under both the First Deed of Trust and the Second Deed of Trust. The 
IRA/SEP account was awarded title to the Real Property. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the Loan Commitment 
Agreement entered into by the Parties in this case. 
9. As indicated, Defendant would complete the assigned tasks and funds would be released 
to Spencer. On or about November 27, 2002, Spencer received $3,000.00 because he completed 
item c of the Loan Commitment Agreement. On or about December 3, 2002, Spencer r\)ceived 
$10,000.00 because he completed item f. On or about December 4, 2002, Spencer received 
$3,000.00 for completion of item b. On or about December 27, 2002, Spencer received 
$4,500.00 for completion of item d. On or about January 24, 2003, Spencer received $7,000.00 
for completion of item e. On or about March 17, 2003, Spencer received $10,000.00 for his 
completion of item a. 
10. Spencer did not complete item g and the $5,000.00 was not released to him. 
11. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct plat map of the properties that are a 
subject of this litigation. 
DATED this LiiY ofNovember, 2006. 
034 
(SEAL) 
I hereby certify that on the _,,_,,b,/"ay of November, 2006, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
IanD. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
~ U.S.MAIL 
[ ] HAND DELIVERED 
[] FAXto: 
Barry McHugh 
Elsaesser, Jarzabek, et al 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Suite C 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 [1 U.S.MAIL 
[ ] HAND DELIVERED 
[ ] FAX to: 
035 
WAN COMMITMENT AGREEMENT 
This Loan Committncnt Agree,mnt is made and enten:d into this 7111 day ofNovember 2002, by and between l.aWl'ellCc Spencer, 
· hereinafter c,llled "Borrower," and Davidson Trust Company, SJl!!Odian for lRA/SEP Aecount No. 68-0811-30. 
REC.ITALS: 
A. Bonower l)creby agree,, to the proposed loan; 1D be secured by that oerlain parcel of real estate legally 
described as follows: · · · 
The South half of the Nonheast quarter· of die· i;uibffll quarter of the Southeast quarter of 
Section 7, ToWll!lhip 52 North, Range 3 Wea1, Boise Meridian, K.ootemi Coumy. ldsho, 
LESS U.S. HlghWll}' 95. Fonnerly known as Block 11. Spobue Valley Commercial 
Orchard Tracts. 
Alooa withease,neutS for ingn,ss, egress. and utllilics, adequate rorC01llll)' ~ peimit 
. - . 
TOGRnmR WfIH a 1977 Mobile Hom,:, VIN# :J 3:?l l O 5 
B. Proposod loan to be $65,000.00, scented by a First Deed ofTtUSt and mobile home title (to be provided wit:h 
10 days after cloalng). NOie for said $65,000.00 to ha\le an~ rate of 12.0% per annum wllh payments of$650.00 or mo,:e 
per-"· Nolll lhall also :ibclllde a late paym,nt pcnah.y charge of $100.00 after 10 days. In addition, if any paymcm is IJlO# 
· thin 10 daya lali,, inlfflst me &ball Immediately inctcase to fourtma (14) pen:em :from due date of pay111en1, with payments 1:1) 
illcrwem $760.00 per momb for dumuon of loan term. 
C. 
of close. 
Blllam:e of Payoff of First in du! approximau, amount of $17,200.00, plus all COSIS and fees, to be paid at litne 
a. Well se,;.up,wi!hpump, pRSSUte tanks,·lines ~non on 
b. Septic ll)'llte\111 with mspeclions & hookup to home S 3,000.00 . 
c. Driveway Conwletion to coumy alandard!- S 3,000.00• 
II. Power lmea &. pedestal, wilh inspectiomi ,it hookup S 4.500.00 
e. Mobile Tille in file S 7,000.00 · 
t Foundation, decks, &. mobile set-up, ineluding 
attacbrnent n,d conveniion to real property S 10,000.00 
g. Mobile remodel costs. including window,, 
ca,pe!IJ, drywall, etc. (to be paid up011 ~tetion) s s aoo no 
$42,500.00 
(Any remaining '-dance shall be remilled to borrower.) 
B. Borrower asreea to pay all charges inclur.lmg but 110t limited to all 1be fflle, escrow, a110mey, =o<diug, 
appmiAal, and closmg i:baiges. A mortgagee's wended title ~ J!Olicy shall be pun:based by BO!TOVl<:l" in 1hc amount of 
$65,000.00 namiDg the lender u !he inBUied. Borrower to pay off any liens or usra:mr:mts "IJIUIISt prop,,rey u required ID liDmsb 
lender lbe Firlit Posl1io.n Lieu. . 
----··---·- - - ------ -- - ---
F, Borrower agrees ID pay as c~ fur Loan Brob!r fu-the-iiinotixit of's,r,ooo;oo; to be paid m1t·onoan 
proceeds. BORROWER. IS TIIE S01.B DETERMINANT OP nm SUIT.ABILITY OF ANY LOAN PROPOSAL BROUGHT 
BY DAVIDSON TRUST COMPANY, CUSTODIAN FOR ACCOUNT lR.A/SBP ACCOUNT NO, 6!-0811·30 AND 
DA VlDSON TR.UST COMPANY, IS NOT ffELD RESPONStaLB BY BORROWER. FOR ANY CHOICS OF FINANCING 
LOCATED BY DAVlOSON TR.UST COMPANY. 
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for 1hia transaction. Escrow to be held at Pioneer Title Compan:r, Kootenai County, Idaho. 
H. Davidson Tnl!lt Company, Custodian for IRA/SEP No.68;os11·30, is to act as lender for this transaction. 
L &,curity will be a Fiffl Deed ofTrus~ and sh•ll be M!y due and payable upon any sale or alienation of security 
property. The entire mnainiug balance shall be due and payabl,: in six ( 6) monlhs m,m date of note. 
J. Should BtllYt>\Wt be llllllble or unwilling to c.implete the requested loan, Bomrweri,grecs to compensate 
· Davidson Trust Colq)any, CllstodiBn fur Account IRAISEP Ac.;owt\ No. 6g..(J81 l-30, $2,500.00 as liq_uidated daJJlages within 
ten { 10) days of the c1111Celletion of the Jollli. · 
K. If auit is brought to collect the compensation or if Davidson Trust Company &UCCessfully defends any action 
brought agoinst it by Borrower relating to this agreement, Bor,,,wer agrees to pay all costs incurred by Davidson Trust Company, 
Custodian for Account IRA/SEP Account No. 68-0811-30, in cOlllli:Crlon with such action, including reasonable anomeys' l.ees. 
L. This agreement shall be binding upon the heirs, peraonal representatives, successors, and assigns of Borrower . 
.RECBIPT OF A COPY OF nus AGREEMENT IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED. 
Dated: 01131()~ 
~~~'€ f;,;;/rfr·~ 
Linda R. U. Davidson Trust Colllpany 
Custodian fur lRA/SBP No. 68-0811 •30 
Lawrence Spencer 
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H. DIMdsoo TNlt Campany, Cllllodian 1br lllVSEP No. 68-0811-30. lsto attaslmder lbrtl-ie nr,acrin,, 
L Seourity will be a F,,_ Deed of'I'nut. '!Ile! iball bo !Illy u ond pa)'llbie llPQII IIIY oale r,, ....aic,n of IIOCUrily 
property. Tboelllltet'Cll11UIXll8 bo1anoo ,!,.JI bem.ie am1 ~ in lllX c6) IOOlllliw mxndlll\oflJ()lll. 
J. Sho\lld Bott<>WcrbeWllble orunwtmna 10 complcletben,queiled I""", llom>wer.,_ tc-011 F •n11te 
Dawdow trust Coq,any, 0.,,.,-mn i\v Account llWSf!P .Atcount No. 6&-0811-30., $2,500,00 as 6quldad tlemer Wilhlll 111D 
(10) dayl of the <>IIICdlal!OII ot'the loan. 
IC_ 'Ji' lUlt ls brought 10 coUc,:t the colllpeilSltica or if Dmdaoll Trwlt Company suc:oess!Wly daftmds lily action 
brought.,,._ it by l'lom,wa- rclaliD& to tlis l8)'eelllelll. Borrower..,._ ttJ pay- al coms incumcl by DfMdlOII Trust Company, 
01llll>Cfl.n lbr Aa:ountliWSP Ac<:oantNo. 68-0811-30, la coiineaion widuuc:h IClfoa. iucltwf'llilV'lltMlble arl0m9)'9' k 
L. nu.~ slllll be binding upon !ht bei,:s. pel'90IW l'llptil!itflllli~C$. -111, and uasP& ot'Borrower, 
Rl!CEIPT OF A COPY OF THIS AGRl!EMENT IS 1il:lREBY ACKNOWLWGel> .. 
o.ted: _.,_./ Lc:....-_,,l.1-.1--...;0~1...,,,___ 
LindaRill$ell. DaYidsoii tN,,t Company 
Culffidlan furlRAISBPNo. 6$-08ll•30 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LA WREN CE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
DEE JAMESON, an Individual, DAVIDSON ) 
TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN FOR IRNSEP ) 
ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811-30, and JAMES A. )) 
RAEON, SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, ) 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of Kootenai ) 
Case No.: CV06-0003304 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
Michael R. Chapman, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
1) I am of the age of majority, I have personal knowledge of the matters attested to herein, 
and I am competent to testify if called upon to do so. 
2) I am the attorney of record for Defendant Dee Jameson iri the present case. 
3) On July 26, 2006, I caused to be served via US Mail, Defendant Jameson's First Set of 
. . . . -- -R@qmist-fur. Admissions. -· 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL -1 
4) On August 29, 2006, Plaintiffs counsel served upon me Plaintiffs Responses to 
Defendant Jameson's First Set of Request for Admissions. A true and correct copy of Plaintiffs 
Responses is attached hereto as Exhibit "A". 
Further your affiant saye~h nay@jt. 
DATED this ~y ofNovembei: 2006. 
Attorney for Defendant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this ~y of November, 2006. 
(SEAL) 
,' "::'!-"TTTTTTTT7"7TTYV'?'ti.1"'r'\"'~e~ 
JAMIE SUTTON :l 
;; '-!otary Public ., 
~: State of Idaho ":i 
'~Ji,.j.,J.,I\.A",_.L.A..&..1.A.l....!.JU.,U.J..L.L.&.L./;...i. 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL -2 041 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ay of November, 2006, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Ian D. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 [r U.S.MAIL 
[ ] HAND DELIVERED 
[ ] FAX to: 765-9089 
Barry McHugh 
Elsaesser, Jarzabek, et al 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Suite C 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
[ yu.S.MAIL 
[ ] HAND DELIVERED 
[ ] FAX to: 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL -3 
tltl/ L'j/ LtJtlb 1 L: ';:)':f :l\::H:l.fb';:)';:H1ti'::1 
IAN D. SMITH 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 101 
P.O. Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-3019 
Telephone: (208) 765-4050 
Facsimile: (208) 765-9089 
Idaho State Bar No. 4696 
Attorney for Spencer 
1AN lJ '::>Mllt1 Al I Y 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LAWRENCE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
oee JAMESON, an Individual, 
DAVIDSON TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN 
FOR IRA/SEP ACCOUNT NO, 68-0811-
30, and JAMES A. RAEON, 
SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-06-0003304 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSES TO 
DEFENDANT JAMESON'S FIRST SET 
OF REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS 
COMES NOW, the above-named Plaintiff, LAWRENCE SPENCER, by and 
through his attorney of record, IAN D. SMITH, and hereby submits PLAINTIFF'S 
RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT JAMESON'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR 
·· · - ·· PLAINTIFF'S·RESPONS1t1'0 - - · 
DEFENDANT JAMESON'S FIRST 
SET OF REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS • 1 • 
Lt:Jt:5 /b::>':::HJts'j .LHl'I LJ :::,i•111n HI t l I MVL.. U,c.1 <J..J 
ADMISSIONS to the above-named Defendant, DEE JAMESON (hereinafter: 
"Jameson"). 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1: Please admit that. on or about April 30, 
2002, you signed a promissory note agreeing to pay to Defendant Davidson Trust Co., 
custodian for IRNSEP Account #68-0811-30 (hereinafter referred to as "Davidson"), the 
sum of $90,000.00, together with interest thereon. 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Please admit that a true and correct copy 
of the promissory note signed by you on or about April 30, 2002, is attached hereto as 
Exhibit "A". 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3: Please admit on or about April 30, 2002, 
you signed a Deed of Trust attached to the Amended Complaint for Declaratory 
Judgment and Damages as Exhibit "1" (hereinafter referred to as DOT 1 ). 
RESPONSE: Admit 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 4: Please admit that on or about November 7, 
2002, you entered into a Loan Commitment Agreement with Davidson. 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
. . . . PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSES TO ........ - . 
DEFENDANT JAMESON'S FIRST 
SET OF REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS • 2 • 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 5: Please admit that a true and correct copy 
of the Loan Commitment Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit "C". 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 6: Please admit that you completed items · 
(D )( a )-(f). 
RESPONSE: Deny. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 7: Please admit that upon the completion of 
each item listed in (D)(a}•(f), Davidson disbursed to you a total of $37,500.00 from 
November 27, 2002, through March 17, 2003. 
RESPONSE: Deny. Item D(f) was not completed. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8: Please admit that you did not complete 
item (D)(g). 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 9: Please admit that, on or about November 
14, 2002, you signed a second promissory note agreeing to repay to Davidson the sum 
of $65,000.00, together with interest thereon. 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
· · · · · PLAINTIFF'S·RESPONSES-TO · · · 
DEFENDANT JAMESON'S FIRST 
SET OF REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS .3. 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Please admit that a true and correct coy 
of the promissory note signed by you on or about,November 14, 2002, is attached 
hereto as Exhibit "B". 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 11: Please admit that, on or about November 
14, 2002, you signed a second Deed of Trust, whfch is attached to the Amended 
Complaint for Declaratory Judgment and Damages as Exhibit "2" (hereinafter referred to 
DOT 2). 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 12: Plei:.ise admit that, as of February 23, 
2005, you were in default of your repayment obli~tions for the promissory note secured . 
by DOT 1. 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO, 1a: Ple~se admit that you failed to cure your 
default of the promissory note secured by DOT 1 prior to the foreclosure sale on 
February 24, 2005. 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
PlcAINTIFF'S·RESPONSES·TO- - · 
DEFENDANT JAMESON'S FIRST 
SET OF REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS - 4 -
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 14: Please admit that, as of February 23, 
2005, you were in default of your repayment obligations for the promissory note secured 
by DOT 2. 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 15: Please admit you failed to cure your 
default of the promissory note secured by DOT 2 prior to the foreclosure sale on 
February 24, 2005. 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 16: Please admit both promissory notes 
signed by you in favor of Davidson contained acceleration clauses upon default. 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 17: Please admit you received all notices of 
foreclosure sale to which you were entitled pursu~nt to Idaho law. 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 18: Ple~se admit you are not making any 
allegatlons in the present action as to the form, cdntent or service of any of the 
foreclosure notices issued by the Trustee in this case. 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
· · · - PLAINTIFPS·RESPONSES 'T"O · 
DEFENDANT JAMESON'S FIRST 
SET OF REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS -5-
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 19: Please admit the sale under DOT 2 was 
scheduled for 10 a.m. on February 24, 2005. 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 20: Please admit that you did not attend the 
foreclosure sale under DOT 2. 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 21: Please admit Davidson was the 
successful bidder at the foreclosure sale under DOT 2. 
RESeONSE: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 22: Please admit, as a result of the 
foreclosure sale for DOT 2, you were indebted to Davidson in the amount of 
$86,507.45. 
RESPONSE: Deny. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 23: Ple~se admit the foreclosure sale under 
DOT 1 was scheduled for 10:30 a.m. on February 24, 2005. 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 24: Plei:ise admit you did attend the 
foreclosure sale under DOT 1. 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
. - - ... -PLAINTIFF'SRESl>Otfse-s-·rcr- - . 
DEFENDANT JAMESON'S FIRST 
SET OF REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS • 6 • 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 25: Please admit you were not prohibited by 
anyone from submitting a bid at the foreclosure sale under DOT 1. 
RESPONSE: Admit. While I was not "prolhibited," I was discouraged due to the 
fact that Davidson's credit bid was greater than the amount owed under DOT 1 and was 
more •credit" than they had. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 26: Please admit Davidson was the highest 
bidder at the foreclosure sale under DOT 1. 
RESPONSE: Admit. Davidson was the highest bidder due to their credit bid 
which was greater than the amount owing and wa~ more •credit" than they had. 
DATED this 29th day of August, 2006. 
. "Pl:AJNTIFF'S RESPONS"ES TO -
DEFENDANT JAMESON'S FIRST 
SET OF REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS - 7 -
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VERIFICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai, ) 
LAWRENCE SPENCER, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
That I am the Plaintiff in the above-named ~ction, that I have read the foregoing 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT JAMESON'S FIRST SET OF 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS, I know the contents thereof, and I state the same to 
be true and correct to the best of my knowledge. · 
LAWRENCE SPENCER 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 28th da: of August(k20 . 
,,,,t1Hlffl1,, ~ 7<. 
~,·'~\.IE R, Vf= ~t-, , · 
,:. --~...--.... __ ., ,,;i .-,. ~ /' ···,.~~ f / "OT,~1~\ \ No Public 
i · I 1>;":""-- :;l lcommission Expires: 03 · J 3 · ; o J:;... $ t. ;lt_"'f.':t,r..... ,· 1, ~ . i,J.f~V 
~~-. ,.,l 
"i-1.J ;.:_:···-. .. .;.,n•~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 29'" day of August, 2006, I caused to be served 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed 
to the following: 
Michael R. Chapman 
Chapman Law Office, PLLC 
2020 Lakewood, Suite 221 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorney for Defendant Dee Jameson 
Barry McHugh 
Elsaesser Jarzabek Anderson Marks 
Elliott & McHugh, Chtd. 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Suite C 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorney for Defendant Davidson Trust Co. 
James A. Raeon 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Pro Se Defendant 
-- - _ _ -_ . J!l.AINIIEE'S..RESP-ONSES TO - - - - . 
DEFENDANT JAMESON'S FIRST 
SET OF REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS -9-
[ ] Hand-delivered [ I Regular U.S. Mail 
[ J Certified U.S. Mail 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[X] Facsimile To: 208-667-7625 
[ ) Hand-delivered 
[] Regular U.S. Mail 
[ I Certified U.S. Mail 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[XI Facsimi)e To: 208-667-2150 
[ J Hand-delivered 
[) Regular U.S. Mail 
[) Certified U.S. Mail 
I ] Overnight Mail 
[X] Facsimile T · 208-666-9211 
IAN D. S 1TH 
Attorney t Law 
·r, 
·.,;__; 
fX 
.. ·, 
,...._.._., 
IAN D. SMITH 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 101 
P.O. Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-3019 
Telephone: (208) 765-4050 
Facsimile: (208) 765-9089 
Idaho State Bar No. 4696 
Attorney for Spencer 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LAWRENCE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
DEE JAMESON, an Individual, 
DAVIDSON TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN 
FOR IRA/SEP ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811-
30, and JAMES A RAEON, 
SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-06-0003304 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM 
IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT 
DEE JAMESON'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, the above-named Plaintiff, LAWRENCE SPENCER, by and 
through his attorney of record, IAN D. SMITH, and pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby submits the Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to 
Defendant Dee Jameson's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 -
A. 
FACTS 
1. Jameson is the beneficiary of IRA/SEP Account No. 68-0811-30 (Paragraph 2 of 
Affidavit of Ed D. Jameson). 
2. Davidson Trust manages IRA/SEP Account No. 68-0811-30 for the benefit of 
Jameson (Paragraph 2 of Affidavit of Ed D. Jameson). 
3. On or about April 30, 2002, Spencer executed a Note in favor of Davidson Trust 
promising to repay the sum of $90,000.00. The obligation under the Note was 
secured by a Deed of Trust dated April 30, 2002 and recorded on or about April 
30, 2002 in Kootenai County, Idaho as Instrument Number 1730787 (hereinafter: 
"DOT No. 1") (Exhibit A to Affidavit of Linda L. Russell). 
4. DOT No. 1 includes real property described as Parcels No.'s 1, 2 and 3. 
5. On or about November 14, 2002, Spencer executed a second Note in favor of 
Davidson Trust promising to repay the sum of $65,000.00. The obligation under 
the Note was secured by a Deed of Trust dated November 15, 2002 and 
recorded on or about November 15, 2002 in Kootenai County, Idaho as 
Instrument Number 1764279 (hereinafter: "DOT No. 2") (Exhibit B to Affidavit of 
Linda L. Russell and Exhibit A to Affidavit of Ed D. Jameson). 
6. DOT No. 2 is a second mortgage on Parcel No. 3 described in DOT No. 1. 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 -
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7. The Note for DOT No. 2 was also sec.ured by a certain personal property, namely 
a 1977 mobile home, VIN: 73165 (Exhibit A to Affidavit of Ed D. Jameson). 
8. Subsequent to the execution of the Note for DOT No. 2, Spencer and Jameson 
agreed that the personal property which provided security for the note, namely 
one 1977 mobile home VIN: 73165, could be replaced by another mobile home. 
The original mobile home was personal property and was sold with the real 
property at the auction (Affidavit of Larry Spencer and Paragraph 14 of the 
Affidavit of James Raeon). 
9. Davidson Trust is the beneficiary under DOT No. 1 and DOT No. 2. 
10. Davidson Trust failed to disburse $5,000.00 of the loan proceeds to Spencer 
under the terms and conditions of the Note secured by DOT No. 2 (Paragraph 10 
of Affidavit of Ed D. Jameson). 
11. Spencer defaulted on both DOT No. 1 and DOT No. 2. 
12. On or about the 24th day of February, 2005, at 10:00 a.m. the real property and 
personal property described in DOT No. 2 was sold at public auction in the 
County of Kootenai, State of Idaho (Paragraphs 7-10 of the Affidavit of James 
Raeon). 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3 -
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13. At the time of the sale of the real property secured by DOT No. 2, Davidson Trust 
alleged that Spencer owed principal, interest and fees in the amount of 
$86,507.45 (Exhibit C to Affidavit of Linda L. Russell). 
14. According to the Trustee's Deed for DOT No. 2, recorded as Instrument No. 
1931458, the Trustee sold the real property described in DOT No. 2, pursuant to 
a credit bid from Davidson Trust, for the sum $86,507.45, subject to all prior liens 
and encumbrances (A true and correct copy of the Trustee's Deed for DOT No. 2 
is attached as Exhibit 3 to the Notice of Service of Exhibits filed May 5, 2006 and 
is referenced in Paragraph 10 of the Affidavit of James Raeon). 
15. The $86,507.45 credit bid included the $5,000.00 that Davidson Trust failed to 
disburse to Spencer under the Note secured by DOT No. 2 (Paragraph 10 of the 
Affidavit of Ed D. Jameson, and Exhibit C of the Affidavit of Linda L. Russell). 
16. On or about the 24th day of February, 2005, at 10:30 a.m. the real property and 
personal property described in DOT No. 1 was sold at public auction in the 
County of Kootenai, State of Idaho (Paragraphs 11-15 of the Affidavit of James 
Raeon). 
17. At the time of the sale of the real property secured by DOT No. 1, Davidson Trust 
alleged that Spencer owed principal, interest and fees in the amount of 
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$117,566.92 (Affidavit of Dee Jameson, and Paragraph 14 of the Affidavit of 
James Raeon). 
18. Spencer appeared at the sale of the real property secured by DOT No. 1 and 
prepared to bid $117,566.92, the amount of the actual debt related to DOT No. 1 
(Affidavit of Larry Spencer). 
19. Spencer did not bid the amount of the debt because Jameson and/or Davidson 
Trust credit bid $204,074.37. 
20. Spencer then bid $10.00 for the personal property mobile home (Paragraph 14 of 
Affidavit of James Raeon). 
21. According to the Trustee's Deed for DOT No. 1, recorded as Instrument No. 
1931459, the Trustee sold the real property, and personal property, described in 
DOT No. 1, pursuant to a credit bid from Davidson Trust, for the sum 
$204,074.37 (A true and correct copy of the Trustee's Deed for DOT No. 1 is 
attached as Exhibit 4 to the Notice of Service of Exhibits filed May 5, 2006 and 
referenced in Paragraph 15 of the Affidavit of James Raeon). 
22. Spencer's total obligation alleged by Davidson Trust under DOT No. 1 and DOT 
No. 2 at the time of the respective auctions, was $204,074.37. 
23. The total obligation alleged by Davidson Trust included the $5,000.00 that was 
never disbursed to Spencer under the Note secured by DOT No. 2. 
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24. The true value of Spencer's indebtedness at the time of the auctions was 
approximately $199,074.37 (This figure does not include the reduction in the 
interest resulting from the reduced principal balance). 
25. The total credit bids from Davidson Trust for the real property and personal 
property described in DOT No. 1 and DOT No. 2 amounted to $290,584.82 (True 
and correct copies of the Trustee's Deeds are attached as Exhibit 3 and 4 to the 
Notice of Service of Exhibits filed May 5, 2006 and referenced in the Affidavit of 
James Raeon). 
26. There is a surplus of $91,510.45, which Davidson Trust has not accounted for. 
27. An Amended Trustee's Deed was recorded as Instrument No. 1937223 (A true 
and correct copy of the Amended Trustee's Deed is attached as Exhibit 5 to the 
Notice of Service of Exhibits filed May 5, 2006 and referenced in Paragraph 15 of 
the Affidavit of James Raeon). 
28. In the Amended Trustee's Deed, the Trustee claims that the $204,074.37 credit 
bid for the real property described in DOT No. 1 includes the Notes secured by 
DOT No. 1 and DOT No. 2. 
29. The Amended Trustee's Deed does not address the Grantee's credit bid on the 
real property and personal property described in DOT No. 2 in the amount of 
$86,507.45. 
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30. The Amended Trustee's Deed does not address the $5,000.00 that was not 
disbursed to Spencer under the Note secured by DOT No. 2. 
31. There is a bid surplus of $91,510.45 which has not been released to Spencer by 
Jameson, Davidson Trust or the Trustee. 
B. 
STANDARD TO BE APPLIED 
In Marchand v. JEM Sportwear, Inc, 2006 /daho 32476, _ P.3d_ (2006) 
the Idaho Supreme Court reiterated the standard to be applied to a Motion for Summary 
Judgment: 
Summary judgment is proper "if the pleadings, depositions, and 
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no 
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled 
to a judgment as a matter of law." This Court construes the record in the 
light most favorable to the non-moving party, and draws all reasonable 
inferences in favor of that party. If reasonable minds might come to 
different conclusions, summary judgment is inappropriate. 
C. 
APPLICABLE LAW 
1. Standing 
Rule 56(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure states: 
A party against whom a claim, counterclaim, or cross-claim is asserted or 
a declaratory judgment is sought may, at any time, move with or without 
supporting affidavits for a summary judgment in that party's favor as to all 
or any part thereof. Provided, a motion for summary judgment must be 
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filed at least 60 days before the trial date, or filed within 7 days from the 
date of the order setting the case for trial, whichever is later, unless 
otherwise ordered by the court. 
2. Invalid Foreclosure Sale 
a. Idaho Code§ 45-105: 
Where the holder of a special lien is compelled to satisfy a prior lien for his 
own protection, he may enforce payment of the amount so paid by him, as 
a part of the claim for which his own lien exists. 
b. Idaho Code§ 45-1507: 
The trustee shall apply the proceeds of the trustee's sale as follows: 
(1) To the expenses of the sale, including a reasonable charge by the 
trustee and a reasonable attorney's fee. 
(2) To the obligation secured by the trust deed. 
(3) To any persons having recorded liens subsequent to the interest of the 
trustee in the trust deed as their interests may appear. 
(4) The surplus, if any, to the grantor of the trust deed or to his successor 
in interest entitled to such surplus. 
c. Idaho Code§ 45-1508: 
A sale made by a trustee under this act shall foreclose and terminate all 
interest in the property covered by the trust deed of all persons to whom 
notice is.given under section 45-1506, Idaho Code, and of any other 
person claiming by, through or under such persons and such persons 
shall have no right to redeem the property from the purchaser at the 
trustee's sale. The failure to give notice to any of such persons by mailing, 
personal service, posting or publication in accordance with section 45-
1506, Idaho Code, shall not affect the validity of the sale as to persons so 
notified nor as to any such persons having actual knowledge of the sale. 
Furthermore, any failure to comply with the provisions of section 45-1506, 
Idaho Code, shall not affect the validity of a sale in favor of a purchaser in 
good faith for value at or after such sale, or any successor in interest 
thereof. 
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d. Idaho Code§ 45-1509: 
(1) The trustee's deed to the purchaser at the trustee's sale under this act 
shall conform to the requirements of subsection (2) of this section. 
(2) The trustee's deed shall contain, in addition to a description of the 
property conveyed, a recital of the facts concerning the default, the mailing 
and the publication of the notice of sale, the conduct of the sale and the 
receipt of the purchase money from the purchaser. 
e. Idaho Code§ 45-1510: 
When the trustee's deed is recorded in the deed records of the county 
where the property described in the deed is located, the recitals contained 
in the deed and in the affidavits required under section 45-1506, 
subsection (7), Idaho Code, shall be prima facie evidence in any court of 
the truth of the recitals and the affidavits. However, the recitals and 
affidavits are conclusive in favor of a purchaser in good faith for value or 
any successor in interest thereof. 
f. Thompson v. Kirsch, 106 Idaho 177, 677 P.2d 490 (Ct. App. 1984). 
g. Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp. v. Appel, 2006 Idaho 31760, __ 
P.3d_ (2006). 
h. Alpine Villa Development Co., Inc. v. Young, 99 Idaho 851, 590 P.2d 
578 (1979). 
3. Jameson is a Proper Party 
a. Idaho Code§ 10-1211: 
When declaratory relief is sought, all persons shall be made parties who 
have or claim any interest which would be affected by the declaration, and 
no declaration shall prejudice the rights of persons not parties to the 
proceeding. 
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A person who is subject to service of process shall be joined as a party in 
the action if ( 1) in the person's absence complete relief cannot be 
accorded among those already parties, or (2) the person claims an 
interest relating to the subject of the action and is so situated that the 
disposition of the action in the person's absence may (i) as a practical 
matter impair or impede the person's ability to protect that interest or (ii) 
leave any of the persons already parties subject to a substantial risk of 
incurring double, multiple, or otherwise inconsistent obligations by reason 
of the claimed interest. If the person has not been so joined, the court 
shall order that the person be made a party. If the person should join as a 
plaintiff but refuses to do so, the person may be made a defendant, or, in 
a proper case, an involuntary plaintiff. 
D. 
ARGUMENT 
1. Jameson Does Not Have Standing to Bring a Motion for Summary 
Judgment on Behalf of All Defendants 
There are three (3) defendants in the above-entitled matter. As set forth above in 
Rule 56(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, a (JJll1y_ against whom a claim, 
counterclaim, or cross-claim is asserted or a declaratory judgment is sought may, at any 
time, move with or without supporting affidavits for a summary judgment in that party's 
favor as to all or any part thereof. (Emphasis added). No defendant, other than 
Jameson, has filed a Motion for Summary Judgment, a Memorandum or Brief in 
Support of the Motion for Summary Judgment, or any Affidavits in Support of the Motion 
for Summary Judgment. As such, the only Parties before the Court on the Motion for 
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Summary Judgment are Spencer and Jameson. Therefore, it is respectfully requested 
that the Court decline to rule for any Party other than Spencer and Jameson at this point 
in the proceeding. 
2. There are Genuine Issues of Material Fact Concerning the Legality of the 
Foreclosure Sale 
a. "Credit Bids" 
In Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp. v. Appel, 2006 Idaho 31760, __ 
P.3d __ (2006), the Idaho Supreme Court addressed the propriety of a "credit bid" at 
a foreclosure sale and stated: 
The district court ruled that the credit bid satisfied the statutory 
requirements for purchasing property at a trustee's sale. The court noted 
that the issue had not been decided in Idaho, but observed that courts in 
several jurisdictions, interpreting statutes that required bids for cash, had 
nevertheless held that credit bids satisfied the statutory requirements. For 
instance, in Rocky Mountain Bank v. Stuart, 928 P.2d 243 (Mont. 1996), 
the defendant executed a trust indenture on his residential property to 
secure payment of an obligation to the plaintiff bank. 928 P.2d at 245. 
After the defendant defaulted, the bank commenced nonjudicial 
foreclosure proceedings under Montana's statues. Id. The bank was the 
only bidder at the sale and it purchased the property with a credit bid. Id. 
The defendant refused to vacate the property and suit for possession was 
commenced. Id. The defendant claimed that the credit bid was not a cash 
sale, which was required by statute. Id. The trial court did not buy this 
theory and, on appeal, neither did the supreme court. The supreme court 
noted that a credit bid was not a credit sale, the difference being that in 
the latter the bidder would be permitted to pay at a later time, as would be 
the case "if the bid were in the form of a note or other instrument pursuant 
to which either a lump sum payment or payment by installments over time 
would be made in the future." Id. at 247. But the bank was simply 
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application of its bid to the outstanding debt constituted payment of 
the price bid in cash. Id. (Emphasis added). 
The district court also cited Surety Sav. & Loan Ass'n v. Nat'/ 
Automobile & Cas. Ins. Co., 8 Cal.App.3d 752, 87 Cal.Rptr. 572 (Cal. 
Ct. App. 1970), wherein the Court of Appeals of California held that the 
difference between the creditor-plaintiff bringing cash for the full price to 
the sale and simply making a credit bid was merely one of form, and 
McClure v. Casa Claire Apartments, Ltd., 560 S.W.2d 457 (Tex. Ct. 
App. 1997), in which the Court of Appeals for Texas held that 
"(c]rediting the bid against the note has been found to be equivalent 
to a cash sale." 560 S.W.2d at 461. (Emphasis added). 
The principle articulated in the above-cited cases is compatible with J.C. 
§§ 45- 1506 and, indeed, it makes a good deal of practical sense. There is 
no reason why the holder of the deed of trust note should not be able to 
purchase the property at a trustee sale by bidding in all or part of the 
amount owing pursuant to the note. After all, the holder of the note is the 
party to be benefited by the sale. It makes no sense to require the note 
holder to bring cash to the sale in order to pay himself. His bid, if 
successful, immediately reduces or eliminates the debtor's obligation. We 
hold that where the holder of the deed of trust note is the bidder. 
crediting the bid against the note is the equivalent of a cash sale. 
(Emphasis added) The district court properly held that the credit bid here 
complied with the statutory requirements. 
It is clear that the Idaho Supreme Court has acknowledged the propriety of a 
"credit bid" when made by the holder of the deed of trust note. Furthermore, it is clear 
that any such credit bid is the equivalent of a cash sale. Certainly, the holder of a note 
cannot make a credit bid in an amount greater than the outstanding debt. 
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Chronologically, DOT No. 2 arose after DOT No. 1. The first of the foreclosure 
sales at issue herein was for the real property secured by DOT No. 2. In essence, 
Jameson argues that he was compelled to make the credit bid on DOT No. 2 , to satisfy 
a prior lien for his own protection. Jameson further argues that he therefore has the 
right to enforce payment of the credit bid on DOT No. 2, as a part of the claim for under 
DOT No. 1. 
The problem with Jameson's position is that DOT No. 2 is not, and was not, a 
prior lien to DOT No. 1. DOT No. 2 was a subsequent lien to DOT No. 1. For 
Jameson's argument to make sense, he would have had to pay off DOT No. 1, which is 
a prior lien to DOT No. 2, to protect his interest in the real property secured by DOT No. 
2. Jameson did the opposite, he paid off DOT No. 2, a subsequent lien. Jameson is 
not claiming that he paid off DOT No. 2 to protect his interest in DOT No. 1, a prior lien. 
Jameson's actions are contrary to his argument and as such, Jameson is not permitted 
to enforce payment of the credit bid on DOT No. 2 as part of the money owed under 
DOT No. 1. 
Furthermore, had the sale for the real property secured by DOT No. 1 (Parcel 
No. 1, 2, and 3) taken place before the sale of the real property secured by DOT No. 2 
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(Parcel No. 3), Jameson would have obtained title to Parcel No. 3 free of all junior liens, 
including DOT No. 2. 
Jameson relies heavily upon the decision in Thompson v. Kirsch, 106 /daho 
177, 677 P.2d 490 (Ct. App. 1984) in support of his argument. In addition to the fallacy 
of Jameson's argument from a factual basis, there are several legal differences 
between Thompson and the above-entitled matter which renders the decision in 
Thompson inapplicable. 
In Thompson, Thompson was obligated to pay a note secured by a deed of trust 
for certain real property (hereinafter: "First Note and Deed of Trust"). Thompson sold 
the said real property to Kirsch. The terms of the sale required Kirsh to assume 
Thompson's obligation to pay the First Note and Deed of Trust. In addition, Kirsh 
agreed to pay Thompson an additional sum of money for the real property pursuant to 
another note that was secured by a another deed of trust (hereinafter: "Second Note 
and Deed of Trust"). 
After a time, Kirsh stopped making payments on both the First Note and Deed of 
Trust and the Second Note and Deed of Trust. To prevent the First Note and Deed of 
Trust from going into default, and to protect his interest in the real property, Thompson 
made the monthly payments on the First Note and Deed of Trust. Thompson then 
brought an action for judicial foreclosure and a deficiency judgment. 
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Thompson involved a judicial foreclosure and deficiency judgment. The above-
entitled matter involves a non-judicial foreclosure. Furthermore, the facts of Thompson 
do not involve a "credit bid". What the Court was asked to do in Thompson was 
calculate the amount of the deficiency judgment. In calculating the amount of the 
deficiency judgment, the Court had to determine the value of the real property. In the 
analysis, the Court had to construe Idaho Code§ 45-105 and stated: 
Since the second deed of trust held by the Thompsons was functionally 
equivalent to a mortgage, we hold that the Thompsons' lien was special. 
Accordingly, I.C. §§ 45-105 entitled them to include payments they made 
to prevent foreclosure of the first deed of trust as part of the mortgage 
indebtedness created by their junior encumbrance. See also Miller v .. 
Stavros, 174 So.2d 48, 49 (F/a.Dist.Ct.App.1965) (holding that "amounts 
paid by the holder of a second mortgage to protect his security are 
properly included in a decree foreclosing the second mortgage"). 
As set forth above, Jameson's reliance on Thompson is misplaced because 
DOT No. 2 was not a prior lien to DOT No. 1. For Thompson to be applicable, 
Jameson would have had to pay off DOT No. 1 to protect his interest in the real property 
and thereafter add the payments made on DOT No. 1 to the indebtedness on DOT No. 
2. 
Jameson paid no money, either in cash or as a credit bid, toward the 
indebtedness on DOT No. 1 until after the real property secured by DOT No. 2 had 
been sold at the foreclosure sale. Therefore, it is not proper for Jameson to add the 
credit bid he made on DOT No. 2 to the indebtedness on DOT No. 1. 
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In Alpine Villa Development Co., Inc. v. Young, 99 Idaho 851, 590 P.2d 578 
(1979), the Idaho Supreme Court addressed the issue of the right of a junior lien holder 
to seek a deficiency judgment after foreclosing on the junior mortgages. While the 
undersigned concedes that the issue in Alpine Villa is not on point with the facts of the 
above-entitled matter, as it deals with the right to obtain a deficiency judgment, the 
decision is instructive as to the subordinate position of a junior lien holder and is 
therefore instructive as to Jameson's rights and remedies as they pertain to DOT No. 2. 
In Alpine Villa, the Court stated: 
Alpine contends that the trial court erred in holding that I.C. §§ 45-1512 
prevented it from obtaining a deficiency judgment because it purchased 
the condominiums after bidding the full amount of the debt secured by its 
deeds of trust at its summary foreclosure sales. 
The last sentence of I.C. §§ 45-1512 places specific limitations on the 
amount of the deficiency judgment which a beneficiary of a deed of trust 
can obtain after foreclosure sale, as follows: 
The Court may not render judgment for more than the amount by which 
the entire amount of indebtedness due at the time of sale exceeds the fair 
market value at that time with interest from date of sale, but in no event 
may the judgment exceed the difference between the amount for which 
such property was sold and the entire amount of the indebtedness 
secured by the deed of trust. 
The first limitation would not prevent Alpine from obtaining a deficiency 
judgment under the facts here, since in each case the "entire amount of 
indebtedness due at the time of sale" (the indebtedness owed both to the 
bank and to the appellant) clearly exceeded "the fair market value" of the 
property (which was even less than the indebtedness to the bank secured 
by the first deed of trust). 
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However, the statute superimposes an additional limitation so that a 
deficiency judgment can never exceed "the difference between the 
amount for which such property was sold and the entire amount of the 
indebtedness secured by the deed of trust." 
Alpine argues that whenever second (subordinate) deeds of trust are 
involved, the Court should construe "the amount for which such property 
was sold" as including any unpaid amount secured by a superior deed of 
trust; so that where, as here, a beneficiary of a subordinate deed of trust 
bids the full amount owed to it, after first proceeding with its foreclosure 
sale, there would still be a "difference" equivalent to the unpaid balance 
secured by the prior deed of trust, and the statute would not prevent it 
from recovering a deficiency judgment for the full amounts still owed to it 
by each respondent. It contends such construction is justified because a 
beneficiary of a second deed of trust is never in as favorable a position as 
the beneficiary of the first deed of trust. 
The beneficiary of a second deed of trust is necessarily always in a 
subordinate position to the first beneficiary, and where, as here, the value 
of the property securing both deeds of trust is less than the unpaid debt 
secured by the first deed of trust, he is, in effect, an unsecured creditor. 
However, the beneficiary of a second deed of trust is not restricted to the 
procedure followed here by Alpine, and would normally so proceed only if 
the market value of the property is at least equal to the total of the unpaid 
balances secured by both the subordinate and the superior deeds of trust. 
In that circumstance, he would receive payment of his debt and could 
have no complaint about a deficiency judgment being barred. 
On the other hand, and to insure being able to obtain a deficiency 
judgment where property securing both deeds of trust is not worth the total 
indebtedness, a second beneficiary could either wait until the beneficiary 
of the first deed of trust foreclosed and sold the security, then proceed as 
an unsecured creditor, or else still first proceed with foreclosure sale on 
the second deed of trust, but then bid only a nominal amount to insure 
there would be a maximum "difference" upon which to later base a 
deficiency judgment. 
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Alpine deliberately invoked the foreclosure statute and brought itself within 
its limitations, apparently either under a mistaken assumption that the 
properties were at least worth the total of both obligations, or else without 
even considering such values. 
In our view, the statutory construction sought here by Alpine is 
unnecessary and not warranted. The "difference" contemplated by the 
statute is obviously that created where property is sold at a foreclosure 
sale to a beneficiary or other purchaser at a price which is Jess than the 
balance of the indebtedness secured by the deed of trust being 
foreclosed. 
The district court correctly concluded that under the statute, when Alpine, 
as beneficiary of subordinate deeds of trust, elected to foreclose them and 
purchase the properties subject thereto by bidding the full amount of the 
respondents' obligations to it, it thereby extinguished the obligations to it 
and its right to recover any deficiency judgments. 
In making a credit bid at the foreclosure sale of the real property secured by DOT 
No. 2, Jameson was acting as a junior lien holder. By making the winning bid, Jameson 
purchased the real property subject to DOT No. 1. As set forth above, Jameson made 
no payments, cash or credit, toward the indebtedness on DOT No. 1 until after the 
foreclosure sale for the real property secured by DOT No. 2 had been completed. 
Therefore, Jameson has no right to include the amount for which such property secured 
by DOT No. 2 was sold and any unpaid amount secured by a DOT No. 1. 
Jameson is not a bone fide purchaser or a purchaser in good faith. In Federal 
Home Loan Mortgage Corp. v. Appel, 2006 Idaho 31760, __ P.3d __ (2006), the 
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Idaho Supreme Court addressed the issue of a bone fide purchaser or a purchaser in 
good faith in the context of a non-judicial foreclosure and stated: 
Though this Court has not ruled on such a question, status as a bona fide 
purchaser or a purchaser in good faith, at least in the context of a 
nonjudicial foreclosure sale, is generally not available where a purchaser 
is on inquiry notice of a potential defect of statutory notice provisions. See 
Rosenberg v. Smidt, 727 P.2d 778, 784 (Alaska 1987) (under Alaska 
statute, purchasers at nonjudicial foreclosure sale could not claim bona-
fide purchaser status where they were on inquiry notice because deed did 
not recite specifics of trustee's compliance with statutory notice 
requirements); see also Grant S. Nelson and Dale A. Whitman, Real 
Estate Finance Law, §§ 7.20 at 671 (West 2002) (bona fide purchaser 
status may be available to purchaser unrelated to mortgage where 
purchaser has no actual knowledge of defects, is not on reasonable notice 
from the instruments that defects have occurred, and the defects are not 
such that a person attending the sale exercising reasonable care would be 
aware of the defect); Shearer v. Allied Live Oak Bank, 758 S. W.2d 940 
(Tex. Ct. App. 1988); Little v. CFS Service Corp., 188 Cal.App.3d 1354, 
233 Cal.Rptr. 923 (Cal. Ct. App. 1987).(fn3) If MERS knew the§§ 45-
1506A requirements were not complied with, it had actual knowledge that 
such requirements were not met and it cannot claim to be a good faith 
purchaser for value. If that is the case, then Fed Home cannot benefit from 
the shelter rule and may not be entitled to the protections bestowed by §§ 
45-1508 or §§ 45-1510. The district court did not address this issue, so 
further fact-finding is necessary and summary judgment was improper. 
Jameson and/or Davidson Trust knew, or should have known, that they could not 
make a credit bid for any sum in excess of what was owed by Spencer. By either 
intentionally, or negligently making credit bids in excess of what was owed, Jameson 
and/or Davidson Trust cannot now claim the protection of a bone fide purchaser or 
purchaser in good faith. In addition, the sale of the personal property mobile home with 
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the real property demonstrates intentional or negligent behavior on the part of Jameson 
and/or Davidson Trust. 
The auctions of the real property secured by DOT No. 1 and DOT No. 2 should 
have been conducted as follows: 
1. The personal property should not have been included in the sales; 
2. The real property secured by DOT No. 1 should have been auctioned first; 
3. Jameson and/or Davidson Trust should have made a credit bid of 
$117,566.92; 
4. If there were no other bids, Jameson and/or Davidson Trust would have 
received title to Parcel No. 1, Parcel No. 2 and Parcel No. 3 free and clear 
of any junior liens, including DOT No. 2; 
5. While not necessarily due to the legal effect of Idaho Code § 45-1508, the 
real property secured by DOT No. 2 should have been auctioned next; 
6. Jameson and/or Davidson Trust should have made a credit bid of 
$81,507.45; and, 
7. If there were no other bids, Jameson and/or Davidson Trust would have 
received title to Parcel No. 3 free and clear of any junior liens. 
As set forth herein, this in not the matter in which the auctions for the real 
property transpired. The fact is, as set forth in the Trustee's Deeds recorded 
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immediately after the auctions, Jameson and/or Davidson Trust acquired the real 
property secured by DOT No. 2 via a credit bid of $86,507.45, and Jameson and/or 
Davidson Trust acquired the real property secured by DOT No. 1 via a credit bid of 
$204,074.37. The credit bid of $86,507.45 is $5,000.00 more than Spencer owed under 
DOT No. 2, and the credit bid of $204,074.37 is $86,507.45 more than Spencer owed 
under DOT No. 1. The bottom line is that Jameson and/or Davidson Trust only had 
$199,074.37 of credit to bid, and they credit bid $290,581.82 as set forth in the 
respective Trustee's Deeds. 
The fact the Trustee felt compelled to record an Amended Trustee's Deed 30 
days after the initial Trustee's Deeds were recorded in an attempt to demonstrate that 
both DOT No. 1 and DOT No. 2 were purchased for a credit bid of $204,074.37 further 
supports Spencer's argument herein that there are genuine issues of material fact 
concerning the legality and the propriety of the manner in which the auctions were 
conducted. 
If a credit bid is the same as a cash sale, Jameson and/or Davidson Trust made 
combined bids in excess of Spencer's debt. As such, either the sale should be set 
aside and rescheduled, or Jameson and/or Davidson Trust should pay to Spencer the 
surplus. There is, therefore, a genuine issue of material fact as to the ownership of the 
real property at issue herein and the Lis Pendens should remain in place. 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 21 -
' ' G ..... ,, I L_ 
3. Jameson is a Proper Party 
Davidson Trust administers Jameson's Simplified Employee Pension - Individual 
Retirement Account (SEP - IRA). The SEP - IRA is an account which Jameson may 
deposit, and in which Jameson may withdraw, monies. The money in the account 
belongs to Jameson. The money received by Davidson Trust from Spencer under DOT 
No. 1 and DOT No. 2 was, and is, Jameson's money. 
E. 
CONCLUSION 
There are genuine issues of material fact surrounding the propriety and the 
legality of the Trustee's sales herein. There are genuine issues of material fact 
surrounding whether Jameson is a proper Party to the above-entitled matter. Such 
genuine issues of material fact support the denial of Jameson's Motion for Summary 
Judgment and support the continuation of the Lis Pendens. 
DATED this 16th day of January, 2007. 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S 
JAN D. SMTH 
Attorney at Law 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 16th day of January, 2007, I caused to be served 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed 
to the following: 
Michael R. Chapman 
Chapman Law Office, PLLC 
2020 Lakewood, Suite 221 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorney for Defendant Dee Jameson 
Barry McHugh 
Elsaesser Jarzabek Anderson Marks 
Elliott & McHugh, Chtd. 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Suite C 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorney for Defendant Davidson Trust Co. 
James A. Raeon 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Pro Se Defendant 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S 
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[X] Hand-delivered 
[] Regular U.S. Mail 
[] Certified U.S. Mail 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[] Facsimile To: 208-667-7625 
[X] Hand-delivered 
[] Regular U.S. Mail 
[] Certified U.S. Mail 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[] Facsimile To: 208-667-2150 
[X] Hand-delivered 
[] Regular U.S. Mail 
[] Certified U.S. Mail 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[] F'_sl.Cl,imtreJ::O: 208-666-9211 
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IAN D. SMITH 
Attorney at Law 
' 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 101 
P.O. Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-3019 
Telephone: (208) 765-4050 
Facsimile: (208) 765-9089 
Idaho State Bar No. 4696 
Attorney for Spencer 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LAWRENCE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DEE JAMESON, an Individual, 
DAVIDSON TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN 
FOR IRA/SEP ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811-
30, and JAMES A. RAEON, 
SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, 
Defendants. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
CASE NO. CV-06-0003304 
AFFIDAVIT OF IAN D. SMITH IN 
OPPOSITION TO DEE JAMESON'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, IAN D. SMITH, being first duly sworn under oath, swears and 
testifies that: 
AFFIDAVIT OF IAN D. SMITH 
IN OPPOSITION TO DEE JAMESON'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 -
G.-,r I ., ,., 
1. I am the attorney of record for the Plaintiff in the above entitled matter. 
2. I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein. 
3. Attached hereto and hereby incorporated herein by this reference is the 
Affidavit of Linda L. Russell; 
4. Attached hereto and hereby incorporated herein by this reference is IRS 
Form 5305-SEP which describes the IRS requirements relative to a 
Simplified Employee Pension - Individual Retirement Account. 
DATED this 15th day of January, 2007. 
Attorne for Plaintiff 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 15th day of January, 2007. 
~72~ 
N~ 
Commission Expires: 09 · I .3 · :>I) I{;)-______________ 
AFFIDAVIT OF IAN 0. SMITH 
IN OPPOSITION TO DEE JAMESON'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 -
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 16th day of January, 2007, I caused to be served 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed 
to the following: 
Michael R. Chapman 
Chapman Law Office, PLLC 
2020 Lakewood, Suite 221 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorney for Defendant Dee Jameson 
Barry McHugh 
Elsaesser Jarzabek Anderson Marks 
Elliott & McHugh, Chtd. 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Suite C 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorney for Defendant Davidson Trust Co. 
James A. Raeon 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Pro Se Defendant 
AFFIDAVIT OF IAN D. SMITH 
IN OPPOSITION TO DEE JAMESON'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3 -
[X] Hand-delivered 
[] Regular U.S. Mail 
[] Certified U.S. Mail 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[] Facsimile To: 208-667-7625 
[X] Hand-delivered 
[] Regular U.S. Mail 
[] Certified U.S. Mail 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[] Facsimile To: 208-667-2150 
[X) Hand-delivered 
[] Regular U.S. Mail 
[] Certified U.S. Mail 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[] Fa . . : 208-666-9211 
IA D SMITH 
Attorn y at Law 
0,-, '7 I I 
MICHAEL R. CHAPMAN 
CHAPMAN LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
2020 Lakewood, Suite 221 
PO Box 1600 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Telephone: (208) 667-7621 
Facsimile: (208) 667-7625 
!SBA No. 5972 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DlSTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
DAVIDSON TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN FOR ) 
IRA/SEP ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811-30, ) 
Pl a inti ff, ) 
vs. 
LA WREN CE SPENCER d/b/a/ THE REPO 
DEPOT, 
Defendant. 
ST A TE OF W ASH!NGTON ) 
:ss~ 
County of Spokane ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No.: CVOS-475 l 
AFFIDAVIT OF LINDA L. RUSSELL 
Linda L. Russell, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
l) lam of the age of majority, l have personal knowledge of the matters attested to herein, and I 
am competent to testify if called upon to do so. 
2) lam a Vice President and Trust Officer for Davidson Trust Co. 
3) On or about April 30, 2002, Defendant Larry Spencer (hereinafter referred to as "Spencer'') 
executed a note in favor of promising to repay the amount of $90,000.00. The obligation under this 
promissory note was secured by a deed of trust on 3 parcels of property in Kootenai County, Idaho 
(Hereinafter referred to as "First Deed of Trust''). Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and 
correct copy of the First Deed of Trust, which is a part of the public records in Kootenai County, 
Idaho. 
AF.FIDA VIT OF LINDA L. RUSSELL-1 07B 
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4) On or about November l 4, 2002, Spencer executed a second note in favor of Davidson 
promising to repay the additional amount of $65,000.00. The obligation under the second 
promissory note was secured by a deed of trust on one of the three parcels referenced above. (This 
entire transaction is hereinafter referred to as the "Second Deed of Trust"). Attached hereto as 
Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of the Second Deed of Trust, which is a part of the public 
records in Kootenai County, Idaho. 
5) Spencer defaulted on his repayment obligation under both the First Deed of Trust and Second 
Deed of Trust. Non-judicial foreclosure proceedings were initiated against both Deeds of Trust. 
6) The two foreclosure sales were scheduled for February 24, 2005. The Second Deed of Trust 
foreclosure sale was scheduled for l 0:00 a.m. The First Deed of Trust foreclosure sale was 
scheduled for 10:30 a.m. On behalf of Davidson, I submitted a credit bid of $86,507.45 for the 
Second Deed of Trust foreclosure sale. Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of 
the first credit bid. On behalf of Davidson, I initially submitted a credit bid of $205,857.73 for the 
First Deed of Trust foreclosure sale, which included the previous credit bid of $86,507.45. After 
review, it was found that the credit bid for the Second Deed of Trust had already included the taxes 
on Parcel 3 in the amount of $1,783.36. So the credit bid for the First Deed of Trust was amended to 
$204,074.37 to avoid double payment of property taxes on Parcel 3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" 
is a true and correct copy of the second credit bid. 
7) The foreclosure sale under the Second Deed of Trust was commenced at I 0:00 a.m. Spencer 
did not attend this sale. Davidson submitted a credit bid in the amount of $86,507.45. 
8) Davidson was awarded title to the properties pursuant to its winning credit bid. Attached 
hereto as Exhibit "E" is a true and correct copy of the Amended Trustee's Deed, which is a part of 
the public records in Kootenai County, Idaho. 
AFFIDA V1T OF LINDA L. RUSSELL -2 
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DATED this __ day of February, 2006. 
LINDA L. RUSSELL 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this_ day of February, 2006. 
(SEAL) 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at: ________ _ 
Commission Expires: ____ _ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
AFFIDAVIT OF LINDA L. RUSSELL -3 080 
02/23/2005 09:49 509452f DAVIDSON TRUST PAGE 05/05 
·y-,1J/ 
DATED this Zb2_ day of February, 2006. 
-........ : ~ -~ ~ 
LINDA L RUSSELL 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me th.i~i day of February, 2006. 
~- tr IJltw,,_ 
otaryPubli~µ,JR 
(SEAL) 
Residing at: t . 1 7 
Commission~ J)-;fl-t?f 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
AFFIDA \'1T OF LINDA L. RUSSELL -3 
0 r," Oi 
~"n . I hereby certify that on th<;Ynixfay of February, 2006, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by tfie method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Ian D. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
f/( U.S. MAIL [ ,r HAND DELIVERED 
[] FAXto: 
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ORDER NO. 
ESCROW OR LOAN NO. 14911-BG 
DEED OF TRUST 
!~cconou,JC REQUESTED RY· 
North Idaho Tit!e Company 
THIS DEED OF TRUST, Made on April 30, 2002, BETWEEN LAWRENCE SPENCER, a marrled man, as as llis 
. . ~-.,,,c r, .,. 'Ii<' ''I. separate property herein cal!ed GRANTOR, whose address 1s / .1 o 1 ...,~,;,~·-'t---'l~:.,;· •• c;l....C e§:.•·_4..,::.,, 1,'"",,'i. _,(,,_ ,-:·." ;,.-1J r 
and NORTH IDAHO TITLE INSURANCE, INC., herein called TRUSTEE, a~d DAVIDSON TRUST CO., 
custodian for IRA/SEP Accnt#68-0811-30. herein called BENEFICIARY. 
WITNESSE:rH: That Granter does hereby irrevocably GRANT, BARGAIN. SELL AND CONVEY TO TRUSTEE IN TRUST, 
WITH POWER OF SALE, that property !n the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, described as follows, either located within 
an incorporated city or village at the date hereof, or containing not more than forty acres: 
Property Description: ~- SEE EXHIBIT "A" ATTACHED HERETO ANO MADE APART HEREOF *~' 
TOGETHER WITH the rents, issues and profits thereof, SUBJECT. HOWEVER, to the right, power and authority hereinafter given to and 
conferred upon Beneficiary lo collect and apply such rents, issued and profits, for the purpose of securing payment of the indebtedness 
evidenced by a promissory note, of even dated herewith, executed by Granter in the sum of NINETY THOUSAND and 00/1.00-~ 
DOLLARS ($90,000.00), FINAL PAYMENT DUE APRIL 30, 2007 and to secu<e payment of alt such further sums as may 
hereafter be loaned or advanced by the Beneficiary herein to the Granter herein, or any or either of them, while record owner of present 
interest, for any purpose, and of any notes, dratts or other investments representing such further loans, advances or expenditures 
together with interest on an such sums al the rate therein provided. Provided, however, that the making of such further loans, advances or 
expenditures shall be optional wiU1 the Beneficiary, and provided, further, that it is the e;;-press intention of the parties to this Deed of Trust 
that it shall stand as continuing security until paid for all such advances together with interest thereon. 
::-aid Note shall contain a Preoavment Penalty; Said Note shall contain a Late Charge provision; 
If the trustor shall convey or alienate said property or any part thereof or any interest therein or shall be divested of his title in 
any manner or way, whether voluntary or involuntary, any indebtedness or obligation secured hereby, irrespective of the 
maturity date expressed in any note evidencing the same, at the option of the holder hereof and without demand or notice 
shall become due and payable immediately. 
To protect the security of this Deed of Trust1 Granter agrees: 
By the execution of this Deed of Trust and !he Note hereby secured that provisions 1 to 6 lnclusive of Pa·rt A and Provision 1 to 9 inclusive 
of Part B of the Deed of Trust which was recorded August 18, 1993 as Instrument No. 1316809, in Official Public Records of Kootenai 
Countv. Idaho Mortgage Records sha11 be and they are hereby incorporated and made an integral part hereof for all purposes as though 
set forth herein at length. 
Request is hereby made that a copy of any Matice of Default and a copy of any Notice of Sale hereunder be mailed to the 
Grantor at his address hereinbefore set forth. 
" 
~~~-'<tJJ·: .. ,4 &_, ~:>&:-------. 
LAWRENCE SPENCeR 
Dated : 04/3012002 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
DAVIDSON TRUST CO. 
On APRIL 30. 2002 before me, !he undersigned Notary Public in and for said County and Stale, personally appeared: LAWRENCE 
SPENCER known or identified to me to be the person(s) whose names is/are subscribed to l11e within instrument and acknowledged ta me 
Iha! he executed the Same. 
Notary Public in and f6r sclici'COuntY and··state 
Residing at: PF 
Commission Exp.: 1 0/14104 
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STATE Of l\J~J-iV _ \ '" 
COUNTY Of KOOTE!,AJ »~ 
.\in;;: r,sQ\Jf.n c.r __ 
~ff)'qrf Pi ·UJAE O TITllfi/t~f=1., 
-"--' - .irn 3D L\ os P11 'OZ 
I I A 1. 
EXHJBIT '1A11 
Il'\J 'IllE STATE OF IDAB.O, CDUNTY OF KCOIENAI 
PARCEL. l: 
I.Dt 1, Block 1, BIG Til-lBER, according to the plat recorded in Book "G" of 
Plats at Page 457, records of Koote..nai County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 2: 
Lot 2, Block 1, BIG TIMBER, according to the plat recorded in Beak "G" of 
Plats at Page 457, re=rds of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 3: 
The South half of the Northeast quarter of the Southeast quarter of the 
Southeast quarter of Section 7, Township 52 North, Range 3 West, Boise 
Meridian, K=tenai County, Idaho, less U.S. Highway 95. Fourerly known as 
Bl=k 11, Sp:)kane Valley CC!rrnercial Orchard Tracts . 
TOGETHER WITH 1981 Skyline Mobile Home, 24x56, Vin#0·J 910302P 
.. A , !1 
STA1E. ur 11.;:,h, 
'" A Pioneer Company 
PIONEER TITLE COMPANY 
01'" KOOTENAI COUNTY 
100 Wallace Avenue/ Coeur d'Alene., !duho 83814 / (20S) 664-8254 
Order No. 105036KB 
DEED OF TRUST 
THIS DEED OF TRUST, i\fade this l4lh dny ot'Noveruber, 2002, BET\VEEN Lawre,nce Spencer, a 11;;,i,tTied rp.u.i1 
~c;_his s~lc and separate pro11crly, herein calfod GRANTOR. whose address is / D 9,7 l.t C<-L>·h,0 L~s:/;..,,.\::t 
J-/ .. ::c .. --tA.,::., i 1-::- (j_,;<; ·-:s:;_;- ;PIONEERTlTLECOMPAN-YOFKOOTENft!.ICOUNTY)an 
idabo'corpo·ration, herein 1:alled TJ1US_TEE; :m.d DRvidson 1nm Company, FBO IR.i:VSEP, Account t'r-68-0811-30 
whose mailing address is )) i /f} i .i ';-; if s:-1 ... ::,c ... :L." lft)l) ~.r:,;~),:;_t,::",._!. 1d:J; herein called BENEFICIARY; 
I ;<}4~,)p I 
WITNESSETH: Timt Grantor does htreby irrevocably GRANT, BARGAIN', SELL AND COr'•NEY TO TRUSTEE 
IN TRUST, WITH POWER OF SALE, that propt!rty in the County ofKootena~ State ofldaho, described as follows 
and containing not mme lhan forty acres: 
The South ha.Ir of the Northeast Quarter of the Sontheast Quarter of the Southeast Quarter of Section 7, Township 52 
North, Range 3 West, Boise Meridinn. Kootenai County, ldal10, less U.S. Highway 95. Formerly Y.nown as Block 
11, Spokane Valley CorrunerciaJ Orchard Tracts. 
[fall, or any part, of the subject real property, or an interest therein is sold, transferred, or contracted to be sold or 
trun.sferrecl in the future by agreement, without the Beneficiary'~ prior written consent, excluding a transfer by 
devise, descent or operation of Jaw upon the death of the Granter, Beneficiary may, at Beneficiary's option, declare 
all sums secured by this Deed of Trust to be immediately due and payablC.. 
TOGETUER WITH the rents, issues anU profits thereof, SUBJECT, HOWEVER, to the right, power and authority hereinafter given to 
and conferred upon Bcoeliciary to collect and .npply such rents, issues ;;rnd profits, for !lie purpose of securing paymcnl of the 
indebtedness evidenced by a promissory nolc, of cvc.n date herewith, excr:uted by Grnntor in !he swn ofSb:ty Five Thous:rnd tloll:irs 
11nd Zero cents (S65,,000.00}, final payment due May 14, 2003, and to secure payment of all such further sums as mny here:aftcr be 
loaned or atlvrmced by !he Benclicitiry herein to the Gr:mlor herein, or any or either of them, while record owner ofprescm interest, for 
m1y purpose, and of any nolcs, dmfis or otllcr ins1m111ents rcprcsentin.u such further Joans, advances or c:uienditures togcihcrwith interest 
011 ;i1\ such sums at tht tale therein provided. Provided, however, tbat the nwking of such further loans, advances or cxpcmJiturcs sh:i.11 
be optional with U1c Beneficiary, and providi:d, further, that it is the c.'tprcss intention of the p:trties 10 this Deed ofTrusl lhnt it slrnll 
stand as continuin~ security until on.id for all such adv:mccs !011e1her wilh interest thereon. 
A. To protect tl1e security of thl!. Deed of Trust. Grnnlor uerees: 
{l) To keep :said property in gGOd condition und repair; not 10 remove or demolish any builtlin_g thereon; to coffil)letc or restore 
promptly and in gooi.1 um1· workm;inlike manner any builtling which m::i.y be cons1n1c1cd, d3magcd or destroyed thereon and to p;iy when 
d11e ::ii! claims for labor perfom1ed and materials furnished lhcrefor; to comply with all laws affecting said property or requiring any 
alterntions or improvements to be llmdc thereon; not 10 commit or penuit waste thereon; uot 10 coiumit, suffer or pcnnit :my acl upon 
so.it! property in viola1ion oflaw; to cultivate; inigate, fcnilizc, fumig.tte, prune aml do all oilier acts which from the charnctcr or use of 
said properly may be reasonably 1,eccssllr)', lite specific enumerations h&cin not i?Xciuding tl1c general. 
{2) To provide, main Ill in amt deliver to Beneficiary fin:: insurance satisfac1ory 10 :ind wiU1 loss payable lo Beneficiary. The 
amount collect~ undi:r any fire or olhcr insuram:e policy may be applied by Beneficiary upon any indt..-bl~'<fncss secured hereby and in 
such onler as beneficiary may dd.trmine, or at option of Bcu.cficfary the entire amount so eollcete<l or any part thereof may be rd cased to 
Grantor. Such application or release sb.tlJ not cure or wai\;e any default or notice ofdcfaultlicrennder or invalidate any act done 
pursuant to s11ch notice. 111c provisions hereof :1re subject to the mt1tun:l agreements of the parties as below set forth. 
(3) To appear in aml defend any action or proceeding purporting to affect 1l1c security hereof or the rights or powers of 
Beneficiary or Trustee a11d to Jl:lY all costs and expenses, including cost of evidence of title and altomcys' foes in a rcasomble sum, in 
~ny such action or proceeding in which Beneficiary or Trust.cc may apµ~r. 
(4) To pay: {n) at lea.st ten days before delinquency al! t:i.xcs and assessments uf'fecring said propeny, including usscssments on 
appurten:i.nt wnter stock; (b) when due, subject to tbc mutual agreements of the par1ies as below set forth. all ,:meumbranccs. charges and 
liens, with i111ercst,. on said property or :my part thereof, which appc:ir to be prior or superior hereto; (c ) all allowable e~p<!nses of this 
TrusL In addition u, the payments due in accordance with !he terms of the Note hcrcby secured, !he Grant or shall at the option, and on 
demand, of !he Beneficiary, pay e:i.ch month 1/12 oftllc eslimo.1cd armual laxes, assessments, insurance premiums, mn.inte"nanec and 
other dmges upon the property, nevertheless in !rust for Gran1or·s use am! benefit aud for !he pnvmcnt by Bcnefid;iry or :my such items 
when due:. Grantor's failure so to pay shall constitute a <lefau\t under this I.rust, 
(5) To pay immediately aml without demand all sums so cxpendi.:d by Beneficiary or Trustee, with interest from date of 
expcndill1re at eight per cent per annum. 
(6) Should Granter fa.ii lo mnke any payment or to do any net as herein proviUcd, then Beneficiury or Trustee, but without 
obligation so to do md witliout notice lo or clemzmd upon GralllOr :md without tel casing Orantor from nnv obligation hl!Tcof. mnv: make 
or do tlie same in such manner aml to such extent as either uuy deem necessary lo proJcct llie s~uritv I1ereof, Bcncfieian• or Trus1c-.: 
being ;iu1horized to enter upon s:iid property for such purposes; :ippea.r in and defend ;my action or proceeding purporting to affect 1he 
security hereof or the ri~h!.S or powers of I3cncficiarv or Trustee: v:iv. purchase. con lest or comnromisc :mv enc:umbr,mee. ch:i.rnc or !ie11 
0, r,o··· , .. I; 'R i ' -' I ' 
which in tl1e jud!,'fllCllt of ciihcr :;pp~rs io be prior or superior hereto; and, in exercising any $Uch Jlowers, or in enforcing 1his Do."t::d of 
TrnsL bv judicial fom::losure, pay necessary expenses, employ eou11scl ;111!.I pay his rc..ison;iblc fees. 
!l. It is mutually .:tf!rCl!d that: 
{I) Any award of daniagcs in conncclion wilh :my comknm.:.11ion for public use of or injury 10 said property or :my pan thereof is 
ho.-r.::hy assigned and shall be paid to Bencfici:sry who may apply or relcasc such moneys rccch•ed by him in the same manner and with 
th.: same effect as above providt.>tl for dispositio11 of proceeds of fire or other insurance. 
(2) By accepting payrucnt of any sum secured hereby after ils due U:ne, Beneficiary doi:s not waive his right either lo require 
prompt payment when due of all other sums so secured or to declare default for foHure so lo pay. 
{3) Ai any lime or from time to time, without liability therefor nnd wh\1011t ooticc, upon wrilte11 request of Beneficiary nnd 
prescnt:itioil of this Deed and said 1ro1e for em!orsemcnl, and without affecting lhc personal liability of any person for payment of the 
ini.lcbledn~ secured hereby, TruSl<:'C may: rccom'>.ly all or any part ofsnid propt..-rty; consent lo the making of any map or plilt !hereof; 
join in gr:mting ::my ~..iseniem thereon; or join in ;my <!%tension agreement or any ogrccmcllt subordillaling !he lien or charge l1ercof. 
(4) Upon wriuen request ofBcnefici:sry stating that an sums secured l1ereby lmve be:c11 paiJ, and upon surrcmler of this Deed ,:md 
said now lo Trustee for cancellation an(! retention and upon paym(mt of its foes, Trustee shall rccoim:y, without warranty, the property 
1hen held hereunder. The recitals in :my reconvcyum:e ~xecutcd under lhis deed of trust of any maucrs or facts shall be conclusive proof 
of the truthfolncss thereof. Tiie gr.mice in such rcconvcyaoce maybe <le.scribed as "the person or persons !cgolly cntilkd thereto." 
(5) ,\s additional security, Grautor hereby gives lo ond confers upon Beneficiary lhe right, power and aulhority, during the 
continuance of these Trusts, to colleel the rcnlS, issues and profits of s.iid ptOperty, reserving unto Grantor the right, prior 10 :my default 
by Gmnlor in payment of 111iy indebtedness secured hereby or in perfonn:mce of any agrcemenl hereunder. to collect :md re1ain such 
rents, issues and profits as tlley become due am! p;iynhlc. Upo11 any sucl1 default, Benl.lficiary may at any time without notice, either in 
p~rson, by agent. or by a rt.'Ceiver to be appointed by a court, oml wiihout regard to the .idcquocy of any security for the indebtcducss 
hereby sl!Cured, cnlc:r upon and t~kc possession of said property or a11y part Uicrcof. in his own name sue for or otherwise collcct such 
rents, issues nnd profits, including those past due and w1pnid, and apply the same, less costs and expenses of opt.Talion nnd collection, 
including n::as:onablc :itblrney's foes, upon any imlebtctlnt..-ss secured hereby, and in sucl1 order :is Beneficiary lllllY deletmi.ue. The 
cntcring upon :md taking possession ofsnid properly, the collection of such rents, issues: arid ptofilS and the application thereof as 
aforesaid, slmll not cure or waive any default or noiicc of default hereunder or invalidate any act done pursuant lo such noliec. 
(6) Upon defoult by Grantor in pnyment ofaay indebtcdncss si:cured hereby or in perfonrumce of:lny agreement l1erc-umler, all 
sums st.-cured hereby shall inunc<liatcly become- due and payable at the op lion of tile Beneficiary. In lhe cvenl of default, Beneficiary 
sl1all execute or cause the Tnistt!e to execute a wriuen notice of such defo11!1 and of his election to cause to be sold the herein de.scribed 
property to sa!isfy thc obligalions hereof, and shall cause such notice to be recorded in 1hc oflice of !he recorder of euch county wherein 
~-Jid real property or some part thereof is situated. 
Notice of sak having been 2iven as Uien required by !aw, and nol less than the rime then rnquircc.l by law having elapsed, 
Trustee, wil!mut demand on Grnntor, slndl sell said property ol the lime :11:id place fixed by it iu said notice ofsnle, cilhcr as a whole or in 
S~'Par.:ite parcels and in such order as it may determine, at public auction to the highest bitli.lcr for cash in lawful money of !he United 
St:ilcs, payable al time or si.tlc. Trustee shall deliver to the purchuser its deed conveying the properly so sold, but without any covenant 
or warrnnty express or implied. The recitals in such deed of any mailers or facts shall he conclusive proof of1he 1ruthfulncss thereof. 
Any person, including Grontor, Trustee, or Beneficiary, may purchase at such sale. 
After dt.-dueti11g all casts, fees and c:..,:penscs of Trustee .ind oflliis Trust, including cost of title evidence of title auJ reasonable 
counsel fees in conntxtion will1 sale, Trus[e,! shall app!y the proceeds of s.:tle lo payment of: all sums expended uudcr thi: terms hereof, 
11ot tht!l\ rep:ild, wilh accrued interest al leyal rate; all other swns then secured hereby: and the remainder, if any, to the person or persons 
legally entitled thcre10 . 
. (7) This Deed applies ta, inurt.'S to the be rte fit of, and binds all parties hereto, their heirs, legatees, dcvisees, u<lministratars, 
cxt:cmors, successors and assigns. The tcnn Beneficiary shall rnc."1111J1e holder and owner of the note sccurt.>d hereby; or, if Ilic note has 
be-en pledged, U1e p!cdgcc thereof. In this Dcetl, whenever the context so requires, the masculine gender includes the feminine and/or 
neuter, and the singular number includes the plural. 
(8) Trustee is no! obligated 10 no1ify any p:uty hereto ofpendi11gsale umkr any other Deed of Trust or of any :iction or proceeding 
in which Gran1or, Beneficiary or Trustee shall be a party unless brought by Trustl!c. 
(9) ln the event of dissolution or resi1:,>J1ation oflhe Trustee,, the Bcm::ficiaiy may substitute a trust cl! or trustees to CXL"t::ule the lnist 
hereby ercatcr.l, am! when any such snbs1itution has been filed for record in the omcc of the Rt.>catder of the county in which the propcny 
h..:rcin dcscr'ibt.'tl is situott."O, it sh;ul be conclusive 1:videuce of tile :ippointmcnl of such trus1ee or 1rustt.."CS, and such new trustee or 
In.ts lees shall succeed 10 all of 1hc po\vcrs arid duties of1hc 1rus1ees named herein, 
RCQu!!S! is hereby made that a cor,y of :mv Notice of Default :md a corw of au_v No1lce ofS:1lc hurcumlcr be malled to the 
Gr:mtor al his :iddrcss herein before set fonh. 
y • I. 
~B~y_:~(;~ff;~½_·-___ , _____ -_~,..-,~,(~/;;~.,~_·''--~----~ \..;-.'.. 1' ~£: t.......,,Q_,£,h['-.,,.c,.1/',___,1 
l.:lwftmce Spencer .. r' Durafl pencer exeCutes 'this instrument to 
comply with Chapter 10, Title 55 ~ Idaho Code 
relating to Homesteads 
C r, ~ ; 0 b 2 
r, ~ 
Ref: Pioneer Title Company 
Orclcr/Forech>surc No. 114469 (Spenc-:r) 
BENEFICIARY'S AUTHORIZATION TO BlD 
Owner: Davidson Trusr Corrrpmy- CuStodian for FBO IR.A/SEP Acct. 68-0811-30 
You are: hereby authorized to bid the amount shown below on our behalf, on that cenain Trustee's Sale scheduled 
for the 24'" day of February 2005, and it is further agreed that all Trustee's foes and expenses, including recording 
fees for Trnstec ·s Deed, wm be paid by us on or before the scheduk:d date of sale, or payrnent arrangements- wili bt: 
made, in ant!cipniion that the current beneficiary wiH be tht :!ucc('.:!ssful _purchaser at the Tmstet's sa!e. Should frH: 
property be reins!atecl or acquir!!d hy a third party bidder at the sale1 t.'iese funds shall be refunded as set forth in 
ida..½o coci:;-, S-tction 45-1507. If this amoum is nat paid, the Tr11stee's sale shall be postpOned for a maximum fee,:-:' 
$85.00 per postponement, u.nti1 such time as the fori::c!osure cos1s a.re paitl. 
Davidson Tnrn:r Company does hereby enter r:n opening prot~ctive bid amount as follows: 
UNP AlD PRJl:i'CiP AL BALANCE $ 65.0JlQ.&Q_=c__ 
ll'rTEREST RA.TE (14%)-PERDIEM $24.9315 
FROM July 8, 2003 To February 24, 2005 $ !1J]59. l 8 
PLUS Pn,vious Unpaid Interest Due $ 6. ! 9 
LATE FEES $ 1.900.00 
ATTOR.N'EY'S FEES AND COSTS 
(FORECLOSURE) $ 1.865.40 
DELINQUENT TP..XES DUE 
Parcel m (2002, 2003, & 2004) $ L783.36 
TITI.E REPORT FEE (Pioneer Title Company) s 386.00 
CONVEY.-'1.NCE & ESCROW FEES $ 78.00 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
(Recoroing fet, Trustee Deed Recording) $ 138.82 
MISC. OUT OF POCKET EXPENSES 
(Publication Fee, Service of Process, Etc.) $ 490.SO 
OPENrNG PROTECTIVE BID $ 86,507.45 
in addition, piense allow this correspondence to act as your authorization to record the Trustee's Deed 
with zhe county recorder's office after the Trustee Sale is held on February 24, 2005. 
Davidson Trust Company, Custodian for IR.A)SEP 
A:ct. N,i, 68-0~~0 
,--=~JI,,; 91U1.;1ll.A 
Linda -~ Russeli, Vize Pre.sident"'i Trust Officer 
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Ref: North kfo..iio Titl<: Compai1y ~ Order/FQrt:;closurz No. 6-0-8746 (S:p ... "11C!?'f") 
Gum:ontc,, No. M,7.0()3798 (l..cn;;-Terrn Es<;row No. 1336) 
BE"NEF1CIAR.Y'S AUTI!O Rl~\TION TO B!D 
0-wr:eT: 
You are h~O'y '1nthorizcd t.o bitl the amount sho\;,t\ bc!Qw en our behalf, on that c...-rtn.iii Tt'US1:ee's Sule sc-hCOu1cd 
fo't the 24th dtiy ofFcbru;n-y 2005~ and it is further- Ug't'e=d that aU TrJJl~.,.s f<?;CS and e;i;penses1 including rei:::otdhtg 
fees for T11.Jst=:~1 :1 Deed, v..iH be paid by us on or before th¢ schetiu1ed date of sale~ or payment an-angem~nt.s VllH be 
mt.de, tn ai}ridpatfor, that rhe CUt::'/rot ~eficiary wiU be the successful p_urchas-..~ at m~ 'Trustee)s s.a1!. sn,m1d th.e 
propett; be refostau-d m- acqulJ'ed by :t t'iitd party bidder £!.t tr;e sale,. these funds sbaJl be -rdunded as set forth ln 
Idaho cod¢, Section 45 .. ! 507. If tbis a.mount is not paid, t.\t: Trustee's sate e:7'a11 be -postponed for a maximum fee of 
SSS.00 perpo3tpcmcrnent:, :..,ndl such tL"Yle i:.s the.foreclosure costs'?~ pnid. 
UNPAID PRJNCIP Al B.A.LA,'\fCE $ 86,861.66 
PAYOFF OF SECOND DEED OF TRUST /._ND FEES ;j, 86.507.45 
!NTERESTR,'\TE (12%)-J?ERDiEM$28.557 
FROM Septernb<>r 15, 2003 To FebruJJ.ry 24, 2005 $ 15.081.19 
LATE FEES $ ,:, 137 60 
ATIOR>"rEY'S FE.ES A.i'l"D COSTS 
(FORECLOSURE) $ l.8§5.40 
DELINQUENT TAXES DUE 
Pa.-cel I (2001. 2002, 2003, & 2004) $ 7.300.4! 
Ps:rcel II (2001, 2002, 200.:l, & 200<>) $ 3 044.19 
Pa;:,;;d !IT (2002, 2003, & 2004) ~ 1.7§3.36 
TIT1..E REPORT ~a (North Idaho Title Comp3n-J) $ 559.50 
CONVEYANCE & ESCROW FEES s 140.00 
ATIOR."TEY' S FEES AND COSTS 
(Recordini f,:e, Trustee Deed Recording) $ 14'l.97 
MISC. 01JT OF POCAE'!' EXPENSES 
(Pwlicatian Fee, Servic" of?ro<;,~s) ~ 429.00 
OPENING :PROTECTIVE BID $ -:W-~ 0 -· v c:_-, ·7 7"'. _,,,,.-,.{../ , / ( 
In addition, please allowthls correSJ)Ondence to act as your authorization to record the Trusw.:'s Deed 
with t.!;e county recorder's offi~e after the TrustO!,!: Sale is ~Id on Febnmry 24, 2005, 
C0.c. Oc 
·27 
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~.MENDED TRUSTEE'S DEED 
STATE OF IDAHO 
<f0UI-ITY OF KOOTENAI 
AS't,flE REQUEST OF . 
-er J'm~Jt~~:J__ mo t½af' 
zaos MAR 2 ll UA I I: 2 w 
DANIEL J.ENGLISH pJ 
.DEPUTY n, ~ 
FEES 7, 
------""---
JAMES A. RAEON (herein after called Trustee), as successor 
Trustee under the Deed of Trust hereinafter particularly 
described, does hereby Bargain, Sell and Convey, wit;hout 
warranty, to DAVIDSON TRUST COMPANY, CUSTODIAN for IRA/SEP 
Account No. 68-0811-30, c/o 250 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 204, 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814, hereinafter called Grantee}, all the 
real property situated in the County of Kootenai, state of Idaho 
described as follows: 
PARCEL l: 
Lot 1, Block l, BIG TIMBER, according to the plat 
recorded in Book "G" of Plats at Page 457, recorgs of 
Kootenai county, Idaho. 
PARCEL 2: 
Lot 2, Block 1, BIG TIMBER, according to the plat 
recorded in Book "G" of Plats at Page 457, records of 
Kootenai county, Idaho. 
PARCEL 3: 
The south half of the Northeast quarter of the 
southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of section 
7, Township 52 North, Range 3 West, Boise Meridian, 
Kootenai county, Idaho, less u.s. Highway 95. Formerly 
known as Block 11, Spokane Valley commercial orchard 
Tracts. 
Together with 1981 Skyline Mobile Home, 24X56, Vin 
#01910302P 
and all appurtenances attached thereto. 
This conveyance is made pursuant to the powers conferred 
upon Trustee by the Deed of Trust between LAWRENCE SPENCER, a 
married man as his separate property, Granter to North Idaho 
Title Insurance, Inc., Trustee, ·an Idaho Corporation, for the 
benefit and security of DAVIDSON TRUST COMPF.NY, CUSTODIAN FOR 
IRA/SEP Account NO. 68-0811-30 as Beneficiary, recorded April 30, 
2002, as Instrument No. 1730787, Mortgage records of Kootenai 
county, Idaho. James A. Raeon, a member of the Idaho State Bar, 
was appointed as Successor Trustee pursuant to an instrument 
recorded August 18, 2004, as Instrument No. 1895499 in Kootenai 
County, Idaho and after the fulfillment of the conditions 
specified in said Deed of Trust authorizing this conveyance as 
follows: 
1-AMENDED TRUSTEE'S DEED 
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(a) Default occurred in the obligations for which such Deed 
of Trust was given as security and the beneficiary made demand 
upon said Trustee to sell said property pursuant to the terms of 
said Deed of Trust. 
Notice of Default was recorded as Instrument No. 1895500 in 
the office of the Kootenai County Recorder, the nature of such 
default being as set forth in said Notice of Default. Such 
default still existed at the time of the sale. 
(b) After recordation of said Notice of Default, Trustee 
gave notice of the time and place of the sale by registered or 
certified mail, by personal service upon the occupants of said 
real property, by posting in a conspicuous place on said premises 
and by publishing in a newspaper of general circulation in the 
county in which the property is situated as more fully appears in 
the Affidavits recorded at least 20 days prior to the date of 
sale as Instrument Nos. 1923703, 1923704 and 1926753, Kootenai 
county, State of Idaho. 
(c) The provisions, recitals and contents of the Notice of 
Default referred to in paragraph (a) supra and of the Affidavit 
referred to in paragraph (b) supra shall be and they are hereby 
incorporated herein and made an integral part hereof for all 
purposes as tough set forth herein at length. 
(d) All requirements of law regarding the mailing, personal 
service, posting, publication and recording of Notice of Default, 
and Notice of Sale and all other notices have been complied with. 
(e) Not less than 120 days elapsed between the giving of 
notice of sale by registered or certified mail and the sale by 
registered or certified mail and the sale of said property. 
(f) Trustee, at the time and place of sale fixed by said 
Notice, at public auction, struck off to Grantee, being the 
highest bidder_therefore, the property hereinabove described for 
the sum of TWO HUNDRED FOUR THOUSAND SEVENTY FOUR DOLLARS AND 
THIRTY-SEVEN CENTS($204,074.37)which sum is inclusive of an 
additional underlying obligation pursuant to a Second Deed of 
Trust on Parcel 3 as hereinabove described due and owing the 
Grantee, therein DAVIDSON TRUST COMPANY, CUSTODIAN FOR IRA/SEP 
Account NO. 68-0811-30 by the Granter, therein Larry Spencer the 
same being conveyed to the Grantee herein pursuant to a Trustee's 
Deed recorded on February 24, 2005 as Instrument No. 1931458, 
Records of Kootenai County, Idaho, all of which is subject 
however to all prior liens and encumbrances, and subject to real 
property taxes assessed against the above described property. 
(g) This Amended Trustee's Deed amends the Trustee's Deed 
previously recorded on February 24, 2005 as Instrument No. 
2-AMENDED TRUSTEE'S DEED 
o~o 
1937223 .··~ ·~ , 
1931459, Records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
;Q<~WITNESS WHEREOF, the Granter has executed this instrument 
this s:L:2._ day March, 2005. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
county of Kootenai) 
JAMES A. RAEON 
SUCCESS TRUSTEE 
On this ~ay of March, 2005, before me 
M./tr?II 13411 ;t,<; +e e,f, the undersigned Notary Public, personally 
appe~red JAMES A. RAEON, known to be or identified to me to be 
the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as 
Successor Trustee, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the 
day and year first above written. 
:-.t_ ,aON.E".s_>,: 
«- ~ ~ NOTARY < 
-*- * 
* PUBLIC 
\S) ~ 
~l'f: Or\\)'?-
3-AMENDED TRUSTEE'S DEED 091 
Fonn 5305-SEP 
(Rev. December 2004) 
Department of the Treasury 
1nteri1al Revenue Service 
Simplified Employee Pension-Individual 
Retirement Accounts Contribution Agreement 
0MB No. 1545-0499 
Do not file 
with the Internal 
Revenue Service {Under section 408(k) of the Internal Revenue Code) 
(N..'lmt! ol employer) 
rnakes the following agreement under section 408(k) of tt1e 
Internal Revenue Code and the instructions to this form. 
Article I-Eligibility Requirements (check applicable boxes--see instructions) 
The employer agrees to provide discretionary contributions in eact-1 calendar year to the individual retirement account or individual 
retirement annuity (IRA) of all employees who are at least ____ years old (not to exceed 21 years old) and have pertormed 
setVices for the employer in at least ____ years (not to exceed 3 years} of the immediately preceding 5 years. This simplified 
employee pension (SEP) D includes D does not include employees covered under a collective bargaining agreement, 
D includes D does not include certain nonresident aliens, and D includes D does not include employees whose total 
compensation during the year is less than $450". 
Article II-SEP Requirements (see instructions) 
The employer agrees that contributions made on behalf of each eligible employee wi!! be: 
A. Based on!y on the first $205,000· of compensation. 
B. The same percentage of compensation for every employee. 
C. Limited annually to the smaller of $41,000' or 25% of compensation. 
0. Paid to the employee's IRA trustee, custodian, or insurance company (for an annuity contract). 
Employer's signature and date 
Instructions 
Section references are to the Internal 
Revenue Code unless otherwise noted. 
Purpose of Form 
Form 5305-SEP (Mode! SEP) is used by an 
employer to make an agreement to provide 
benefits to all eligible ernployees under a 
simplified employee pension (SEP) described 
in section 408(k), 
Do not file Form 5305-SEP with the IRS. 
Instead, keep it with your records. 
For more information on SEPs and IRAs, 
see Pub. 560, Retirement Plans for Small 
Business {SEP, SIMPLE, and Qualified Plans), 
and Pub. 590, Individual Retirement 
Arrangements (IRAs). 
Instructions to the Employer 
Simplified employee pension. A SEP is a 
written arrangement (a plan) that provides ytJU 
with an ea$y way to make contributions 
toward your employees' retirement income. 
Under a SEP, you can contribute to an 
employee's traditional individual retirement 
account or annuity (traditional IRA), You make 
contributions directly to an IRA set up by or 
for each employee with a bank, insurance 
company, or other qualified financial 
institution. When using Form 5305-SEP to 
establish a SEP, the IRA must be a Model 
traditional IRA established on an IRS form or 
a master or prototype traditional !RA for 
which the !RS has issued a favorable opinion 
letter. You may not make SEP contributions 
to a Roth IRA or a SIMPLE IRA Making the 
agreement on Form 5305-SEP does not 
establish an employer IRA described in 
section 408(c). 
When not to use Form 5305-SEP. Do not 
use this form if you: 
1. Currently maintain any other qualified 
retirement plan. This does not prevent you 
from maintaining another SEP. 
2. Have any eligible employees for whom 
IRAs have not been established. 
3. Use the services of leased employees 
{described in section 414(n)). 
4. Are a member of an affiliated service 
group {described in section 414{m)), a 
controlled group of corporations (described in 
section 414(b)). or trades or businesses under 
common control (described in sections 414(c) 
and 414(0)), unless all eligible employees of 
all the members of such groups, trades, or 
businesses participate in the SEP. 
5. Will not pay the cost of the SEP 
contributions. Do not use Form 5305-SEP for 
a SEP that provides for elective employee 
contributions even If the contributions are 
made under a salary reduction agreement. 
Use Form 5305A-SEP, or a nonmodel SEP. 
Note. SEPs permitting elective deferrals 
cannot be established after 1996. 
Eligible employees. All eligible employees 
must be allowed to participate in the SEP. An 
eligible employee is any employee who: {1) is 
at !east 21 years old, and (2) has performed 
"service" tor you in at !east 3 of the 
immediately preceding 5 years. You can 
establ!sh less restrictive eligibility 
requirements, but not more restrictive ones. 
Service is any work performed for you for 
any period of time, however short. lf you are 
a member of an affiliated service group. a 
controlled group of corporations, or trades or 
businesses under common control, service 
includes any work performed for any period 
of time for any other member of such group, 
trades, or blisinesses. 
Ex.cludable employees. The following 
employees do not have to be covered by the 
Name and title 
SEP: (1) employees covered by a collective 
bargaining agreement whose retirement 
benefits were bargained for in good faith by 
you and their union, (2) nonresident alien 
employees who did not earn U.S. source 
income from you, and (3) employees who 
received less than $450~ in compensation 
during the year. 
Contribution limits. You may make an 
annual contribution of up to 25% of the 
employee's compensation or $41,000', 
whichever is less. Compensation, for this 
purpose, does not include employer 
contributions to the SEP or the employee's 
compensation in excess of $205,000'. lf you 
also maintain a salary reduction SEP, 
contributions to the two SEPs together may 
not exceed the smaller of $41,000* or 25% of 
compensation for any employee. 
You are not required to make contributions 
every year, but when you do, you must 
contribute to the SEP-IRAs of all eligible 
employees who actually performed services 
durlng the year of the contribution. This 
includes eligible employees who die or qult 
working before the contribution is made. 
Contributions cannot discriminate in favor of 
highly compensated employees. Also, you may 
not integrate your SEP contributions with, or 
offset them by, contributions made under the 
Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA). 
If this SEP is intended to meet the 
top*!1Eiavy minimum contribution rules of 
section 416, but it does not cover all your 
employees who participate in your salary 
reduction SEP, then you must make minimum 
contributions to IRAs established on behalf of 
those employees. 
Deducting contributions. You may deduct 
contributions to a SEP subject to the limits of 
section 404(h). This SEP is maintained on a 
calendar year basis and contributions to the 
~ For 2005 and later years, this amount is s1..1bject to annual cost-of-living adjustments. The IRS announces the increase, if any, in a news release, in the Internal Revenue 
Bulletin, and on tha IRS website atwww.irs.gov. 
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see page 2. Cat. No. 11825J Form 5305~SEP {Rev. 12*2004) 
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SEP are deductible for your tax year with or 
within which the calendar year ends. 
ContribL1tions made for a particL1lar tax year 
must be made by the due date of your 
income tax return (including extensions) for 
that tax year. 
Completing the agreement. This agreement 
is considered adopted when: 
• IRAs have been established for all your 
eligible employees; 
• You have completed all blanks on the 
agreement form without modification: and 
• You have given all your eligible employees 
the following information: 
1. A copy of Form 5305-SEP. 
2. A statement that traditional IRAs other 
than the traditional IRAs into which employer 
SEP contributions wlll be made may provide 
different rates of return and different terms 
concerning, among other things, transfers and 
withdrawals of funds from the IRAs. 
3. A statement that, in addition to the 
information provided to an employee at the 
time the employee becomes eligible to 
participate, the administrator of the SEP must 
furnish each participant within 30 days of the 
effective date of any amendment to the SEP, 
a copy of the amendment and t:! written 
explanation of its effects. 
4. A statement that the administrator will 
give written notification to each participant of 
any employer contributions made under the 
SEP to that participant's IRA by the later of 
Januaiy 31 of the year following the year tor 
which a contribution is made or 30 days after 
the contribution is made. 
Employers who have established a SEP 
using Form 5305~SEP and have fun,ished 
each e!igible employee with a copy of the 
completed Form 5305~SEP and provided the 
other documents and disclosures described in 
Instructions to the Employer and Information 
for the Employee, are not required to me the 
annual intormation returns, Forms 5500 or 
SS00~EZ for the SEP. However, under Title ! of 
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act 
of 1974 (ERISA), this relief from the annual 
reporting requirements may not be available to 
an employer who selects. recommends, or 
influences its employees to choose IRAs into 
Which contributions will be made under the 
SEP, if those IRAs are subject to provisions 
that impose any limits on a participant's ability 
to withdraw funds (ot!1er than restrictions 
imposed by the Code that apply to au IRAs). 
For additional information on Title l 
requirements, see the Department of Labor 
regulation at 29 CFR 2520.104·48. 
Information for the Employee 
The information below explains what a SEP is, 
how contributions are made, and how to treat 
your employer's contributions for tax 
purposes. For more information, see Pub. 590. 
Simplified employee pension. A SEP is a 
written arrangement {a plan) that allows an 
employer to make contributions toward your 
retirement. Contributions are made to a 
traditional individual retirement 
account/annuity (traditional IRA). 
Contributions must be made to either a 
Model traditional IRA executed on an IRS 
fonn or a master or prototype traditional IRA 
for which the IRS has issued a favorable 
opinion letter. 
An employer is not required to make SEP 
contributions. If a contribution ls made, 
however, it must be allocated to all eligible 
employees according to the SEP agreement. 
The Model SEP (Form 5305~SEP) specifies 
that the contribution for each eligible 
employee will be the same percentage of 
compensation (excluding compensation 
greater than $205,000') for au employees. 
Your employer will provide you with a copy of 
tl1e agreement containing participation rules and 
a description of how employer contributions 
may be made to your IRA. Your employer must 
also provide you with a copy at the completed 
Forrn 5305·SEP and a yearly statement showing 
any contributions to your JRA. 
AU amounts contributed to your IRA by your 
employer belong to you even after you stop 
working for that employer. 
Contribu1ion limits. Your employer will 
determine the amount to be contributed to 
your IRA each year. However, the amount for 
any year is limited to the smaller of $41 ,ooo· 
or 25% of your compensation for that year. 
Compensation does not include any amount 
that is contributed by your employer to your 
IRA under the SEP. Your employer is not 
required to make contributions every year or 
to maintain a particular !eve! of contributions. 
Tax treatment of contributions. Employer 
contributions to your SEP~IRA are ex.eluded 
from your income unless there are 
contributions in excess of the applicable limit. 
Employer contributions within these limits wil! 
not be included on your Form W~2. 
Employee contributions, You may make 
regular JRA contributions to an IRA. However, 
the amount you can deduct may be reduced 
or eliminated because, as a participant in a 
SEP, you are covered by an employer 
retirement plan. 
SEP participation. If your employer does not 
require you to participate in a SEP as a 
condition of employment, and you elect not to 
participate. all other employees of your 
employer may be prohibited from participating. 
If one or more eligible employees do not 
participate and the employer tries to establish 
a SEP for the remaining employees, it could 
cause adverse tax consequences for the 
participating employees. 
An employer may not adopt this IRS Model 
SEP if the employer maintains another 
qualified retirement plan. This does not 
prevent your employer from adopting this IRS 
Model SEP and also maintaining an IRS 
Mode! Salary Reduction SEP or other SEP. 
However, if you work for several employers, 
you may be covered by a SEP of one 
employer and a different SEP or pension or 
profit·sharing plan of another employer, 
SEP~IRA amounts-rollover or transfer to 
another IRA. You can wilhdrnw or receive 
funds from your SEP-IRA if, within 60 days of 
receipt, you place those funds in the same or 
another IRA. This is called a "rollover" and 
can be done without penalty only once in any 
1 ~year period. However, there are no 
restrictions on the number of times you may 
make "transfers~ if you arrange to have these 
funds transferred between the trustees or the 
custodians so that you never have 
possession of the funds. 
Withdrawals. You may withdraw your 
employer's contribution at any time. but any 
amount withdrawn is includible in your 
income unless rolled over. Also, if withdrawals 
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occur before you reach age 591/.~. you may be 
subject to a tax on early withdrawal. 
Excess SEP contributions. Contributions 
exceeding the yearly limitations may be 
withdrawn without penalty by the due date 
(plus extensions) for filing your tax return 
(normally April 15), but are inc!udible in your 
gross income. Excess contributions left in 
your SEP~\RA after that time may have 
adverse tax. consequences. Withdrawals of 
those contributions may be taxed as 
premature withdrawals. 
Financial institution requirements. Tile 
financial institution where your IRA is 
maintainec..1 must provide you with a disclosure 
statement that contains the following 
information in plain, nontechnical language: 
1. The law that relate.s to your IRA. 
2. The tax. consequences of various options 
concerning your lRA. 
3. Participation eligibility rules, and ru!es on 
the deductibility of retirement savings. 
4. Situations and procedures for revoking 
your IRA. including the name, address, anc! 
telephone number of the person designated 
to receive notice of revocation. This 
information must be clearly displayed at the 
beginning of the disclosure statement. 
5. A discussion of the penalties that may 
be assessetl because of prohibited activities 
concerning your !RA. 
6. Financial disclosure that provides the 
following information: 
a. Projects value growth rates of your !RA 
under various contribution and retirement 
schedules, or describes the method of 
determining annual earnings and charges that 
may be assessed. 
b. Describes whether, and for when, the 
growth projections are guaranteed, or a 
statement of the earnings rate and the terms 
on which the projections are based. 
c. States the sales commission for each 
year expressed as a percentage of $1,000. 
In addition, the financial institution rnust 
provide you with a financial statement each 
year. You may want to keep these statements 
to evaluate yol1r IRA's investment performance. 
Paperwork Reduction Act Notice. You are 
not required to provide the information 
requested on a form that is subject to the 
Paper.-vork Reduction Act unless the form 
displays a valid 0MB control number. Books 
or records relating to a form or its instructions 
must be retained as long as their contents 
may become material in the administration of 
any Internal Revenue law. Generally, tax 
returns and return information are confidential, 
as required by section 6103. 
Ttie time needed to complete this form will 
vary depending on individual circumstances. 
The estimated average time is: 
Recordkeeping 
Learning about the 
law or the form 
Preparing the form 
hr., 40 min. 
hr., 35 min. 
1 hr., 41 min. 
If you have comments concerning the 
accuracy of these time estimates or suggestions 
for making this form simpler, we would be 
happy to hear from you. You can write to the 
Internal Revenue Service, Tax Products 
Coordinating Committee, SE;W:CAR:MP:T:T:SP, 
1111 Constitution Ave. NW, Washington, DC 
20224. Do not send this form to this address. 
Instead, keep it with your records. 
.,,_.,., 
.~/ 
( r) 
IAN D. SMITH 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 101 
P.O. Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-3019 
Telephone: (208) 765-4050 
Facsimile: (208) 765-9089 
Idaho State Bar No. 4696 
Attorney for Spencer 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LAWRENCE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DEE JAMESON, an Individual, 
DAVIDSON TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN 
FOR IRA/SEP ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811-
30, and JAMES A. RAEON, 
SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
CASE NO. CV-06-0003304 
AFFIDAVIT OF LAWRENCE SPENCER 
IN OPPOSITION TO DEE JAMESON'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, LAWRENCE SPENCER, being first duly sworn under oath, 
swears and testifies that: 
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1. I am the Plaintiff in the above-entitled matter. 
2. I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein. 
3. On or about November 2002, I borrowed a sum of up to $65,000.00 from 
Dee Jameson and/or Davidson Trust; · 
4. The loan was secured as a second mortgage on Parcel 3 of certain real 
property of which I had obtained the first mortgage; 
5. The loan was also secured by certain personal property, namely a 1977 
Mobile Home, VIN 73165; 
6. After the Note and Deed of Trust had been executed, Jameson and I 
agreed that the1977 Mobile Home, VIN 73165, could be removed from the 
real property, and removed as security for the Note, and replaced by 
another mobile home; 
7. I removed the1977 Mobile Home, VIN 73165 from Parcel No. 3 and 
placed another mobile home on Parcel No. 3; 
8. When Parcel No. 3 was sold at auction, it was sold with the mobile home; 
9. The mobile home was personal property; 
10. I attended the Trustee's Sale for DOT No. 1; 
11. At the time of the sale, the total debt was $117,566.92; 
12. I was prepared to bid the amount of the debt, $117,566.92, at the 
Trustee's Sale; 
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13. The first bid was made by Jameson and/or Davidson Trust for the sum of 
$204,074.37; 
14. The amount bid by Jameson and/or Davidson Trust was well in excess of 
the debt owed under DOT No.1; 
15. I was not prepared to bid more than $117,566.92, and as such, did not 
place a bid. 
16. I bid $10.00 for the mobile home at the Trustee's Sale; 
17. I was not awarded the mobile home. 
DATED this 16th day of January, 2007. 
"-.P ~ 
LA~E SPENCER 
Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 16th day of January, 2007, I caused to be served 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed 
to the following: 
Michael R. Chapman 
Chapman Law Office, PLLC 
2020 Lakewood, Suite 221 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorney for Defendant Dee Jameson 
Barry McHugh 
Elsaesser Jarzabek Anderson Marks 
Elliott & McHugh, Chtd. 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Suite C 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorney for Defendant Davidson Trust Co. 
James A. Raeon 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Pro Se Defendant 
AFFIDAVIT OF LAWRENCE SPENCER 
IN OPPOSITION TO DEE JAMESON'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4 -
[X] Hand-delivered 
[) Regular U.S. Mail 
[] Certified U.S. Mail 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[) Facsimile To: 208-667-7625 
[X] Hand-delivered 
[] Regular U.S. Mail 
[] Certified U.S. Mail 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[] Facsimile To: 208-667-2150 
[X] Hand-delivered 
[] Regular U.S. Mail 
[] Certified U.S. Mail 
[] Overnight Mail 
[) Faes· · To: 208-666-9211 
Attor ey at Law 
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MICHAEL R. CHAPMAN 
CHAPMAN LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
2020 LAKEWOOD, SUITE 221 
PO BOX 1600 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83816 
TELEPHONE: (208) 667-7621 
FACSIMILE: (208) 667-7625 
ISBA NO. 5972 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LA WREN CE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DEE JAMESON, an Individual, DAVIDSON 
TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN FOR IRA/SEP 
ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811-30, and JAMES A. 
RAEON, SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, 
Defendants. 
) Case No.: CV06-0003304 
) 
) DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S REPLY 
) TO PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN 
) OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR 
) SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant, DEE JAMESON, an individual, by and through his attorney of record, 
MICHAEL R. CHAPMAN, pursuant to Rule 56, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby submits 
the following Reply to Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Summary 
Judgment. 
I. ARGUMENT 
Defendant Dee Jameson ("Jameson") asks the court to grant summary judgment as it 
relates to three issues. First, Jameson is not liable individually for the claims asserted by 
Plaintiff, Larry Spencer ("Spencer"). Second, the court has no basis or authority to set aside and 
reschedule the non-judicial foreclosure sales as prayed for in Spencer's Complaint. Third, there 
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was no surplus owed to Spencer as a result of the non-judicial foreclosure sales. There are no 
genuine issues of material fact and Defendants are entitled to a judgment as a matter of Jaw. 
A. The Court Has the Authority to Grant Summary Judgment in Favor of a 
Non-Moving Party. 
Spencer's initial argument is that Jameson does not have standing to bring a summary 
judgment motion on behalf of the other co-defendants. The basis for this argument is that the 
other co-defendants have failed to file any motions, memorandum or affidavits in support of the 
motion for summary judgment. However, the Idaho Supreme Court has stated: 
Summary judgment may be rendered for any party, not just the moving party. and on any 
or all of the causes of action involved, under the rules of civil procedure. I.R.C.P. 56(a), 
(b), (c), (d). Flexibility in designing summary judgment orders is clearly the intent of the 
drafters of the civil rules. As stated in I.R.C.P. l(a), "These rules shall be liberally 
construed to secure the just, speedy and inexpensive determination of every action and 
proceeding." 
Brummett v. Ediger, 106 Idaho 724,726,682 P.2d 1271 (1984) (Emphasis Added). 
Factually, each Defendant has submitted an affidavit related to this motion .. Dee Jameson 
and Jim Raeon filed Affidavits supporting the present motion and Spencer filed an Affidavit of 
Davidson Trust Company submitted in prior litigation. Although Jameson is not individually 
liable for these claims ( see infra), he has a distinct interest as a beneficiary of the IRA/SEP 
account. As such, Jameson requests that the court grant his motion for summary judgment as it 
applies to the other defendants. 
B. Dee Jameson is Not Individually Liable. 
Spencer has named Dee Jameson, individually, as a party to this lawsuit, but has failed to 
provide any factual or legal authority to support this claim. To reiterate, two separate promissory 
notes were executed by Spencer in favor of the IRA/SEP account, not Dee Jameson, Two 
separate deeds of trust were executed by Spencer in favor of the IRA/SEP account, not Dee 
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Jameson. The money for the loans was funded by the IRA/SEP account, not Dee Jameson. Title· 
to the disputed property is still in the name of the IRA/SEP account, not Dee Jameson. 
Spencer's only argument is that the money in the IRA/SEP account belongs to Jameson, 
therefore he must be liable. Jameson's deposit of money into the account is no different than a 
shareholder of an S-corporation making a capital contribution into a corporate bank account. 
The entity is not going to lose its corporate status and protection without some evidence of fraud 
or injustice. In the present case, the IRA/SEP account is a separate legal entity and Jameson is 
not individually liable for the claims made by Spencer. 
C. The Foreclosure Sale Should Not Be Rescheduled. 
1. Laches 
Spencer filed the present action nearly a year and a half after the non-judicial foreclosure 
sales at issue. Standing alone, this is enough to bar Spencer's request to reschedule the sale 
pursuant to the doctrine of !aches. Spencer failed to attend the first sale, but did attend the 
second sale. He knew what the IRA/SEP account bid at the sale. Days, weeks, months, even a 
year elapsed without any formal claims by Spencer. During this time period, the IRA/SEP 
account made substantial improvements to the property by constructing a new building thereon. 
Therefore, the Defendants would be substantially prejudiced by any order to set aside and 
reschedule the sales at such a late date. 
2. Notice 
But, regardless of the time issue, Spencer has offered no factual or legal basis to 
reschedule the sale. A non-judicial foreclosure sale is final and valid against all persons who 
receive notice of the sale. See LC.§ 45-1508. Spencer admits he received all notices of the sale. 
1 r, ··, 
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Spencer further admits that the notices were not defective as to form, content or service. He also 
has actual knowledge of the sale because he was at the sale. 
Spencer's only argument is that he was "prepared" to bid $117,566.92 at the second sale, 
but readily admits he didn't even bid this amount. (Affidavit of Lawrence Spencer, p. 3). At this 
point, what Spencer was "prepared" to bid is nothing more than mere speculation. 
Setting aside the surplus issue for a moment, would Spencer have any argument to set 
aside and reschedule the sales if a third-party had bid $204,074.37 at the second sale? The short 
answer is no. He received all notices to which he was entitled and he was in attendance at the 
second sale. As such, the Defendants request an order from the court denying Spencer's prayer 
for relief to set aside and reschedule the previously completed foreclosure sales. 
D. Plaintiff is Not Entitled to a Surplus. 
At its very core, this case is simply an issue of money. More directly, did the IRA/SEP 
account's bid at the second foreclosure sale create a surplus and, if so, who is equitably entitled 
to this surplus? 
1. Holdback Agreement 
The parties entered into a holdback agreement related to the second promissory note. 
Pursuant to this agreement, the IRA/SEP account held back the sum of $42,500.00 and would 
disperse the funds to Spencer upon seven enumerated items related to improvement of the 
secured property. There is no dispute that Spencer completed items (a) through (f) and was paid 
$37,500.00. 
Spencer is also not disputing the fact that he did not complete item "(g): Mobile remodel 
costs, including windows, carpets, drywall, etc. (to be paid upon completion)." (Affidavit of Ed 
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D. Jameson). He did not complete the condition of the contract, so $5,000.00 was not dispersed 
to him. 
But, this money is still charged to the account of Spencer because its intended use was to 
improve the secured property. It was not the property of the IRA/SEP accounts. It was held in 
trust until Spencer completed the item (g). If Spencer had, at any time, provided the IRA/SEP 
account with sufficient evidence that he completed item (g), he would have received his 
$5,000.00. But, he admits he never did this. DOT 2 specifically allows the IRA/SEP account to 
make any advances necessary to protect the security interest and charge the account of Spencer. 
See DOT 2, paras A(S) & (6). Spencer failed to perform his duty under the contract and the 
IRA/SEP account was required to remodel/repair the mobile home and expended the $5,000.00 
in doing so. As such, the issue of the $5,000.00 holdback does not create a material issue of fact. 
2. "Surplus" 
Immediately prior to the non-judicial foreclosure sales, Spencer owed the IRA/SEP 
account $117,566.92 pursuant to DOT I and $86,507.45 pursuant to DOT 2, for a total due of 
$204,074.37. 
For reasons unknown to this Defendant, the Trustee scheduled the foreclosure sale under 
DOT 2 to go first. Spencer did not attend. The IRA/SEP account bid was the .successful bidder 
at $86,507.45. 
The Trustee then conducted the foreclosure sale under DOT I. Spencer did attend this 
sale and was "prepared" to bid $117,566.92 (See Affidavit of Larry Spencer). 
If Spencer ( or any third party for that matter) bid even one penny more than the IRA/SEP 
account, Spencer would be given title to the three parcels and the IRA/SEP account would have 
received $117,566.92. 
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But, the central question the court needs to ask itself: What happens to the $86,507.45 
obligation that was secured by DOT 2? 
The IRA/SEP account cannot pursue a deficiency balance because DOT 2 has been 
foreclosed. As such, Spencer walks away from a total indebtedness of $204,074.37, after paying 
only $! 17,566.92. He defaults on two separate promissory notes and has the ability to walk 
away from the $86,507.45 without paying a dime. Quite simply, the IRA/SEP account had no 
choice but to bid $204,074.37 at the second sale in order to protect its security. If it did not bid 
this amount and was outbid by Spencer, or any other third party, it would Jose $86,507.45. This 
would be an unjust enrichment in favor of Spencer and an inequitable result for the Defendants. 
Spencer also incorrectly argues how the foreclosure sales should have occurred. 
(Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition, p. 20). Contrary to Spencer's argument, if the sale 
under DOT 1 had gone first, the IRA/SEP would have bid the full amount owed under both 
notes, $204,074.37. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-1507, the trustee would apply these proceeds to 1) the 
expenses of the sale; 2) the obligation secured by the deed of trust (DOT 1) ; 3) to any person 
having subsequent recorded liens (DOT 2); and any surplus would have gone to Spencer. There 
would be no surplus to distribute to Spencer because the IRA/SEP account was owed 
$204,074.37 prior to the sale. 
Even on the facts of this case, Idaho Code § 45-1507 would still defeat any argument that 
Spencer is entitled to surplus proceeds from the second sale. DOT I and DOT 2 remain liens 
against the property until the recording of the Trust Deeds from the sale. The Trust Deeds for 
both sales were recorded after the sale at 11 :29 a.m. and 11 :30 a.m., respectively. So, at the time 
of the sale pursuant to DOT I (10:30 a.m.), DOT 2 was still a subsequent recorded lien. The 
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expenses of the sale would be paid first, DOT 1 would be paid next and the excess would go to 
payoff DOT 2, not Spencer. Any other result would be inequitable and go against the clear 
intent of the statutes. 
II. CONCLUSION 
There are no genuine issues of material fact and the Defendants are entitled to a judgment 
as a matter of law. There is no factual or legal basis to support Spencer's claim against Dee 
Jameson individually. He should be dismissed from the lawsuit. Spencer readily admits he 
received all notices of the non-judicial foreclosure sales and was in attendance at the second sale. 
There is no basis in Jaw or fact for this court to set aside and reschedule the foreclosure sale. 
Third, Spencer is not entitled to any alleged surplus from the foreclosure sale. Based on the 
foregoing, Dee Jameson respectfully requests that his motion for summary judgment be granted 
as to all of Spencer's claims. 
DA TED this J)~y of January, 
Attorney for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the~~ay of January, 2007, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Ian D. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
[ ) .S. MAIL 
HAND DELIVERED 
AX to: 765-9089 
Barry McHugh 
Elsaesser, Jarzabek, et al 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Suite C 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
[n.S.MAIL [ HAND DELIVERED 
[ FAX to: 667-2150 
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cc: 
0 
IAN D. SMITH 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 101 
P.O. Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-3019 
Telephone: (208) 765-4050 
Facsimile: (208) 765-9089 
Idaho State Bar No. 4696 
Attorney for Spencer 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LAWRENCE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DEE JAMESON, an Individual, 
DAVIDSON TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN 
FOR IRA/SEP ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811· 
30, and JAMES A. RAEON, 
SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-06-0003304 
MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION AND 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF 
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 
COMES NOW, the above-named Plaintiff, LAWRENCE SPENCER (hereinafter: 
"Spencer"), by and through his Attorney of Record, IAN D. SMITH, and pursuant to 
11 (a)(2)(B) hereby moves for clarification of the Memorandum Opinion and Order in the 
above-entitled matter, and for Reconsideration of the Memorandum Opinion and Order. 
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1. 
CLARIFICATION 
A. "Irregularity" 
In the Memorandum Opinion and Order, the Court states that: "Therefore, the 
Defendant's credit bid for the purchase of DOT No. 2 complies with the statutory 
requirements of I.C. § 45-1506(9), and is not irregular. 
On Page 7 of the Memorandum Opinion, while discussing the sale of DOT No. 1; 
the Court states that: "However, the Plaintiff has not shown that this irregularity in 
bidding has caused an unfair situation for Plaintiff or in fact that it caused him any harm 
at all." While the Court fails to cite the specific irregularity, it appears from the Court's 
analysis that the Court has determined the irregularity to be that the Defendant made a 
credit bid for a sum greater than what was owed, or that the Defendant made a credit 
bid in an amount which was greater than the credit they had. Therefore, the Court's 
holding appears to be that it is appropriate for a note holder to make a credit bid greater 
than the amount which is owed on the note if such a bid does not cause an "unfair 
situation" or cause any harm. 
The Plaintiff hereby respectfully requests that the Court clarify the exact nature of 
the irregularities, and clarify what authority there is for a note holder to credit bid a sum 
greater than what is owed on the note. 
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On Page 8 of the Memorandum Opinion, while discussing the sale of DOT No. 1, 
the Court states: "Under the unique facts of this case, where there is an irregularity 
without injury and no surplus is created, the bid submitted by Defendant is hereby 
deemed to be the functional equivalent of a credit bid which satisfies the statutory 
requirements of I.C. § 45-1506(9), and precludes the necessity for setting aside or 
rescheduling the foreclosure sale of the subject properties." 
From the Court's analysis, it appears that the Court has adopted the position that 
although the Defendant submitted a credit bid in an amount greater than what was 
owed, there was no surplus created. 
It is respectfully requested that the Court clarify the exact nature of the 
irregularities and clarify how a surplus cannot be created when a note holder bids more 
than what is owed on the note. 
B. $5,000.00 
In the Memorandum Opinion and Order, the Court states that: "Therefore, the 
Defendant's credit bid for the purchase of DOT No. 2 complies with the statutory 
requirements of J.C. § 45-1506(9), and is not irregular." 
In the Memorandum Opinion and Order, in the discussion of DOT No. 2, the 
Court finds that "[i]t is an undisputed fact that the Plaintiff failed to remodel/repair the 
mobile home as required by Item (g) and Plaintiff has not refuted Defendant's assertion 
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that the Trust expended $5,000.00 to do so. (Def's Reply Mem. at 5, Para 1 )." There is 
absolutely no factual basis in the record to support the argument that the Defendant 
expended $5,000.00 to repair/remodel the mobile home. 
The Defendant did not make the assertion that the Trust expended the $5,000.00 
until filing his Reply Brief. Pursuant to the Rules of Civil Procedure, the Defendant was 
not permitted to file any additional affidavits or briefing prior to the Hearing and therefore 
had no opportunity, except at the hearing to address the issue. This issue was 
addressed by the Plaintiff at the time of the hearing on the Motion for Summary 
Judgment where the Plaintiff made clear his objection to the Defendant's unsupported 
assertion and informed the Court that there was no factual basis in the record to support 
such an assertion. 
Therefore, it is respectfully requested that the Court clarify how the Defendant's 
bald assertion regarding the $5,000.00 became a fact in the record, and clarify how the 
record supports the conclusion that the Plaintiff failed to refute said assertion. 
C. Total Amount of Bids 
The Court holds that the Plaintiff was indebted on both DOT's in the amount of 
$204,074.37 (The Plaintiff disputes this figure). The Court also holds that the lender 
purchased the DOT's for the sum of $204,074.37. The Trustee's Foreclosure Deeds 
indicate that DOT No. 2 was sold for the sum of $86,507.45 and that DOT was sold for 
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the sum of 204,074.37. The Court also held that "[t]wo years after the foreclosure sale, 
Plaintiff now seeks a rescheduling of the sale of DOT No. 1 to enable him to bid 
$117,566.92 for property, which he owed $204,074.37." The Plaintiff filed his action on 
April 27, 2006, approximately fourteen (14) months after the Trustee's Deeds were 
executed. 
It is respectfully requested that the Court clarify how the Defendant purchased 
both DOT's for $204,074.37 when the total bids for both, as set forth in the Trustee's 
Deeds, was $290,581.82. It is respectfully requested that the Court clarify where in the 
record the Plaintiff asserted that he desired to purchase both properties for the sum of 
$117,566.92. It is respectfully requested that the Court clarify how the period of two (2) 
years was determined and how the period that has elapsed since the case was filed 
should be a fact prejudicial to the Plaintiff: 
2. 
RECONSIDERATION 
A. No Injury? 
As set forth above, the Court appears to have taken the position that a note 
holder may credit bid a sum greater than the amount due on the note and there is no 
remedy unless one can demonstrate an injury. 
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The difficulty with such a holding is the practical application. Let us assume that 
a note holder is owed $10,000.00 on a note secured by real property that is worth 
$100,000.00. Let us also assume that the debtor does not appear at the sale, but there 
are other prospective bidders at the sale. Under the Court's analysis, the note holder 
could credit bid $500,000.00 at the sale and obtain the property even though the note 
holder had only $10,000.00 of credit to bid. Furthermore, under the Court's analysis, 
there is no surplus created. What effect does the note holder's $500,000.00 bid have 
on the prospective bidders? It has a chilling effect. None of the prospective bidders are 
going to bid more than $500,000.00 for a parcel of real property worth $100,000.00. 
By permitting the note holder to credit bid a sum greater than the amount owed 
prevents a true sale to the highest bidder from occurring, and prevents the chance that 
the real property will be sold at true market value. 
It is respectfully suggested that the "irregularities" constitute a violation of the 
statutory process and that a violation of the statutory process constitutes an injury 
because the bid submitted by the Defendant at the foreclosure sale was artificial and 
the real property was therefore not sold for market value. 
B. $5,000.00 
As set forth above, the Court has made a factual determination (which the 
Plaintiff contests) that the Plaintiff received $5,000.00 as part of DOT No. 2. As set forth 
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above, the record clearly indicates that the Plaintiff did not receive these monies. Yet, 
the Court appears to hold that a credit bid, including the un-disbursed $5,000.00, was 
appropriate in this case and not irregular. 
The Court appears to conclude, without evidence, that the Defendant expended 
the $5,000.00 to improve the real property. In addition to the lack of any facts in the 
record to support such a conclusion, there is nothing in the record to indicate when said 
$5,000.00 was expended. Was it before or after the foreclosure? Furthermore, there is 
nothing in the record to demonstrate how the $5,000.00 was spent. Lastly, there is 
nothing in the record to support a conclusion that the $5,000.00 was spent to secure or 
improve real property. 
The facts before the Court at the time of the hearing on the Motion for Summary 
Judgment relative to DOT No. 2 were as follows: 
1. A Deed of Trust for $65,000.00 was entered into by the Plaintiff; 
2. The $65,000.00 was to be disbursed pursuant to the Loan Commitment 
Agreement (Exhibit A to Affidavit of Ed Jameson); 
3. $5,000.00 of the $65,000.00 was not disbursed to the Plaintiff (Paragraph 
10 of the Affidavit of Ed Jameson); 
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4. The unpaid principal balance of DOT No. 2 at.the time of the foreclosure 
· was asserted to be $65,000.00 (Exhibit C of the Affidavit of Linda L. 
Russell; 
5. A credit bid, including the $5,000.00 that was not disbursed to the Plaintiff 
was made at the time of the foreclosure sale. 
Subsequent to the hearing on the Motion for Summary Judgment, the attorney 
for Davidson Trust Company filed an Affidavit in Support of Attorney Fees and Costs. It 
is respectfully requested that the Court take judicial notice of said Affidavit and the 
attachments thereto. In an Invoice dated March 2, 2007 attached to the Affidavit, there 
exists an entry dated February 20, 2007, which reveals that a $4,500.00 overpayment 
was reimbursed to Davidson Trust Company. In addition, this entry reveals that money 
was expended on property after the foreclosure sale. The entry is not clear as to 
whether the expenditures were made on real property or personal property. Now the 
facts before the Court demonstrate that there was a $4,500.00 overpayment and that 
money was spent on the property after the foreclosure sale. 
Based upon the facts in the record before the Court, there is no genuine issue of 
material fact that the foreclosure sale of DOT No. 2 was improper. The credit bid was in 
excess of the credit which the Defendant had to bid. Permitting a note holder to credit 
bid more credit than they have is improper and leads to an artificial sale as set forth 
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above. There was an overpayment in the amount of $4,500.00 reimbursed to Davidson 
Trust, and Davidson Trust expended funds on the property after the foreclosure sale. 
C. Subordinate Lien Holder 
Idaho Code§ 45-1507(3) provides that excess sale proceeds shall be distributed 
to subordinate lien holders on the property sold. Prior to the execution of DOT No. 1 
and DOT No. 2, the real property described in said DOT No. 1 and DOT No. 2 was 
encumbered by a prior lien. (See Affidavit of Larry Spencer). The prior lien was 
subordinated to DOT No. 1 and DOT No. 2. Therefore, at the time of the foreclosure 
sale of DOT No. 1 and DOT No. 2, there was a subordinate lien holder on the real 
property described in DOT No. 1 and DOT No. 2. 
In addition, the Plaintiff herein was obligated, and continues to be obligated, to 
pay note relative to the subordinated lien. Therefore, the Plaintiff had a direct interest in 
the sale of DOT No. 1 and DOT No. 2 being conducted in a manner consistent with the 
statutory requirements, free of "irregularities" and for market value. 
With all due respect to the Court, the "no harm - no foul" approach that the Court 
has taken relative to the "irregularities" of the foreclosure sale of DOT No. 1 and DOT 
No. 2 ignores the existence of the subordinate lien and the effect that said "irregularities 
had upon the Plaintiff. The surplus from the Defendant's bid should have been paid to 
Thompson which would have reduced the Plaintiffs liability to Thompson. 
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D. Personal Property 
Idaho Code§ 45-1501 et seq. pertains to real property and does not authorize 
the transfer or conveyance of personal property to a trustee for purposes of a non-
judicial foreclosure. DOT No. 1 does not include a described a mobile home as security 
for the obligation. The sale of DOT No. 2 included a mobile home. The mobile home 
was personal property, or a chattel. The Trustee had no right to sell the mobile home at 
the foreclosure sale. The Trustee's Deed for DOT No. 2 does not include a mobile 
home. The Defendant claims that $5,000.00 was expended on the mobile home to 
secure the real property. The $5,000.00, if expended, was allegedly expended to 
secure and improve the real property. The mobile home is personal property and 
therefore the Defendant had no authorization to expend $5,000.00 on improving 
personal property. 
3. 
CONCLUSION 
It is respectfully requested that the Court clarify the issues set forth herein. It is 
respectfully requested that the Court reconsider its decision granting Defendant's 
Motion for Summary Judgment for the reasons stated herein and deny said Motion. 
II 
II 
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DATED this 20th day of March, 2007. 
Attorney at Law 
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Chapman Law Office, PLLC 
2020 Lakewood Drive, Suite 221 
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Barry McHugh 
Elsaesser Jarzabek Anderson Marks 
Elliott & McHugh, Chtd. 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Suite C 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LAWRENCE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DEE JAMESON, an Individual, 
DAVIDSON TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN 
FOR IRA/SEP ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811-
30, and JAMES A. RAEON, 
SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
CASE NO. CV-06-0003304 
AFFIDAVIT OF LAWRENCE 
SPENCER IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
COMES NOW, LAWRENCE SPENCER, being first duly sworn under oath, 
swears and testifies that: 
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1. I am the Plaintiff in the above-entitled matter. 
2. I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein. 
3. On the 6th day of August, 1999, Michael Thompson loaned Dennis and 
Ginger Hall the sum of $130,000.00 (See All Inclusive Promissory Note 
attached hereto). 
4. On the same date, pursuant to a Deed of Trust, Hall conveyed the 
following real property to a Trustee to secure re-payment of the 
$130,000.00 (See All Inclusive Deed of Trust attached hereto). 
a. Lot 1, Block 1 of Big Timber, according to the Plat thereof, recorded 
in Book G of Plats, Page 457 records of Kootenai County, and; 
b. The South half of the Northeast quarter of the Southwest quarter of 
the Southeast quarter of Section 7, Township 52 North, Range 3, 
WBM, Kootenai County, Idaho less U.S. Highway 95. Formerly 
known as Block 11, Spokane Valley Commercial Orchard Tracts. 
5. Hall defaulted on a recorded lien encumbering Lot 1, Block 1 .of Big 
Timber, according to the Plat thereof, recorded in Book G of Plats, Page 
457 records of Kootenai County, that was subsequently judicially 
foreclosed. 
6. On November 21, 2001, Hall quit claimed their interest, and assigned their 
redemption rights, in the real property described in the Deed of Trust to 
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me (See Quitclaim Deed and Assignment of Redemption Rights attached 
hereto). 
7. On April 23, 2002, I entered into an Agreement with Thompson (See 
Agreement attached hereto). 
8. Under the terms of the Agreement I became liable to pay Thompson under 
the Hall note, and became liable for the payment of other funds to 
Thompson. 
9. Under the terms of the Agreement Thompson subordinated his first 
position to a second position on the real property described as (See 
Subordination Agreements attached hereto): 
The South half of the Northeast quarter of the Southwest quarter of the 
Southeast quarter of Section 7, Township 52 North, Range 3, WBM, 
Kootenai County, Idaho less U.S. Highway 95. Formerly known as Block 
11, Spokane Valley Commercial Orchard Tracts. 
11. This property: 
The South half of the Northeast quarter of the Southwest quarter of the 
Southeast quarter of Section 7, Township 52 North, Range 3, WBM, 
Kootenai County, Idaho less U.S. Highway 95. Formerly known as Block 
11, Spokane Valley Commercial Orchard Tracts. 
is the same property described in DOT No. 1 and DOT No. 2. 
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DATED this 20th day of March, 2007. 
LA~C~----
Plaintiff 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 20th day of March, 2007. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE· 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 20th day of March, 2007, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
Michael R. Chapman 
Chapman Law Office, PLLC 
2020 Lakewood, Suite 221 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorney for Defendant Dee Jameson 
Barry McHugh 
Elsaesser Jarzabek Anderson Marks 
Elliott & McHugh, Chtd. 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Suite C 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorney for Defendant Davidson Trust Co. 
James A. Raeon 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Pro Se Defendant 
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ALL-INCLUSIVE DEED OF TRUST AND ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS 
This All~lnclusivc Deed of Trust, made this 6th day of August, 1999 between Dennis L. Hall and Ginger Hall, husband and wife, herein called 
Trustor, whose address is 2775 W. 16th Streel, Post Falls, Idaho 83854, Stcwan Title of North Idaho, an Idaho corporation, herein called Trustee, 
and Michael L, Thompson, herein called Beneficiary, 
WITNESSETH: That Trustor irrevocably grants., transfers and assigns to Trustee in trust. with power of sale, that property in Kootenai County, 
Idaho, described as: 
PARCELi 
Lot I, Block I ofBIG TIMBER, according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book G of Plats, page 457, 
records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
PARCEL II 
The South half of the Northeast quarter of the Southeast quarter of the Southeast quarter of Section 7, 
Township 52 North, Rage 3 W.B.M., Kootenai County, Idaho, less U.S. Highway 95. Fonnerly known 
as Block 11, Spokane Valley Commercial Orchard Tracts. 
TOGETHER WITH the rents, issued and profits thereof, SUBJECT, HOWEVER, to the right, power and authority hereinafter given lo and 
conferred upon Beneficiary to collect and apply such rents, issued and pl'ofits. 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF SECURING: 
I. Performance of each agreement ofTrustor herein cotltaintd, 
2. Payment of the indebtedness evidenced by one all~inclusive promissory note of even date herewilh and any extension or renewal 
thereof. in the principal sum of $130,000.00 executed by the Trustor in favor of Beneficiary or order. with final payment due August 
15,2014. 
UNDERLYING OBLIGATIONS: 
This is an all~inclusive deed of trust, securing an all-inclusive promisso·ry note in the original principal amount of ONE HUNDRED THIRTY 
THOUSAND and NO/100 DOLLARS ($130,000.00) (the "Note") which includes within such amount the unpaid balance of the following: 
(s.) A Promissory Note in the original principal sum ofNJNE THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED and N0/100 DOLLARS ($9,S00.00) in 
favor of Ernest J. Cardwell and Betty J. Cardwell, husband and wife, as payee, secured by a Deed of Trust recorded iuly 22, 1993, as 
Instrument No. I 313343, records of Kootenai County,.ldaho, which affects Parcel II. 
(The Promissory Note secured by such Deed of Trust is hereinaner called the."Undcrlying Notes".) 
THIS DEED OF TRUST is second and subject to a Deed of Trust dated August 6, 1999 executed by Dennis L. Hall and Ginger Hall, 
husband and wife, as Gran1or in favor of Robert T. Kirkpatrick, a married man dealing with his sole and separate property, securing a note in the 
amount of $62,803.69 recorded concurrently ~ere with. Said Deed of Trusl affects Parcel I. 
TO PROTECT THE SECURITY OF THIS DEED OF TRUST, TRUSTOR AGREES: 
(J) To keep said property in good condition and repair; not to remove or demolish any building thereon; to complete or restore promptly and in 
good and workmanlike manner any building which may be constructed, damaged or destroyed thereon and to pay when due all claims for labor 
performed and materials furnished therefor; to comply with at! laws arrecting said property or requiring any alterations or improvements to be made 
thereon; not to commit or pei'mit wasle thereof; not to commit, suffer or permit any act upon said property in violation of law; to cullivate, irrigate, 
fertilize, fumigate, prune and do all other acts which from the character or use of said property may be reasonably necessary, the specific 
enumerations herein not excluding the general. 
(2) To provide, maintain and deliver to Bene0ciary fire, vandalism and malicious mischief insurance satisfactory 10 and with loss payable to 
Beheficiary. The amount collected under any fire or other insurance policy may be applied by Beneficiary upon any indebtedness secured hereby 
and in such order as Beneficiary may determine, or at option of Beneficiary theentlre amount so collected or any part thereof may be released to 
Trustor. 
Such application or release shall not cure m 1any default or notice of default hereunder or invalidate any act'. Pursuant to such notice. 
The provisions hereof ore subject to the mutua1 11gieements of the panies as below set for1h, 
{3) To appear in and defend any action or proceeding purporting to affect the security hereof or the righ!s or powers of Beneficiary or Trustee; and 
to pay all costs and expenses, including cost of evidence of title and attorney's fees in a reasonable sum, In any such action or proceeding in which 
Beneficiary orTruSlee may appear, and in any suit brought by Beneficiary to foreclose this Deed. 
(4) To pay: at leasl ten days before delinquency al! taxes and assessments affecting said property, including assessments on appurtenanl water 
stock; subject to the mutual agreements of the parties as set forth, to pay when due, Bil encumbrances, charges and liens, with interest, on said 
property or any part thereof, which appear to be prior or superior hereto; all costs, fees and expenses of this T~st. 
Should Trustor fail to make any payment or to do any act as herein provided, then Belleficiary or Trustee, but without obligation so to do and 
without notice to or demand upon Truster and without releasing Trust or from any obligation hereor. may: make or do the same in such manner and 
to such extent as eilhcr may deem necessary to protect the security hereof, Beneficiary or Trustee being authorized to enter upon said property for 
such purposes: appear in and defend any action or proceeding purporting to affect the security hereof or the rights or powers of Beneficiary or 
Trustee; pay, purchase, contest or compromise any encumbrance, charge or lien which in the Judgment of either appears lo be prior or superior 
hereto; and, in exercising any such power, pay necessary expenses, employ counsel and pay his reasonable fees. 
(S) To pay immediately and wilhout demand all sums so expended by Beneficiary or Trustee, wllJi Interest from date of expenditure at the amount 
allowed by law in eITcct nt the date hereof, and to pay for any statement provided for by law in effect at the date hereof regarding the obligation 
secured hereby any amount demanded by !he Beneficiary not to exceed the maximum allowed by law at !he time when said statement is demanded, 
(6) That any award of damages in connection with any condemnation for public use of or injury to said property or any part thereof is hereby 
assigned and shall be paid to Beneficiary who may apply or release s.uch moneys r~ived by him in the same manner and wilh the same effect as 
above provided for disposition of proceeds of fire or other insurance. The provisions hereof are subject to the mutual agreements of the parties us 
below set forth. 
(7) That by accepting payment of any sum secured hereby after Its due date, Beneficiary does not waive his right either to require prompt payment 
when due of all other sums so secured or to declare default for failure so to pay. 
(8) That at any time or from time to time, without liability therefor Md without notice, upon written request of Beneficiary and presentation of I his 
Deed and said Note for endorsement and without affecting 1he personal liability of any person for payment of lhe indebtedness secured hereby, 
Trustee may; reconvcy any part of said property; consent to the making of any map or plat thereof; join in granting any easement thereon; or Join in 
any extension agreement or any agreement subordinating the lien or charge hereof. 
(9) That upon written request of Beneficiary stating that all sums secured hereby have been paid, and upon surrender of this Deed and said Note to 
Trustee for cancellation and retention and upon payment oflts fees, Trustee shall reoonvcy, without Warranty, the property then held hereunder. 
The recitals in such rcconveyance of any matters or fbcts shall be conclusive proof of the 1rust thereof, The granlee in such reconveyance may be 
described as "the person or persons legally entitled therelo ... Five years after issuance of such full reconveyances, Trustee may destroy said Note and 
this Deed (unless directed in such request to retain them), 
(10) That as additional security, Trustot hereby gives to and confers upon Beneficiary lhe right, power and authority, during lhe continuance of 
these Trusts, to coll eel the rents, issues and profits of said property, reserving unto Trustor the right, prior to any default by Trustor in payment of 
any indeb1edness secured hereby or in performance of any agreement hereunder, to collecl and retain such rents, issues and profits as I hey become 
due end payable. Upon any such defaull. Beneficiary mey at nny time without notice, either in person, by agent, or by a receiver 10 be appointed by 
a court, and without regard to the adequacy of any security for the lndebledness hereby secured, enter upon and take possession of said property of 
any part thereof, in his own name sue for or otherwise collect such rents, issues and profits, Including those pasl due and unpaid, and apply the same, 
less costs and expenses of operation and collection, including reasonable attorney's fees, upon any indebtedness secured hereby, and in such order as 
Beneficiary may determine. The entering upon and taking possession of said property, the collection or such rents, Issues and profits and the 
app!ica1ion thereof as aforesaid, shall not cure or waive any default or notice or default hereunder or invalidate any act done pursuant lo such notice, 
(11} That upon default by Trustor in payment of any indebtedness secured hereby or In perfonnancc of any agreement hereunder, Beneficiary may 
declare all sums secured hereby immediately due and payable by delivery to Truslee of written declaration of default and demand for sale and of 
written notice of default and or election to cause to be sold said property, which notice Trustee shall cause to be filed for record. Beneflciary also 
shall deposit with Trustee this Deed, said note and all documents evidencing expenditures secured hereby, 
After !he lapse of such time as may then be required by law following the recordation of said notice of default, end notice of sale having been given 
as then required by law, Trustee, withoul demand on Trustor, shall sell said property al the time and place fixed by it in said notice of sale, either as a 
whole or in separate parcels, and in such order as it may be detennined, at public auction to the highest bidder for cash in lawful money of the 
Uniled States, payable at time of sale. Trustee may postpone sale of Bil or any portion of said property by public announcement al such time and 
place of sale, and from time to time thereafter may postpone such sale by public announcement at the: lime fixed by !he pr«eding postponemen!. 
Trustee shall deliver to such purchase lts deed conveying the property so sold, bu! wilhout nny covenant or warranty, express or implied. The 
recitals in such deed of any matters or faCIS shall be conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof. Any person, including Trust or, Trustee or 
Beneficiary as hereinafter defined, may purchase at such sate. 
After deducting al! costs, fees and expenses ofTruslee and of this Trust, including cost of evidence of title in connection with sale, Trustee shall 
apply the proceeds of sale to payment of all sums expended under the tenns hereof, not then repaid, with accrued interest at the amount allowed by 
law in errect at the date hereof; all other sums lhcn secured hereby; and the remainder. if any, to the person or person legally entitled thereto. 
( 12) Beneficiary, or any successor in ownership of any indebtedness secured hereby, may from time to time, by instrument in writing, substitute a 
successor or successors to any Trustee named herein or acting hereunder, which instrument, executed by the Bencficiary and duly acknowledged and 
recorded in the office of the recorder of the county or counties where said property is situated, shall be conclusive proof of proper substitution of 
such successor Trustee or Trustees, who shall, without conveyance from the Trustee predecessor, succ«d to all its tltle, estate, rights, powers and 
duties. Said instrument must contain the name of the original Truster, Trustee and Beneficial')" hereunder, the book and page where this Deed is 
recorded and the name and address of the new Trustee. 
( 13) That this Deed applies to, inures to the benefit of, and binds all parties hcrelo, their heirs, legatees, devisees, administrators, executors,. 
successors and assigns. The icrm Beneficiary shall mean the owner and holder, including plcdgees, of the note secured hereby, whether or not 
named as Beneficiary herein, In this Deed, whenever the contcxl so requires, the masculine gender includes the feminine and/or neuler, and the 
singular number includes the plural. 
{14) That Trustee acce1ns this Trust when this Deed, duly executed and acknowledged, is made a public record as provided by law. Trustee is not 
obfigated to notify any party hereto of pending sale under any other Deed of Trust or of any action or proceeding in which Truslor, Beneficiary or 
Trustee shall be a party unless brought by Trustee. 
The Undersigned Trustor requests that a et' 
hcreinbefore set forth, 
(IY Notice of Default nnd of any Notice of Sale hereunder be n ; him at his address 
TRUSTOR AND BENEFICIARY MUTUALLY AGREE: 
(A) By Beneficiary's aceeprnnce of this All-Inclusive Deed ofTrusl, Beneficiary covenants and agrees that provided Trnstor Is not delinquent or 
in default under the tenns of the Note secured hereby, BeneOciary shn\l pay all installments of principal and interest which shall hereafter become 
due pursuant to the provisions of the Underlying Note(s) as and when the same become due and payable. In the event Trustor shall be delinquent 
or in default under the tenns of the Note secured hereby, Beneficiary shall not be obligated 10 make any payments required by the lenns of the 
Underlying Note{s) until such delinquency or default Is cured, In the event Beneficiary falls to limely pay any installment of principal or interest 
on the Underlying Note{s) at the time when Trustor is not delinquent or in default under 1he 1erms of1he Note secured hereby, Trustor may, al 
Trustor's option make such payments directly to the holder of such Underlying No1e(s), in which event Truslor shall be entitled to a credit against 
the next installment(s) of principal and interest due under the terms oflhe Note secured hereby equal to the amount so paid and including, without 
limitation, any penalty, charges and expenses paid by Trustor to the bolder of the Underlying Note(s} on account of Beneficiary's failing to make 
such payment The obligations of Beneficiary hereunder shall lennlnate upon the earliest of (i) foreclosure of the lien of this All~Jnclusive Deed of 
Trust, or (ii) cancellation of the Note secured hereby and reronveyance of this AII.Jnclusive Deed of Trust. 
Should Truster be delinquent or default under the terms of the Note secured hereby, Beneflclary consequently incurs any penalties, charges or 
other expenses on account of the Underlying Notc{s) during the period of such delinquency or default, the amount of such penalties, charges and 
expenses shall be immediately added lo the principal amount of the Note secured hereby and shall be Immediately payable by Trustor to 
Beneficiary. 
If at any time the unpaid balance of the Note secured hereby, accrued interesl thereon, and all other sums due pursuant to the tenns thereof and all 
sums advanced by the beneficiary pursuant to the tenns of this Deed of Trust._ is equal to or less than the unpaid principal balance of the Underlying 
Note(s) and accrued interest thereon, the Note secured hereby, at the option of Beneficiary, shall be canceled and said property shall be reconveyed 
from the lien of this Deed of Trust. 
(B) Truster and Beneficiary agree that in the event the proceeds of any condemnalion award or settlement in lieu thereof, or the proceeds of any 
casualty insurance covering deslructible improvements located upon said property, are applied by the holder of the Underlying Note(s) in reduction 
of the unpaid principal amount thereof, the unpaid principal balance of the Note secured hereby shall be reduced by an equivalent amount and be 
deemed applied to the last sums due under the Note. 
(C) At such times as the Note secured hereby becomes all due and payable, the amount ofptincipal and interest then payable to Beneficiary 
thereunder shall be reduced by the then unpaid balance of principal and Interest due on the Underlying Note(s), 
(D) Any demand hereutlder delivered by Beneficiary lo Trustee for the foreclosure of the lien of this Deed ofTrust may be not more than !he sum 
of the following amounts: 
(i) The difference between 1he then unpaid balance of principal and interest on the Note secured hereby and the then unpaid balance of principal 
and interest on the Underlying Note(s); plus 
(ii) The aggregate of all amounts theretofore paid by Beneficiary pursuant to the tcnns of this Deed of Trust prior 10 the date of such foreclosure 
snle, for taxes and assessments, insurance premiums, delinquency charges, foreclosure costs. and any other sums advanced by Beneficiary 
Pursuant to the terms of this Deed of Trust, to the extenl the same were not previously repaid by Trustor to the Benenelary; plus 
(iii) The costs of foreclosure hereunder; plus attorneys fees and costs incurred by Beneficiary in enforcing this Deed of Trust or the Nole secured 
hereby as permiued by law. 
(E) Notwithstanding any provision to the conlrary herein contained, in the event ofa Trustee's sale in furtherance ofthe foreclosure of this Deed 
of Trust, the balance then due on the Note secured hereby, for the purpose of Beneficiary's demand, shall be reduced, as aforesaid, by the unpaid 
balance, if any, of principal and interest then due on the Underlying Note(s), satisfactory evidence of which unpaid balances must be submitt~ to 
Trustee prior to such snle. The Trustee may rely on any statements received from Beneficiary in this regard and such statements shall be deemed 
binding and conclusive as between Beneficiary and Trustor, on the one hand, and the irustee, on the other hand, to the extent of such reliance. 
Signature ofTrustor. 
9 __:) 
Dennis L. Hall Ginger~iku 
Signature of Beneficiary: 
ST ATE OF' IDAHO, 
ss. 
County of Kootenai, 
"''""""'' .. "'' ~.,,II ~" ~....  ~ 
On !his 5th day of Augu~. in the year of 1999, before me /:ui Lr, 4 ,f,LJ,,4, notary public, P,e\~~ lll and 
Ginger Hall, known or identified to me to be the persons whose names are subscribed lo the within instff.~ gio hat they 
executed the same4 = l 
- .... -
Nota,yPublic ,,~/4~ \, \., .. UB\.\~.,~~~ 
Res1dmgat: -,--~=..,.""c-t::"i'~-'--;-------- ~ '9.:'_•••u•• t:,'f'I:..~ 
Commission expires, ~.U:r.,/~ ,.._ / .,,,;~'11! tlf. ~\\\ ,,. 1 . ) h ''""'' t:..." 
STATEOFIDAHO, 
~''""'' ' ~'" ... • r,,,. 
,:,~ .... , ~ ... s •• .• ~ I l a10TA1ft.. \ ,:. ~ - • " r • : 
County of Kootenai, ! i _, • - l : 
- • : C 
• 'l>U 10''" 
_/I • ~• •• BL •• ~ • 
On this 5th day of August, in the year of 1999, before me c,,ql...t!:1'1#4..,qf. a notary pu~ ~~l.Y, a~~lf:)ael L. Thompson,. 
known or identified to me be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument, and a~-d~V! ,O~~ executed the same. 
,,,,,, "''' \ 
Notary Public: 
Residing at: 
Commission expires: _ __,c,.c.,__.¥--"."---------
THIS DEED OF TRUST FOR USE ONLY IN PURCHASE MONEY TRANSACTIONS. IT IS RECOMMENDED 
THAT, PRIOR TO THE EXECUTION OF THIS DEED OF TRUST, THE PARTIES CONSULT WITH THEIR 
ATTORNEYS WITH RESPECT TO SAME. 
/ 
I 
I 
1 f')~ ,:_ I 
. ..... ., .. 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
AND 
coi.iiirior";;o·ornlAI ls 
NORTH IBAIITH!' flf'OUF.S'r Of,, .•• , .••• : 
· . 0 TITLE.INS. 
APR 30 4 07 Ptl '01 
ASSIGNMENT OF REDEMPTION RIGHTS 
FOR $1.00 AND OTHER GOOD AND VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, DENNIS L. 
HALL and GINGER HALL, Husband and Wife, do hereby release, remise 
and quitclaim forever unto LARRY SPENCER, a married man dealing in 
his sole and separate property, whose address is 10276 camp Court, 
Hayden, Idaho 83835, the following described real property situated 
in Kootenai county, Idaho, to-wit: 
Lot 1, Block l, BIG TIMBER ADDITION, according to the 
plat thereof, recorded in the off ice of the county 
Recorder in Book "G" of Plats, page 457, records of 
Kootenai county, Idaho. 
and 
The south Half of the Northeast Quarter of the southeast 
Quarter of the Southeast Quarter of Section 7, Township 
52 North, Range 3 West, Boise Meridian, Kootenai county, 
Idaho, less U. s. Highway 95. Formerly known as Block 11, 
Spokane Valley Commercial orchard Tracts. 
together with its appurtenances and any after acquired title; and 
any and all right, title, interest, and do hereby quitclaim and 
assign any and all redemption rights to said property that we now 
own or hereafter own with respect to said real property pursuant to 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 -
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EXHIBIT [(·B /,/ 
. ~ -
1,·;13'tYi'83 
a Judgment entered in Kootenai County Case No, CV 01-4106; and 
pursuant to Chapter 4, Title 
DATED this ,J day of 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) SEI, 
county of Kootenai ) 
2, Idaho code. 
'1 
.,_/\"")'-'01:.J.-=--·· =-....:<2:;;..:'.'.\,0,,JC.>,.-""1A""""g,._/\"--'--' 2001. 
""''~----=d---~~ 
DENNIS L. HALL ' 
i;~JJ~~ ~tl 
On this 2-,,r--J, day of '(\{)'-'""""lo i>r , 2001 before the 
undersigned Notary Public, personally appeared DENNIS L, HALL and 
GINGER HALL, Husband and Wife, known or identified to me to be the 
··... .whose names are subscribed to the within instrument, and 
'".:i~~i ;,~, me that they executed the same. 
i'.•,;;:~,;i:;i'::!!'.::::::i:;!'. Not2:;ifu~~nd for the 
1~'''¾,",,, ,, ,,xJ~~j~ :;:~;;.~ ~:~ Dt~::~,"; ~ 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 2 -
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AGREEJ\'1ENT 
COMES NOW, MICHAEL THOMPSON, a single man, hereafter referred 
to as "THOMPSON", and LARRY SPENCER, a married man dealing in his 
sole and separate property, hereafter referred to as "SPENCER", and 
agree as follows: 
RECITALS: 
A. THOMPSON is a secured lender to third partie~iti~lbr1~ti¥cNAI l ss 
named DENNIS L. HALL and GINGER HALL, Husband'~TflE flf.OUEST or _ _;, 
. NORTH-IDAHO TITLE-ffi'S. 
and Wife, hereafter referred to as "HALL". APR 30 q 08 rH '02 
B. The secured property is in two (2) parcels, DMIIE:1.. .. 1~) ·' 
to-wit: 1)fr\JTV '} I oD tf.U ______ .cz.J_ 
Parcel 1: Lot, , 1,. Blqcl,: ;:t; BIG.; '.\'IMBER 
ADDITION, accordi'ng to ·the· plat recorded in 
the office of the County Recorder .in .Book "G" 
of Plats, page 457,' records •of· Kootenai 
County, Idaho. 
Parcel 2: The South Half of the Northeast 
Quarter of the Southeast Quarter of the 
southeast Quarter of Section 7, Township 52 
North, Range 3 West, Boise Meridian, Kootenai 
County, Idaho, less U.S. Highway 95. Formerly 
known as Block 11, Spokane Valley Commercial 
Orchard Tracts. 
C. There is a third parcel referred to in this 
Agreement and referred to as "parcel 3" , 
described as follows, to-wit: 
Lot 2, Block l, BIG TIMBER, 
according to the plat recorded in 
the office of the County Recorder in 
Book "G" of Plats, page 457, records 
of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
D. Parcels land 3 are subject to a foreclosure 
Judgment in Kootenai County Case No. CV 01-
4106. 
AGREEMENT - l -
17t\ I .J \., 
EXHIBIT 
I ,( 1)'1 
-""''-----
1.'i'30'i'81: 
E. As a result . of said foreclosure Judgment, 
THOMPSON has redemption rights only to parcel 
1. 
F. THOMPSON holds a Note with HALL. Said Note is 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A". 
G. SPENCER desires to redeem parcels land 3, and 
acquire from THOMPSON parcel 2. 
H. That there is an underlying Note and Deed of 
Trust secured to Parcel 2. This Note has the 
principal sum of approximately $15,000.00, and 
shall be called the "Cardwell Note". 
Based upon the above recitals and for the sum of $1.00 and 
other good and valuable consideration, the parties agree as 
follows: 
1. SPENCER agrees to assume and pay the HALL Note, subject 
to the following conditions: 
A. SPENCER is obligated to do so only 
if he is able to successfully redeem 
parcels 1 and 3 from the Judgment 
creditor in Kootenai County Case No. 
CV 01-4106. 
B. The amounts and manner of SPENCER'S 
payment of the Note are as follows: 
1. SPENCER shall pay a principal 
AGREEMENT - 2 -
total of $75,000.00 to 
THOMPSON/CARDWELL with interest as 
set forth . in said N<:;>te, and in. 
,!_ ,; ,; ':ii - ' . . ;; _ :- ·, :1 : ;:• 
return, THOMPSON shall ret:onvey_ ~no'' 
j,. 
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release the HALL Deed of Trust and 
declare the HALL Note paid in full. 
2. Within sixty {60) days from the 
date SPENCER redeems parcels land 
3, SPENCER shall pay THOMPSON the 
principal sum of $25,000.00 towards 
said Note. Part of the $25,000.00 
balloon payment paid by SPENCER 
shall be used to pay the Cardwell 
Note in full, and the balance of 
said payment shall be paid directly 
to THOMPSON. 
3. SPENCER shall pay to THOMPSON an 
additional $25,000.00 principal 
payment within six (6) months of the 
date of redemption. 
4. SPENCER shall commence to pay 
the monthly payments pursuant to the 
HALL Note thirty (30) days from the 
date of redemption. 
5. Interest on the $75;000.00 owin9 
to THOMPSON by the. contract shall 
begin to accrue on the date of 
redemption. 
6. All principal and accrued and 
unpaid interest owed by SPENCER 
pursuant to this Agreement shall be 
1 3 '"' L 
1 ••1r>()'.'84 • ' 1..> ' . paid by SPENCER within fourteen (14) 
months of the date of redemption. 
7. THOMPSON agrees to subordinate 
his secured position to parcels 1 
and 3 to a lender of SPENCER'S 
choice. 
2. THOMPSON agrees to subordinate his secured position to 
parcel 2 to a lender of SPENCER'S choice, but only if the 
$25,000.00 balloon payment referred to in B(2) above has been made 
or will be made from the loan proceeds of SPENCER'S loan on parcel 
3 • 
3, All other terms and conditions of the HALL Note and Deed 
of Trust are enforceable between the parties to this agreement, 
except as modified by this Agreement. 
4. THOMPSON assigns to SPENCER all of his redemption rights 
that he has pursuant to the Judgment in CV 01-4106 as part of the 
consideration of this Agreement. 
5. This Agreement is binding upon the heirs and assigns of 
the parties. 
6. That each party agrees to sign all documents necessary to 
give full force and effect to this Agreement. 
--~HO~ON~ · ..• 
Date: Z-,;;, .z. .. .:.?02..... • 
AGREEMENT - 4 -
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STATE OF IDAHO 
ss. 
County of Kootenai 
On this :8 day of ~ , 2002., before the 
undersigned Notary Public, personyappeared LARRY SPENCER, a 
married man dealH\~!!Jflt~i, sole and sepa.rate property, known or 
identified to ~~EL erson whose name is subscribed to the 
within instru~ .•!>.1fd*•c\l -wledged to me that he executed the 
'EJ..0"!• • ..-
same. .. ..., ,• ""'0TAA .. •, ~ · . ·' = . .. ,.. . : 
- . . -= t ...... : = .. . . . . . 
~ •• Pueuc •• ::-~ ~~- -~o• ~ ~ A•••••••• i?. ~ 
,,,,""'tti OF ,oti,,,, 
,,,,,, "''' \ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) ~ 
On this ?-3 day of ~,;..,,,f.=--"'-+--' 2002, before the 
undersigned Notary Public, personalyapeared MICHAEL L. THOMPSON, 
a single man, known or identified to me to be the person whose name 
is subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that 
he executed th~\ltiW,.,,1, 
,,,._ Lil L G/.t ,,,. $6 A.~ ••••• ·• ~&J;. 
"-·.o~.• • •. Y , 
S~/""'.OTARV \ 's, 
-·"" ·-= : -·--. : = :: . . -
-·,, ,o,•: ~ •. UB\.:• • ~ ~ .IA... ..· .. o~ ~ V"}!; ••••••• ~----, ,,,, ""ll:' OF \'O ,,,, 
,,,,,,. "''\ 
AGREEMENT - 5 -
~ary PubJ.CJ.and for the 
State of Ida~ ~i 
Residing at:~ ~ 
My Commission Expires~ f::2 'R'- ()Cf-
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ANO WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
ESCROWNO.: 14911-BG 
SlAH P~l1Q J 
CO\INl, _, KOOTENAI ) GS 
!T THE REOllEST Of __ 
NORTH IDAHO TITI:;E INS. 
ArR 30 4 10 PM '02 
_______________ $PACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S use __ _ 
SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT 
NOTICE: THIS SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT RESULTS IN YOUR SECURITY INTEREST IN THE 
PROPERTY BECOMING SUBJECT TO AND OF LOWER PRIORITY THAN THE LIEN OF SOME 
OTHER OR LATER SECURITY INSTRUMENT. 
THIS AGREEMENT, made this 30TH day of APRIL, 2002 , by LAWRENCE SPENCER, a 
married man, as his separate property owner of the land hereinafter descrlbed and hereinafter referred to 
as "Owner," and MICHAEL L. THOMPSON present owner and holder of the deed of trust and note first 
hereinafter described and hereinafter referred to as "Benefic!aryn; 
WITNESSETH: 
THAT, WHEREAS, A deed of trust dated AUGUST 6, 1999, was executed to STEWART TITLE OF 
NORTH IOAHO , as trustee, covering: 
THE SOUTH HALF OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE 
SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 7, TOWNSHIP 52 NORTH, RANGE 3 WEST, BOISE MERIDIAN, 
KOOTENAI COUNTY,. IDAHO, LESS U.S. HIGHWAY 95, FORMERLY KNOWN AS BLOCK 11, 
SPOKANE VALLEY COMMERCIAL ORCHARD TRACTS. 
to secure a note In the sum of $130,000.00 , dated AUGUST 6, 1999 , In favor of MICHAEL L. 
THOMPSON, which deed of trust was recorded AUGUST 10, 1999, under Instrument no. 1601775 ,In 
Official Records of said County: and 
WHEREAS, Owner has execuled, or Is about to execute, a deed of trust and note In the sum of 
$90,000-00 , dated APRIL 30, 2002, In favor of DAVIDSON TRUST CO. , hereinafter referred to as 
"Lender", payable with Jnterest and upon the terms and conditions described tjereln, which deed of trust Is 
to be recorded concurrently herewith, on APRIL 30, 2002, in Instrument no. 7210181 ; 
and 
WHEREAS, it is a condition precedent to obtaining said loan that said deed of trust last above-
menfioned shall unconditionally be and remain at al! times a lien or charge upon 1he land hereinbefore 
described, prior and superior to the lien or charge of the deed of trust first above~mentioned; and 
WHEREAS1 Lender is willing to make said loan provided the deed of trust securing the same is a 
lien or charge upon the above·descrlbed property prior and superior to the lien or charge of the deed of 
trust first above.mentioned and provided that Beneficiary wlll specifically and unconditionally subordinate 
the lien or charge of the deed of trust first above~menlioned to the lien or charge of the deed bf trust in 
favor of Lender; and 
WHEREAS, It Is to the mutual benefit of the parties hereto that Lender make such loan to Owner; 
and Beneficiary Is wming that the deed of trust securing the same shall, when recorded, constitute a lien or 
charge upon said land which Is unconditionally prior and superior to the Hen or charge of the deed of trust 
first above~mentioned. 
NOW, THEREFORE in consideration of the mutual benefits accruing to the parties hereto and 
other valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which consideration is h8reby acknowledged, 
and in order to induce Lender to make 1he loan above~referred to, it is hereby declared, understood and 
agreed as follows: 
{1) That said deed of trust securing said note In favor of Lender, and any renewals or extensions 
thereof, shall unconditionally ~ and remain at al! times a lien or charge on the property therein 
described, prior and superior to the fien or charge of the deed of trust first above-mentioned; 
(2) That Lender would not make Its Joan above-described without this subordination 
agreement; and 
(3) That this agreement shell be the whole and only agreement with regard to the subordination of 
the lien or charge of the deed of trust first above-mentioned to thelien or charge of the deed of 
trust in favor of Lender above~referred to and shall supersede and cancel, but only insofar as 
would affect the priority between the deeds of trust hereinbefore specifically described, any prior 
agreements as to such subordination, Including, but not limited to, those provisions, if any, 
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contained in the deed t... ..1st first above-mentioned, which provide for the subon •• , .. ..,,tion of the lien 
or charge thereof to another deed or deeds of trust or to another mortgage or mortgages. 
Beneficiary declares, agrees, and acknowledges that 
(a) He consents to and approves (I) all provisions of the note and deed of trust in favor of Lender 
above-referred to, and (ii) all agreements, including but not llmlted to, any loan or escrow 
agreements between Owner and Lender tor the disbursement of the proceeds of Lender's 
loan; 
{b} Lender, in making disbursements pursuant lo any such agreement. ls under no obligation or 
duty to, nor has Lender represented that it will, see to the application of such proceeds by the 
person or persons to whom Lender disburses such proceeds, and any application or use of such 
proceeds for purposes other than those provided for in such agreement or agreements shall not 
defeat the subordination herein made In whole or in part; 
(c) He intentionally and unconditionally waives; relinquishes end subordinates the lien or charge 
of the deed of trust first above-mentioned in favor of the lien or charge upon said land of the deed 
of trust in favor of Lender above-referred lo, and understands that ln reliance upon, and in 
consideration of his Waiver, relinquishment and .subordination, specific loans and advances are 
being and wm be made, and, as part and parcel thereof, specific monetary and other obligations 
are being and will be entered Into which would not be niade or entered into but for said reliance 
upon this wai1Jer, relinquishment and subordination: .and 
(d) An endorsement has been placed upon the note secured by the deed of trust first above-
mentioned that said deed of trust by this instrument been subordinated to the lien or charge of the 
deed of trust In favor of Lender above~referred to. 
NOTICE: THIS SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT CONTAINS A PROVISION WHICH ALLOWS THE 
PERSON OBLIGATED ON YOUR REAL PROPERTY SECURITY TO OBTAIN A LOAN; A PORTION 
OF WHICH MAY BE EXPENDED FOR OTHER PURPOSES THAN IMPROVEMENT OF THE LAND. 
BENEFICIARY: 
TRUSTOR: 
BY:)(,. .- #· 
LAWRENCE SPENCE 
IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT, PRIOR TO THE EXECUTION OF THIS SUBORDINATION 
AGREEMENT, THE PARTIES CONSULT WITH THEIR ATTORNEYS WITH RESPECT THERETO, 
(CLTA Subordination form "A") 
STATE OF -==..L=·='\d""------'l 
1 )ss. COUNTY OF \<, a::&·V\£ i,, I 
On ~ \%_?,\~ blore me, the undersigned notary public, personalty 
appeared • c; ,\ L -::Tu m,,s · , 
known to me, and/or Identified to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence, to be the person(s) 
whose name ls/are subscribed to the within lnstrumetn and acknowledged to me that _he_ 
executed the same, 
WITNESS my hand and offlclel seat, 
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STATE OF __ -_:C::=.c;D::..... __ ..J) 
COUNTY OF \( OP±,e \CV, 01, 
)ss, 
) 
On <\ \:;,o\c;,"g, , before me, the undersigned notary public, personally 
appeared \ o H ")'O? \C:t: o , "":?,V@o..c,ev-" 
known to me, and/or Identified to me on tho basis of satisfactory evidence, to be the person(•) 
whose name ls/are subscribed to the within lnstrumetn and acknowledged 1o me that _he_ 
executed the same. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
Y!li,l/lu~ Ii~ Signature .,j· , ..... ··/ .. 
Notary P,':!J>llc lrundfor saidunty and State 
Residing at: /f. .,/ . / 
Commission Exp.: ·, fJ/ /t/ / Plj 
1764280 
Order No.105036KB 
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A Pioneer Company 
PIONEER TITI..E COMP ANY 
OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
100 Wallace Avenue/ Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 / (208) 664·8254 
SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT 
::,TATE Of llaAhL i 
COUNTY Of KCCTU1A1 J SS 
.t.T TH£ HEQl!F.ST nF __ 
PIOWEER TITLE GO. 
Nov 15 3 1s r" '02 
THIS AGREEMENT, Made this 14th day of November, 2002, byLa\VI"Cnce Spencer, a married man as his sole .ind 
separate property, owner of the land hereinafter described and hereinafter referred to as "Owner'\ and Michael L. 
Thompson, present owner and holder of the Deed of Trust and Note first hereinafter described and hereinafter 
referred to as "Beneficiary". 
WITNESSETH: 
THAT \VHEREAS,Lawrence Spencer, a married man as his sole and separate property, successor in interest to 
Dennis L. Hall and Ginger Hall, husband and wife did execute a Deed of Trust dated August 6, 1999, to Michael L. 
Thompson as Beneficiary, covering: 
Toe South half of the Northeast Quarter of the Southeast Quarter of the Southeast Quarter of Section 7, 
Township 52 North, Range 3 West1 Boise Meridian, Kootenai County, Idaho, less U.S. Highway 95. 
Formerly known as Block 11, Spokane Valley Commercial Orchard Tracts. 
to secure n Note in the swn of$130,000.00 dated August 6, 1999, in favor of Michael L. Thompson, recorded 
August l 0, 1999, as Instrument No. 1601775, Official Records of said County; and 
WHEREAS, Owner has executed or is about to execute a Deed of Trust and Note in the sum of$65,000.00, 
dated November 14, 2002, in favor of Davidson Trust Company, FBO IRA/SEP, Account #68~0811~30, hereinafter 
refereed to as "Lender", payable with interest and upon the tenns and conditions described therein, which Deed of 
Trust is to be rncorded concurrently hereinwith; and l l - \ S - 0 ::>- \ '1 (,:, L\- ;l.. 79 
WHEREAS, it is a condition precedent to obtaining said loan that said Deed of Trust last above mentioned shall 
unconditionally be and remain at all times a lien or charge upon the land hereinbefore described, prior and superior 
to the lien or charge of the Deed of Trust ftrst above-mentioned; and 
WHEREAS, Lender is willing to make said loan provided the Deed of Trust securing the same is a lien or 
charge upon the above described property prior and superior to the lien or charge of the Deed of Trust first above 
mentioned and provided that Beneficiary will specifically and unconditionally subordinate the lien or charge of the 
Deed ofTrust first above mentioned to the lien or charge of the Deed ofTrust in fav9r of the Lender; and 
WHEREAS, it is to the mutual benefit of the parties hereto that Lender make such loan to Owner; and 
Beneficiary is willing that the Deed of Trust securing the same shall, when recorded, constitute a lien or charge upon 
said land which is unconditionally prior and superior to the lien or charge of the Deed of Trust first above 
mentioned; 
NOW, THEREFOREt in consideration of the mutual benefits accruing to the parties hereto and other valuable 
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which consideration is hereby acknowledged, and in order to induce 
Lender to make the loan above referred to, it is hereby declared, understood and agreed as follows: 
( J) That said Deed of Trust securing said Note in favor of Lender1 and any renewals or extensions thereof, shall 
unconditionally be and remain a lien or charge on the property therein described, prior and superior to the lien 
or charge of the Deed of Trust first above mentioned. 
(2) That Lender would not make its loan above described without this subordination agreement. 
(3) Th.at this agreement shall be the whole and only agreement with regard to the subordination of the lien or charge 
of the Deed of Trust first above mentioned to the lien or charge of the Deed of Trust in favor of the Lender 
above referred to and shall supersede and cancel, but only insofar as would affect the priority between the Deed 
of Trusts hereinbefore specifically described, any prior agreements as to such subordination including, but not 
lim.ited to, those provisions, if any, contained in the Deed ofTrust first above mentioned, which provide for the 
subordination of the lien or charge thereof to another deed of trust or to another mortgage or mortgages. 
Beneficiary declares, agrees and acknowledges that 
(a) He consents to and approves (i) aJl provisions of the Note and Deed of Trust in favor of Lender above referred 
to, and (ii) all agreements, including but not limited to any loan or escrow agreements, between Owner and 
Lender for the disbursement of the proceeds of Lender's loan; 
(b) Lender is making disbursements pursuant to any such agreement is under no obligation or duty to, nor has 
Lender represented that it 'Will, see to the application of such proceeds by person or persons to whom Lender 
MICHAEL R. CHAPMAN 
CHAPMAN LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
1110 W. PARK PLACE, SUITE 221 
PO BOX 1600 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83816 
TELEPHONE: (208) 667-7621 
FACSIMILE: (208) 667-7625 
ISBA NO. 5972 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LA WREN CE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
DEE JAMESON, an Individual, DAVIDSON ) 
TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN FOR IRA/SEP ) 
ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811-30, and JAMES A. )) 
RAEON, SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, ) 
Defendants. 
Case No.: CV06-0003304 
DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S 
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR CLARIFICATION/ 
RECONSIDERATION 
Defendant, DEE JAMESON, by and through his attorney of record, MICHAEL R. 
CHAPMAN, hereby submits the following response to Plaintiff's Motion for Clarification and 
Motion for Reconsideration of Memorandum Opinion and Order. 
I. CLARIFICATION/RECONSIDERATION 
At its core, this is not a very difficult case. Spencer filed the present action seeking 
either: 1) an order declaring the trustee's sales should be set aside and rescheduled or, in the 
alternative, 2) an order and judgment awarding Spencer $86,510.45 as an alleged surplus 
amount. (See Amended Complaint for Declaratory Judgment and Damages, p. 12). But, the 
Court has properly determined that Spencer is not entitled to either remedy. 
DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
CLARIFICATION/RECONSIDERATION-1 
A. No Rescheduling of Sales. 
Spencer has offered zero legal authority that would give this Court the power to set aside 
the foreclosure sale. In fact, LC. § 45-1508 is clear that all trustee's sales are final against anv 
person that has notice of the sale. It is an undisputed fact that Spencer is not making any claims 
of deficiency in the form, content or service of the foreclosure notices. (See Plaintiff's 
Responses to Request for Admissions). Under the plain language of the Idaho code there is no 
basis to reschedule the foreclosure sales in this case. As such, the Plaintiff's Complaint was 
properly dismissed in this regard. 
B. No Surplus. 
In the alternative, the Amended Complaint alleges that the Defendants owe $86,510.45 to 
Spencer as an alleged surplus from the sale. Now, Spencer changes his argument to say its not 
his money, rather it belongs to a third person that is not a party to the present action. On its face, 
this should at least raise some serious issues of standing/real party in interest. 
Regardless, the Court properly held that there was no surplus to be distributed to Spencer. 
The Memorandum Opinion discusses the sales in the order they were executed: 
1. DOT2 
The Court is correct that there is no irregularity in relation to the DOT 2 sale. The Court 
found that at the time of the sale for DOT 2 Spencer owed the IRA/SEP account $86,507.45. 
The Court also noted that the Idaho Supreme Court allows for the creditor to credit bid the 
amount owed at the time of sale to avoid the nonsensical position of the creditor paying itself. 
See Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp. v. Appel, 143 Idaho 42 (2006). The IRA/SEP account 
submitted a credit bid in the amount of $86,507.45 and was given a trust deed to the property. 
This is nearly identical to the Federal Home Loan case. Thus, the Court properly held, 
'i ;) (', 
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DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
CLARIFICATION/RECONSIDERATION -2 
"Therefore, Defendant's credit bid for the purchase of DOT No. 2 complies with the statutory · 
requirements ofl.C. § 45-1506(9), and is not irregular." (Memorandum Opinion and Order in re: 
Summary Judgment, p. 5). It really needs no further discussion. 
2. DOT 1 
The Court also properly analyzes the DOT 1 sale to conclude that there is no surplus 
owed to Spencer. As stated in the Memorandum Opinion, the central holding of the Federal 
Home Loan case states, "where the holder of the deed of trust note is the bidder, crediting the bid 
against the note is the equivalent of a cash sale." Memorandum Opinion, p. 5 citing Federal 
Home Loan, 143 Idaho at 45. But, what if the bidder (the IRNSEP account) is the holder of the 
two most senior lien positions as in the present case? The Court merely takes the next logical 
step i.e., crediting the DOT 1 bid against both notes is the equivalent of a cash sale. 
On the date of the foreclosure sales, the total amount owed to the IRNSEP account 
pursuant to both promissory notes was $204,074.37. At the DOT 1 sale, the IRNSEP account 
bid $204,074.37 to be credited against both promissory notes. The record before the Court 
clearly reflects the intent of the IRNSEP account to credit this amount against both notes. The 
Affidavit of Ian D. Smith in Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment introduces the Bid 
Authorization for the DOT 1 foreclosure sale. There is a specific line item stating that 
$86,507.45 will be credited against the payoff of DOT 2 .. 
To further support its position, the Court then accurately cites the distribution statutes, 
LC.§ 45-1507(1)-(4). The Court held that the proceeds of the sale would first payoff the costs 
and underlying obligation under DOT 1 ($117,566.92). See LC.§ 45-1507(1) & (2). The Court 
then held that any excess amount would go to the next person in line in terms of priority. See § 
45-1507(3). The Court states that the Trustee's Deed for DOT 2 was recorded after the Trustee's 
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Deed for DOT 1 and was next in line in terms of priority. As such, the IRNSEP account was 
entitled to the proceeds "leaving no distribution for the Plaintiff." Memorandum Opinion, p. 7 
(Emphasis added). The only "irregularity" was the fact that the same person held the first two 
lien priority positions in this case. 
Spencer argues that the Court's ruling will have a chilling effect on future foreclosure 
sales because it essentially gives a creditor a blank check to credit bid at a sale. To illustrate, 
Spencer offers a hypothetical situation suggesting that a beneficiary of a deed of trust could bid 
$500,000.00 at a foreclosure sale when only $10,000.00 is due on the note. But, those are not the 
facts of this case and that is not the ruling of this Court. The IRNSEP rightfully bid and credited 
only the amounts due to it under both DOT I and DOT 2. As the Court appears to indicate 
above, Spencer would have been entitled to any money over and above this amount. 
Spencer further attempts to show that a third party (Michael Thompson) had a subsequent 
interest in the property and was entitled to the proceeds. (See Affidavit of Lawrence Spencer in 
Support of Motion for Reconsideration). If anything, this Affidavit supports the Court's holding 
in this case. The record now clearly reflects that Mr. Thompson executed not one, but two, 
separate subordination agreements in favor of the IRNSEP account Both subordination 
agreements have nearly identical language: 
WHEREAS, it is a condition precedent to obtaining said loan that said deed of trust last 
above-mentioned shall unconditionally be and remain at all times a lien or charge upon 
the land hereinbefore described, prior and superior to the lien or charge of the deed of 
trust frrst above-mentioned; 
( 1) That said deed of trust securing said note in favor of Lender, and any renewals or 
extensions thereof, shall unconditionally be and remain at all times a lien or charge on 
the property therein described, prior and superior to the lien or charge of the deed of 
trust first above-mentioned. 
'1 L\ ,~ 
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(See Subordination Agreements attached to Affidavit of Lawrence Spencer in Support of Motion · 
for Reconsideration) (Emphasis added). 
How can there be any dispute that the IRA/SEP account, via DOT 2, had a prior and 
subsequent interest in the proceeds of the sale than either Spencer or Mr. Thompson? 
3. Miscellaneous 
Spencer has continuously argued that the Trust Deeds add up to $290,581.82, so there 
must be a surplus of proceeds. Yet, there is a complete disregard for the Amended Trustee's 
Deed filed with the recorders office. The Amended Trustee Deed cures any confusion by stating 
that the $204,074.37 bid was "inclusive of an additional underlying obligation pursuant to a 
Second Deed of Trust on Parcel 3." (See Exhibit 5, Notice of Service of Exhibits). There is no 
surplus. 
The issue of the $5,000.00 holdback is also a red herring. First, the only issue before the 
Court would be whether this $5,000.00 would create a surplus. It has absolutely no bearing on 
the validity of the sale. Second, Spencer admits he would not be entitled to the $5,000.00, it 
would go to a third party. Moreover, the Defendants fail to see how Spencer would have any 
standing to assert the claim of someone who is not even a party to this action. Third, Defendant 
Dee Jameson hereby submits the attached Affidavit to support the claim that more than 
$5,000.00 was spent on the mobile home remodel. Mr. Jameson states that at least $60,000.00 
was spent in relation to the three parcels and amounts in excess of $5,000.00 were spent on the 
mobile home remodel. 
II. CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, Defendant Dee Jameson herby requests that the Court deny 
Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration. 
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DATED this~ day of MARC 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ai day of March, 2007, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
IanD. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
[] U.S.MAIL 
[ ] HAND DELIVERED 
[ ] FAX to: 765-9089 
Barry McHugh 
Elsaesser, Jarzabek, et al 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Suite C 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
[] U.S. MAIL 
[ ] HAND DELIVERED 
[] FAXto: 
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MICHAEL R. CHAPMAN 
CHAPMAN LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
2020 Lakewood, Suite 221 
PO Box 1600 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Telephone: (208) 667-7 621 
Facsimile: (208) 667-7625 
ISBA No. 5972 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LAWRENCE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DEE JAMESON, an Individual, DAVIDSON 
TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN FOR IRA/SEP 
ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811-30, and JAMES A. 
RAEON, SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
) Case No.: CV06-0003304 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF EDD. JAMESON 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Ed D. Jameson, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
1. I am of the age of majority, I have personal knowledge of the matters attested to herein, 
and I am competent to testify if called upon to do so. 
2. I am also known as "Dee Jameson". I am the President of Jameson Mortgage Company. 
I am also a beneficiary of the IRA/SEP account named in the above-captioned lawsuit. (This 
IRA/SEP account is hereinafter referred to as the "IRA/SEP"). As a beneficiary of the IRA/SEP 
account, I am informed and have knowledge concerning the distributions made by the IRA/SEP 
account. 
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3. Between February 24, 2005, and April 27, 2006, the IRA/SEP account made an 
approximate $60,000.00 in expenditures related to the three parcels which are a subject matter of 
the present litigation. Of this approximate $60,000.00, amounts in excess of $5,000.00 were 
expended pursuant to the item (g) Loan Commitment Agreement attached to my Affidavit in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
DATED this J..l~ay of March, 2007. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me thi ch, 2007. 
(SEAL) 
-'\ Li b,.. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the J6 day of March, 2007, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
IanD. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
v( 
[ l 
[ l 
U.S. MAIL 
HAND DELIVERED 
FAX to: 
Barry McHugh 
Elsaesser, Jarzabek, et al 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Suite C 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 [-1 
[ l 
[ l 
U.S.MAIL 
HAND DELIVERED 
FAX to: 
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Barry McHugh, ISB No. 3439 
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON 
Jv!ARKS ELLIOTT & MCHUGH, CI-ITD. 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Ste. C 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
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Attorney for Defendant Davidson Trust Co. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDA.HO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LA WREN CE SPENCER, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
DEE JAMESON, an individual, ) 
DAVIDSON TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN ) 
FOR IRA/SEP ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811- ) 
30, and JAMES A. RA.EON, SUCCESSOR ) 
'.TRUSTEE, ) 
Defendants. ) 
CASE NO. CV 2006-3304 
DEFENDANT DAVIDSON TRUST 
CO.'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION/ 
RECONSIDERATION 
COMES NOW Davidson Trust Co., custodian for IRA/SEP Account No. 68-0811-30 
(hereinafter "Davidson Trust Co."), by and through its attorney of record, Barry McHugh of 
Elsaesser Jarzabek Anderson Marks Elliott & McHugh, Chtd., and subi:nits the following 
response to Plaintiff's Motion for Clarification and Motion for Reconsideration of Memorandum, 
Opinion and Order. 
Davison Trust Co. objects to Plaintiff's motion, and hereby adopts the response submitted 
DEFENDANT DAVIDSON TRUST CO. 'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
CLARIFICATION/RECONSIDERATION -1 
148 
by Defendant Dee Jameson, filed ,vith the Court on March 28, 2007, along with the supporting 
Affidavit of Ed D. Jameson. 
DATED this 
-Y\-\ (-Z..: day of April, 2007. 
Attorney or Davidson Trust Company 
DEFENDANT DAVIDSON TRUST CO.'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
CLARIFICATIONIRECONSIDERA TION - 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
-t'"' I hereby certify that on the , 1..- day of April, 2007, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing DEFENDANT DAVIDSON TRUST CO.'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S 
l\.1OTION FOR CLARIFICATION/RECONSIDERATION was served upon the following via 
U.S. Mail, first class, postage prepaid. 
Ian D. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Michael R. Chapman 
Chapman Law Office, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1600 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
James A. Raeon 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
DEFENDANT DAVIDSON TRUST CO. 'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
CLARIFICATION/RECONSIDERATION - 3 
.., r [) i Qi. 
IAN D. SMITH 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 101 
P.O. Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-3019 
Telephone: (208) 765-4050 
Facsimile: (208) 765-9089 
Idaho State Bar No. 4696 
Attorney for Spencer 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LAWRENCE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DEE JAMESON, an Individual, 
DAVIDSON TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN 
FOR IRA/SEP ACCOUNT NO. 68-0811-
30, and JAMES A. RAEON, 
SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-06-0003304 
PLAINTIFF'S SUBMISSION 
RE: CHARACTER OF MOBILE 
HOME AND AUTHORITY TO 
PRESENT ADDITIONAL FACTS 
PAGE 01/07 
COMES NOW, the above-named Plaintiff, LAWRENCE SPENCER (hereinafter: 
"Spencer''), by and through his Attorney of Record, IAN D. SMITH, and pursuant to the 
Order of the Court in the above-entitled matter, hereby provides the following 
PLAINTIFF'S SUBMISSION 
RE: CHARACTER OF MOBILE 
HOME ANO AUTHORITY TO 
PRESENT ADDITIONAL FACTS 
- 1 -
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submission regarding. evidence establishing the mobile home .referenced herein as 
personal property, and legal authority permitting the Court to consider new and 
additional facts on a Motion for Reconsideration. 
1. 
The Mobile Home Was Personal Property at the Time of the Sale 
PAGE 02/07 
The character of the Mobile Home as personal property is set forth in the record 
in the following locations: 
1. Paragraph XII of Defendant Jameson's Answer to Spencer's 
Amended Complaint 
In said Paragraph Jameson admitted the allegation contained in Paragraph 12 of 
Spencer's Amended Complaint that "On or about the 24th day of February, 2005, at 
10:30 a.m. the real property and the personal property described in DOT No. 1 was sold 
at public auction." (Emphasis added.) 
2. Paragraph XIII of Defendant Jameson's Answer to Spencer's 
Amended Complaint 
In said Paragraph Jameson admitted the allegation contained within Paragraph · 
13 of Spencer's Amended Compliant that "[t]he real property and the personal property 
described in the Deeds of Trust set forth above are situated in the County of Kootenai, 
State of Idaho." In Jameson's Answer he states that· .. .Defendant lacks sufficient 
information as ta the location of the personal property .. ." Apparently the mobile home 
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was removed from the real property. If that is the case, the mobile home was not 
converted to real property. 
3. Page 2, Paragraph 14 of the Affidavit of James A. Raeon 
PAGE 03/07 
In his Affidavit, Mr. Raeon testified that Spencer bid $10.00 for the mobile home 
at the time of the sale. Mr. Raeon ignored Spencer's bid for the personal property. 
4. Exhibit a to the Affidavit of Ed Jameson Dated November 3, 2006 
Section B in Exhibit A (Loan Commitment Agreement) states that the $65,000.00 
loan (DOT No. 2) will be secured by the real property" ... and mobile home title (to be 
provided 10 days after closing)." Section D(f) states that the mobile home needed to be 
converted to real property. 
5. Spencer's Response to Request for Admission No. 7 Attached to 
Affidavit of Michael R. Chapman Dated November 3, 2006 
Spencer denies that item D(f) of the Loan Commitment Agreement was 
completed. As such, the mobile home was not converted to real property. 
6. Paragraphs 5 Through 9 of the Affidavit of Lawrence Spencer Dated 
January 16, :2007 
Spencer states that the mobile home was personal property. 
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7. Paragraph 12 of Defendant Davidson Trust Company's Answer to 
Spencer's Amended Complaint · 
In Paragraph 12 of their Answer, Davidson Trust Company admits Paragraph 12 
of Spencer's Complaint which states: "On or about the 24th day of February, 2005, at 
10:30 a.m. the real property and the personal property described in DOT No. 1 was sold 
at public auction." (Emphasis added.) 
8. The Description of the Real and Personal Property in Dot No. 1 
Exhibit A to DOT No. 1 describes the real property and then states "TOGETHER 
WITH 1981 Skyline Mobile Home, 24x56, VIN#01910302P." If the mobile home had 
been converted to real property, there would be no need to describe it with a vehicle 
identification number. 
9. Trustee's Deed from Sale of Dot No. 1 
Trustee's Deed states that the real property was sold with 1981 Skyline Mobile 
Home, 24x56, VIN#01910302P. Again, if the mobile home was converted to real 
property there was no need to describe it with a vehicle identification number. 
10. Amended Trustee's Deed from Sale of Dot No. 1 
Trustee's Deed states that the real property was sold with 1981 Skyline Mobile 
Home, 24x56, VIN#01910302P. Again, if the mobile home was converted to real 
property there was no need to describe it with a vehicle identification number. 
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2. 
AUTHORITY FOR COURT TO CONSIDER NEW FACTS 
The most recent decision of the Idaho Supreme Court which articulates the 
proposition that the Court has the authority, and the duty, to consider additional facts on 
a Motion for Reconsideration is Puckett v. Verska, 32571, _ P. 3d _ (2007). In 
Puckett, the Court stated: 
Verska contends that the district court erred in granting Puckett's motion 
for reconsideration because it should not have considered Dr. Seres' 
August 1 affidavit in reaching its decision. The decision to grant or deny a 
request for reconsideration generally rests in the sound discretion of the 
trial court. Carnell v. Barker Mgt., Inc., 137 Idaho 322, 329, 48 P.3d 651, 
658 (2002). Verska argues that Puckett can only rely upon those affidavits 
timely filed before the summary judgment hearing, but not those filed 
afterwards, such as the August 1 affidavit. 
Verska relies on Jarman v. Hale, 122 Idaho 952, 957 n. 2, 842 P.2d 288, 
293 n. 2 (App. 1992), for the proposition that the district court may not 
consider affidavits submitted after summary judgment. Such reliance is 
misplaced because the Court of Appeals holding - that a party may not 
submit new affidavits in support of a request for reconsideration of an 
order granting summary judgment - was erroneous in two respects. First, 
the Court of Appeals erroneously characterized the order granting 
summary judgment as a final order, rather than an interlocutory order. Id. 
at 957 n.2, 842 P.2d at 293 n.2. However, until a final judgment has 
been entered, an order granting summary judgment is an interlocutory 
order and subject to reconsideration pursuant to I.R.C.P. 11 (a)(2)(B). 
Idaho First Natl. Bank v. David Steed & Assocs., 121 Idaho 356, 361, 
825 P.2d 79, 84 (1992). Second, when reviewing a motion for 
reconsideration, the district court "should take into account any new facts 
presented by the moving party that bear on the correctness of the 
interlocutory order. The burden is on the moving party to bring the trial 
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court's attention to the new facts." Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First 
Natl. Bank, 118 /daho 812, 823, 800 P.2d 1026, 1037 (1990); see also 
David Steed & Assocs., Inc., 121 Idaho at 361, 825 P.2d at 84 (trial 
court should have considered affidavit submitted with motion for 
reconsideration). Thus, the district did not err in considering the August 1 
affidavit and vacating the summary judgment. 
The procedural posture of Puckett is the same as the above-entitled matter. 
PAGE 05/07 
The Trial Court in Puckett entered summary judgment. A Motion for Reconsideration 
and an affidavit were filed after the Trial Court entered summary judgment. The Trial 
Court considered the post-summary judgment affidavit when deciding the Motion for 
Reconsideration. The Trial Court granted the Motion for Reconsideration. On appeal, 
the Supreme Court affirmed the Trial Court's consideration of the post-summary 
judgment affidavit in deciding the Motion for Reconsideration. 
DATED this 24th day of May, 2007. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 24"' day of May, 2007, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
Michael R. Chapman 
Chapman Law Office, PLLC 
2020 Lakewood Drive, Suite 221 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorney for Defendant Dee Jameson 
Barry McHugh 
Elsaesser Jarzabek Anderson Marks 
Elliott & McHugh, Chtd. 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Suite C 
. Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
· Attorney for Davidson Trust Co. 
James A. Raeon 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Pro Se Defendant 
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Barry McHLlgh, ISB #3439 
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON 
}lfAR.KS ELLIOTT & MCHUGH, CHTD. 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Ste. C 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
(208) 667-2900 
(208) 667 2150 Fax 
Attorney for Defendant Davidson Trust Co. 
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDARO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LA WREN CE SPENCER, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
DEE JAMESON, an individual, ) 
DAVIDSON TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN ) 
.FOR IRA/SEP ACCOUNT NO. 68-08ll- ) 
. 30, and JMIES A. R.AEON, SUCCESSOR ) 
TRUSTEE, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
CASE NO. CV 2006-3304 
SUBMISSION BY DAVIDSON 
TRUST COMPANY REGARDING 
EVIDENCE OF CHARACTER OF 
MOBILE HOME AND AUTHORITY 
TO PRESENT ADDfilONAL FACTS 
COMES NOW Defendant Davidson Trust Company (hereinafter "DTC"), by and through its 
attorney of record, Bauy McHugh ofELSAESSERJARZABEKA.NDERSON MARKS ELLIOTT&· 
McHUGH, CHTD., and, pursuant to the Court's order at the May 22, 2007 hearing on Plaintiff's 
Motion for Clarification and Motion for Reconsideration ofMernorandum Opinion and Order, submits 
the following information to the Court: 
1. Evidence in the record regarding the character of the mobile home. 
In addition to the infonnation provided to Plaintiff, DTC directs the Court to the following 
documents that relate to the issue of whether or not the mobile home in question was real or personal 
property: 
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A. Promissory Note relating to Deed of Trust #1, included as Exhibit "B" to Affidavit of 
Counsel (Michael R. Chapman) filed in suop01t of Defendant Jameson's Response to 
Plaintiff's Motion to Disallow Attorney Fees and Costs, dated April 2, 2007. 
The Promissory Note contains the following language: "The Deed of Trust securing 
said Note will be in First Lien position on Lots 1 & 2, Big Timber and Second Lien position on the 
additional 5 acres ofland with Mobile Home. Release of the Second Lien position on the addition [sic] 
5 acres ofland with Mobile Home will be permitted upon $10,000.00 principal reduction payment." 
B. Deed of Trust# 1, included as Exhibit "A" to Affidavit of Linda L. Russell. attached to 
the Affidavit of Ian D. Smith in Opposition to Dee Jameson's Motion for Summarv 
Judgment. 
Deed of Trust # l is secured by "that property in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, 
described as follows, either located within an incorporated city or village at the date hereof, or 
containing not more than forty acres:" and goes on to describe Parcels 1, 2, and 3, "TOGETHER v\lITH 
· 1981 Skyline Mobile Home, 24x56, Vin #01910302P ." No distinction is made for the mobile home as 
a piece of personal property, and is included in the description of property more accuratelypertaining to 
real property. 
C. Amended Trustee's Deed relating to DOT #1, Exhibit "E" to Affidavit of Linda L. 
Russell. attached to Affidavit oflan D. Smith in Oµposition to Dee Jameson's Motion 
for Summary Judgment. 
The Amended Trustee's Deed states that the Trustee "does hereby Bargain, Sell and Convey, 
without warranty ... all the real property situated in the County ofKootenai, State ofidaho described 
as follows:" (emphasis added), which is followed by a description of Parcels 1, 2, and 3, along with the 
following: "Together with 1981 Skyline Mobile Home, 24X56, Vin #01910302P and all 
appurtenances attached thereto." 
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D. Loan Commitment Agreement, Exhibit "A" to Affidavit of Ed D. Jameson dated 
November 3, 2006. 
The Loan Commitment Agreement states in paragraph A: "Borrower hereby agrees to the 
proposed loan, to be secured by that certain parcel of real estate legally described as follows:", which is 
followed by a legal description for Parcel 3 and the follm-ving language: "Along with easements for 
ingress, egress, and utilities, adequate for county building permit TOGETHER WITH a 1977 Mobile 
Home, VIN#73165." 
E. Notice of Lis Pendens prepared by counsel for Plaintiff Spencer on May 5, 2006. 
The Notice of Lis Pendens relating to real property, prepared on May 5, 2006, contains a 
description of Parcels l, 2, and 3, and the following language: "Together with 1984 Skyline Mobile 
Home, 24 x 56, VIN #01910302P and all appurtenances attached thereto." 
F. Trustee's Deed, Exhibit 4 to the Notice of Service ofExhibits prepared by counsel for 
Plaintiff Spencer on May 5. 2006. 
As with the Amended Deed of Trust, the described real property includes the 1981 Skyline 
mobile home. 
DTC directs the Court to a 1985 decision from the United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Idaho, In re Sa.sinouski, 52 B.R. 67, which is attached for the benefit of the Court and 
counsel, which supports DTC's argument that the inclusion of the mobile home in the Deed of Trust 
caused the mobile home to be real property, in examining the applicability ofidaho Code§ 67-307B, 
the predecessor to Idaho Code§ 63-304. 
Ill/ 
I I II 
I I Ii 
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2. Admissibilitv of AdditionarEvidence. 
DTC agrees with .Plaintiff Spencer that a final order in this matter has not been entered and 
. . . 
therefore the Court is authorized to consider additional evidence in deciding Plaintiff's Motion for 
. Clarification and Motion for Reconsideration of Memorandum Opinion and Order. 
DA TED this 29th day of May, 2007. 
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON 
.MARKS ELLIOTT & l\,foHUGH, CHTD. 
Barry c ugh 
Attome for Defendant Davidson Trust Co. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 29th day of May, 2007, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
SUBMISSION BY DAVIDSON· TRUST COMPANY REGARDING EVIDENCE OF 
CHARA.CTER OF MOBILE HOME AND AUTHORITY TO PRESENT ADDITIONAL FACTS 
was served upon the following via U.S. Mail, first class, postage prepaid: 
Ian D. Smith 
Attomey at Law 
P.O. Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 838 I 6 
Michael R. Chapman · 
Chapman Law Office, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1600 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
James A. Raeon 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
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United States Bankruptcy Court, 
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rn re Joseph Peter SASINOUSKI, Marilee Mae Sasinouski, dba Certified Energy Systems of Idaho, Debtors. 
Bankruptcy No. 85·00127. 
Sept. 6, 1985. 
VJortgagee requested determination of its secured status under deed of trust and lift of stay on Its collateral. The 
3ankruptcy Court, Alfred C. Hagan, J., held that debtors' land and mobile home were Included within encumbrance 
Jf deed of trust on land, where deei:J of trust did not explicitly exclude mobile home from encumbrance and where 
nortgagee, in approving loan, relied upon appraisal which valued both land and moblle home. 
:lrder accordingly. 
JJ KeyQ.tJ; Notes_ ~ 
.1.Z7 Fixtures 
West Headnotes 
., .. •.l..V.!s.l§. Between Mortgagor and Mortgagee of Land and Their Privies 
i," l 77klfl.~ k. Buildings and Other Structures. Most Cited Cases 
(Formerly 177k18(4)) 
daho statute [Le;. §._§.;3-~_02_81, which requires that owner or purchaser of rnobile home record nonrevocable option 
o declare mobile home as real property, was intended to benefit buyers of mobile home, rather than burden their 
inancers,- by providing method for mobile home buyer to legally bind himself to treat mobile home as real property 
:o as to enable buyer to obtain benefit of long-term financing and one loan for both home and land . 
... 177 Fixtures 
-:=i7Zk18 Between Mortgagor and Mortgagee of Land and Their Privies 
,;c ... 17?..lsl§.,1. k. Buildings and Other Structures. Mos,U;jted Cases 
(Formerly 177k18( 4 )) 
\!though debtors did not file nonrevocable option to declare mobile home In which they resided real property as 
·equired under Idaho statute (r.c;. § 63-307Bl, debtors' land and mobile home were included within encumbrance 
)f deed of trust on land, where deed of trust did not expllcitly exclude mobile home from encumbrance and where 
nortgagee, in approving loan, relied upon appraisal which valued both land and mobile home, 
'67 Fred M. Adams, Idaho Falls, Idaho, for debtors. 
(ent E. Whittington, Idaho Falls, Idaho, for Transamerica Financial Services. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
ILFRED C. HAGAN, Bankruptcy Judge. 
·ransamerica Financial Services requests a determination of its secured status pursuant to a deed of trust, and lift 
,f the stay on its collateral. It argues that the deed of trust covers a mobile home as well as 4.2 acres on which the 
lebtors had placed thac mobile home. The debtors argue that the deed of trust encumbers only the land. 
·he debtors purchased 4.2 acres in 1979, placed a mobile home on the acreage and made certain Improvements. 
·hey dug a well and poured footings on which they placed the mobile home. They built an attached three car 
rarage on a foundation, using siding which matched the mobile home. They poured a driveway, steps, patio and 
,idewalk, and built covered patios on both the front and back of the mobile home. They installed and attached all 
,ecessary utilities, and hired an electrician to install electrical service. 1 ,.. -, · bj 
05/29/2607 13:18 
ZB,R. 67 
208-557-21 ~···· 
··-·· 
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rransamerica contends that the home Is a fixture which, under Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code, codified 
is Title 28, Chapter 9, Idaho Code, may be encumbered pursuant to real estate law. See L.b....§.~W_CJ,j. The 
fobtors contend that the enactment of Lh,_§_,63-3DZB In 1981 established the sole method of treating mobile 
1omes as real property for financing purposes. That section requires in part that the owner or purchaser of the 
nobile *68 home records a non-revocable option to declare the mobile home as real property. The debtors 
·ecorded no such option. 
~ 11 · I interpret I_J.;_. §_§3-:l.QZf2 as intended to benefit buyers of mobile homes, not burden their financers. That 
,ection provides a method for a mobile home purchaser to legally bind himself to treat his mobile home as real 
>roperty, The legislative statement of purpose for this low, then House Bill 174, provided that 
·he purpose of this amendment providing for a New Section is to enable the purchasers of new mobile homes the 
1ptlon of determining that their mobile home is real property. This will enable the purchaser of this type of housing 
o procure financing that is more attractive for the purchaser. The said home must be permanently affixed to a 
:>undation on land owned or being purchased, and is a one-time, non-revocable option, 
FISCAL NOTE 
lone to governmental entities, but substantial favorable financial improvement in financing to purchasers of mobile 
omes as the result of longer term financing and the possibility of one loan for the home and the land. 
1 this case, the debtors received the benefit of longer term financing and one loan for both the home and the land. 
do not believe that the legislature intended to penalize lenders who provided such financing without the benefit of 
1e filing of a non-revocable option. Such a filing obviously is to protect a lender by forcing a borrower to commit 
irnself, rather than to protect the mobile home purchaser from a lender who would otherwise provide Jong term 
nancing .. 
D !51 The parties entered into a deed of trust which encumbered a parcel of land. That deed of trust would 
immonly be expected to encumber the land and the residence on that land. In approving the loan, Transamerica 
!lied upon an appraisal which valued both the land and the mobile home. I conclude that if the parties had 
tended to exclude the mobile home, which was the debtors' residence, from the ,ancumbrance of the deed of 
ust, it would have been explicitly excluded, Because it wasn't explicitly excluded, I conclude that the parties 
tended to Include both the land and the mobile home within the encumbrance of the deed of trust. In view of the 
gislatlve purpose of encouraging this goal, I do not believe that LJ;,_§__~3-~ bars a conclusion that the deed of 
ust encumbers- both the land and the mobile home. 
conclude that Transamerico's claim is secured by both the land and the mobile home on that land. The debtors 
ated in their confirmed plan that they would surrender the collateral which secures that claim to Transamerica. 
·ansamerica may submit an order lifting the stay, and serve it on the debtors and the trustee. If the debtors fail to 
ea motion to modify their confirmed plan within 21 days after the filing of this decision, I will sign that order . 
. IS SO ORDERED. 
:rtcy .Idaho, 1985. 
re Sasinouski 
! B.R. 67 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN.AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
LA WREN CE SPENCER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
DEE JAMESON, an Individual, DAVIDSON ) 
TRUST CO., CUSTODIAN FOR IRNSEP ) 
ACCOUNT NO.68-0811-30, and JAMES A. )) 
RAEON, SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, ) 
Defendants. 
Case No.: CV06-0003304 
DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S 
SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF RE: MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Defendant, DEE JAMESON, by and through his attorney of record, MICHAEL R. 
CHAPMAN, pursuant to the hearing on Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration, herby submits 
the following supplemental brief. 
I. REAL V. PERSONAL PROPERTY 
Initially, it is the position of Defendant Dee Jameson that _the issue of whether the mobile 
home was real or personal property should have no bearing on the outcome of the present case. 
A plain reading of the various documents executed at the time the loans were completed reveals 
that the parties clearly intended for Spencer to convert the mobile home to the real property upon 
which it sat. Spencer now seeks to be rewarded by his own dilatory actions. Moreover, the 
DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
record is clear that the deeds of trust were foreclosed as they were written and in accordance with 
the Idaho Code. See 45-150 I et seq. 
A. Notice of Service of Exhibits filed May 5, 2006, Exhibit I 
The Deed of Trust describes the real property and then states "TOGETHER W1TH 1981 
SKYLINE MOBILE HOME, 24x56, Vin#01910302P." If Spencer did not intend to convert the 
mobile home to real property, then there would be no reason for him to give it as security in the 
Deed of Trust. 
B. Notice of Service of Exhibits filed May 5, 2006, Exhibit 5 
The Amended Trustee's Deed describes the real property and then states "TOGETHER 
WITH 1981 SKYLINE MOBILE HOME, 24x56, Vin#01910302P." 
C. Loan Commitment Agreement, Affidavit of Ed D. Jameson, Exhibit "A" 
The Loan Commitment Agreement states: "Funds to be held back for release upon 
completion of the following items: 
f. Foundation, decks, & mobile set-up, including 
attachment and conversion to real property $10,000.00" 
(Emphasis added). The Amended Complaint filed by Spencer only states that he was not 
disbursed $5,000.00. 
D. Notice of Lis Pendens filed May 5, 2006 
Mr. Spencer filed a Notice of Lis Pendens "affecting the title to, and use of, the real 
property described below: "TOGETHER WITH 1984 (SIC) SKYLINE MOBILE HOME, 
24x56, Vin#0 1910302P ." 
DEFENDANT DEE JAMESON'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
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II. AUTHORITY FOR COURT TO CONSIDER NEW FACTS 
For purposes of the present riiotion, Defendant Dee Jameson will concede that it is within 
the court's discretion to consider additional facts. As stated in Defendant Dee Jameson's 
Response to Plaintiffs Motion for Clarification/Reconsideration, Mr. Spencer's affidavit does 
little to support his position. It raises the issue of standing and ripeness. The court is directed to 
review Spencer's prayer for relief in this matter. 
Also, the plain language of both subordination agreements shows that the IRA/SEP 
account had "at all times" an "unconditionally" "prior and superior" interest to Mr. Thompson. 
(See Subordination Agreements attached to Affidavit of Lawrence Spencer in Support of Motion 
for Reconsideration). In following the court's original opinion in this case, the IRA/SEP account 
would have an unconditional superior interest to that of Mr. Thompson when paying out any 
surplus monies owed. 
Just as the Plaintiff is asking the Court to review subsequent affidavit, Defendant Dee 
Jameson also direct the Court's attention to the affidavit he filed which asserts amounts in excess 
of the $5,000.00 were spent by the IRA/SEP account. 
The sales are final and cannot be overturned. Spencer received all notices of the 
foreclosure sales and the end results are final as they apply to him. In addition, the new evidence 
submitted by Spencer supports the Defendants' argument that the IRA/SEP account had priority 
over any "surplus" fund claims of other parties, including Spencer and Mr. Thompson. The 
Motion for Reconsideration should be denied. 
DATED this 0 
Attorney forDefendant Dee Jameson 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the£/_ day of MAY, 2007, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Ian D. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene; ID 83816 
[ l 
~ 
U.S.MAIL 
HAND DELIVERED 
FAX to: 765-9089 
Barry McHugh 
Elsaesser, Jarzabek, et al 
1400 Northwood Center Court, Suite C 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO 
LAWRENCE SPENCER 
Petitioner/ Appellant 
vs. 
DEE JAMISON, an individual, 
DAVIDSON TRUST CO., custodian 
for IRA/SEP account No. 68-0811-30 
AND JAMES A. RAEON, successor 
trustee 
Respondents 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_______________ ) 
SUPREME COURT NO. 34517 
I, Daniel J. English, Clerk of District Coutt of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing Augmented 
Record in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true, full 
and correct Record of the pleadings and documents under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
I certify that the Attorneys for the Appellants and Respondents were notified that the 
Augmented Clerk's Record was complete and ready to be picked up, or if the attorney is out of town, 
the copies were mailed by U.S. mail; postage prepaid, on the 6 4 day of ,)A,JIAAI<! 1 , 
2008. 
I do further certify that the Clerk's Record and Rep01ter's Transcript will be duly lodged 
with the Clerk of the Supreme Court. 
In witness whereof, I have hereunt'\ set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at 
Kootenai, Idaho this b°I day of -JA-rJV.A~j , 2008. 
By: 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH 
Clerk of District Court 
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DAVIDSON TRUST CO., custodian 
for IRA/SEP account No. 68-0811-30 
AND JAMES A. RAEON, successor 
trustee 
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SUPREME COURT NO. 34517 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Daniel J. English, Clerk of District Court of the First Judicial District of the State 
ofldaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I have personally served 
or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Augmented Record to each of the 
Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
Attorney for Appellant 
Ian D. Smith 
608 Northwest Blvd. Ste. 101 
PO Box 3019 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 838 I 6-30 I 9 
Attorney for Respondent 
Michael Chapman 
2020 Lakewood Ste. 221 
PO Box 1600 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto\set my hand and affixed the seal of said 
Court at Kootenai, Idaho this _Qj_ day of , AiJI.AAr2-..,/ , 2008. 
I 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH 
Clerk of the District Court 
